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Abstract

In industrial production, there are various environments where the potential efficiency
is not reached. In process industry, the production processes include complexity and
dynamics, which makes it difficult to the employees to operate them efficiently. Similar
issues exist in mobile machinery. Especially inexperienced machine operators work in an
inefficient manner, because it takes time to learn to control the machines. In addition,
inefficiency occurs even in industrial business processes where information is exchanged.
Related to process equipment, this exchange – especially between enterprises – lacks
proper tools, which necessitates laborious and error-prone manual communication methods.
Fortunately, information systems (ISs) can increase efficiency in all of these environments.

To increase efficiency, an approach is to design ISs that manage and utilise related
knowledge in a computer-interpretable format. This thesis researches such systems in
three environments. First, in the operation of machinery, the studied systems cover two
purposes: performance-related feedback for operators and the adjustment of machine
parameters. Both require knowledge management that is based on actual performance
data. The second environment is industrial processes that receive benefit from operator
assistance systems. Assistance eases demanding control tasks and especially plant-wide
coordination. The third environment is industrial business collaboration, which lacks
a digitalised medium for the exchange of technical information. Such a medium would
apply knowledge about ecosystem-wide business practices. Although each of the three
environments faces additional issues from distribution and asynchronism, the challenges
are manageable with appropriately designed ISs.

As ISs are applied to improve efficiency, it is necessary to integrate heterogeneous
information sources, which introduces challenges. Even if the information were in a
computer-interpretable format, heterogeneity hampers communication. Heterogeneity
occurs in various scopes, two of which are considered in this thesis. First, in production
plants, ISs utilise heterogeneous, vendor-specific information formats. Common formats
should be utilised instead to make systems integration more affordable to implement and
maintain. Second, heterogeneity is even more remarkable in communication between
enterprises. Enterprises have different practices, which reflects to their systems. Efficient
collaboration necessitates the alignment of these differences, which is – fortunately –
reachable with appropriate systems.

Considering efficiency, this work provides multiple results. The approach is to design
suitable architectures for ISs. Regarding ISs, an architecture refers to the high-level
structure and common principles that guide more detailed design tasks. An architecture
is presented in each publication of this thesis. The publications are related to mobile
machinery, production plants and the exchange of industrial technical information between
enterprises. Concerning architectures, the publications provide multiple design challenges
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ii Abstract

due to distribution, asynchronism and heterogeneity. In addition to architectures, this
thesis introduces a conceptual model that covers the application of knowledge and the
related information management tasks in industrial production. The suggested architec-
tural solutions, as well as the conceptual model, are reusable in industrial production.
Still, the results indicate that each problem requires careful design to conform to its
specific requirements.

Keywords: Information Management, Knowledge Management, Systems Integration,
Distributed Systems, Industrial Automation
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Glossary

This glossary explains the most essential terms that appear in this thesis. Because the
meanings apply particularly to this thesis, they can vary in other contexts.

adapter
A system or a piece of software that fits two ICT systems together; these systems
would otherwise be incompatible considering the way they process information.

anode furnace
In copper production, a unit process that removes impurities from the processed
material, after which the material is cast to solid pieces for electrolysis.

architecture
The common design principles of a system that exist to guarantee that the system
meets its design goals. The design made for the architecture guides the more detailed
design tasks.

asynchronism
A condition where two or more entities execute their tasks without a continuous
connection in time. Often, the term is utilised when the entities have to somehow
communicate. See also distribution

base (of computer-interpretable knowledge)
A container of computer-interpretable knowledge that has the form of a base where the
enclosed knowledge is manageable and accessible. See also container (of computer-
interpretable knowledge)

batch process
A chemical production process where a batch of the input materials is transformed
to the end product. The process is not continuous, but it has a starting condition
and an ending condition instead.

business process
A set of actions that has a certain business-related purpose.

communication protocol
A contract of functions that enable the mutual communication of two pieces of
software, usually over a network.

vii
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computer-interpretable information
Any explicit information in such a format that enables its interpretation with
computer software. A format made primarily for human viewing or editing does
not fulfil this definition, unless it enables computational processing.

computer-interpretable knowledge
Any explicit knowledge in such a format that enables its interpretation with computer
software.

container (of computer-interpretable knowledge)
A software-based entity that holds pieces of computer-interpretable knowledge.

converting
In copper production, one of the unit processes (see unit process).

cyber security
The protection of people and their assets from the threats that result from the
utilisation of devices, applications or systems that utilise ICT. See also ICT security,
information security

cyber-physical production system
A cyber-physical system built in the domain of industrial production.

cyber-physical system
A system of distributed computational units that collaborate with their environment.
See also cyber-physical production system

data
In contrast to information, data does not include an explicit context. See also
knowledge

data analysis
An activity to discover information that is not explicitly expressed in data. It can
also contribute to knowledge.

distribution
A condition where entities are related but also separated. This separation can be
geographical. See also asynchronism

document (of computer-interpretable knowledge)
A container of computer-interpretable knowledge serialised as a computer-interpretable
document. See also container (of computer-interpretable knowledge)

efficiency
This thesis considers efficiency in multiple contexts. Efficiency appears in the
operation of mobile machinery, where efficient operation saves fuel. In production
plants, it is efficient to produce more without consuming any more raw materials.
However, efficiency is present in any work task, including the management of
production-related information. In such tasks, increasing the automation degree
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lowers the amount of the required human work. Regardless of the context, efficiency
realises as an improved output-to-input ratio. The inputs include, for instance,
energy, manual effort and time.

equipment business
In industrial production, the business tasks that cover the purchasing and selling of
production equipment. This business occurs not only in investment projects but
also in maintenance tasks.

explicit information
Any information that has been documented explicitly. See also implicit information

explicit knowledge
Any knowledge that has been documented explicitly. See also implicit knowledge

flash smelting
In copper production, a unit process that smelts copper ore and removes impurities
from it.

fleet
A group of mobile machines that operate or are operated autonomously or indepen-
dently. In contexts other than this thesis, this definition can refer to other devices
as well. See also machinery

ICT security
The consideration of either cyber security or information security to the extent that
is related to ICT systems.

ICT system
A human-created technological medium to perform information management. See
also information system, system

implicit information
Any information not documented explicitly. See also explicit information

implicit knowledge
Any knowledge not documented explicitly. See also explicit knowledge

information
In contrast to data, information has been associated to an explicit context. See also
knowledge

information exchange
The transmission of data, information or knowledge between entities, such as an
enterprise, information system or piece of production equipment.

information management
The activities of mastering data, information or knowledge. See also knowledge
management
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information security
The protection of data, information or knowledge so that it preserves its confiden-
tiality, integrity and availability. See also cyber security, ICT security

information system
A human-created entity to perform information management. This includes the
people and business processes related to its utilisation. In addition, in this thesis, it
always includes an ICT system. See also system

knowledge
In relation to information, knowledge represents expertise, skill or understanding.
See also data

knowledge management
The activities of information management that have knowledge as the object.

machinery
Any machines that are mobile and perform production-related tasks. Such machines
exist in multiple domains, including forestry (e.g., harvesters and forwarders), con-
struction (e.g., excavators) and agriculture (e.g., tractors and combine harvesters).

manufacturing
The action of making products by utilising industrial methods. Often, manufacturing
particularly refers to making piece goods. See also production

mapping
The action of fitting information models together. Often, mapping refers to associ-
ating the fields of two formats, field by field.

measurement data
Any data retrieved by measuring a phenomenon.

mobile machinery
See machinery

model
An abstract entity that mimics the real world from a particular point of view.

modelling
The action of creating or modifying a model.

operator
An employee that operates some equipment related to production tasks.

optimisation
The action of attempting to realise the conditions that enable the best performance in
some task (considering some set of criteria that specify how to measure performance).
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plant
An industrial facility or a set of facilities that performs particular production tasks.

production
The action of making products by utilising industrial methods. See also manufac-
turing

production info system
An information system that collects data from the control and monitoring systems
of production facilities. (This definition is specific to this thesis.)

protocol
See communication protocol

service (software)
A software application that provides an interface for requests to perform a task.
Often, the requests are performed over a network. A service can provide some
particular functionality, or it can provide data or information.

system
An item that consists of other items that interact, creating a whole.

technical information
Regarding industrial production, any information related to the engineering of a
plant, equipment products or individual devices.

unit process
In a production plant, a process that performs a single part of the overall production.
In the refinement of metals, a unit process either performs a single step of removing
impurities by utilising a particular refinement method or otherwise contributes to
the finishing a product.
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The table below provides abbreviations. Where the abbreviation is not in common use
but specific to this thesis, it is explicitly indicated.

API Application Programming Interface
AMQP Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
CIA Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability
CoAP Constrained Application Protocol
CPS Cyber-physical System
CPPS Cyber-physical Production System
CSEC Cyber Security (specific to this thesis)
DCS Distributed Control System
DIK Data, Information and Knowledge
DOI Digital Object Identifier
DPWS Devices Profile for Web Services
DRL Drools Rule Language
EDI Electronic Data Interchange
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning
FSF Flash-smelt Furnace
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
IM Information Management
ICT Information and Communications Technology
IoT Internet of Things
IS Information System
ISEC Information Security (specific to this thesis)
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
KM Knowledge Management
MES Manufacturing Execution System
O&M Observations and Measurements
OMO Optimisation Module (specific to this thesis)
OPC UA Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture
PDF Portable Document Format
PSC Peirce-Smith Converter
REST Representational State Transfer
RFID Radio Frequency Identification
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
SOA Service-oriented Architecture
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
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TRL Technology Readiness Level
UDP User Datagram Protocol
WSDL Web Services Description Language
WWW World Wide Web
XML Extensible Markup Language
XMPP Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The industrial audience has been overwhelmed with discussion about efficiency, but there
is still motivation to enhance it. Efficiency is not only a matter of pursuing profit but also
saving valuable resources. Even after centuries of technological evolution, vast amounts
of energy, raw materials and human work are wasted due to inefficient operation. For
instance, various industrial branches have a considerable energy savings potential in the
European Union in future decades (Chan et al., 2015, p. 188). Efficiency improvements
have potential to relieve problems, such as emissions to the environment or the lack of
food for the ever-growing world population. Besides, due to the intense competition
in industrial production, profit margins are low. Therefore, even a minor change in
productivity can be remarkable in profits.

Production-related information and knowledge are effective resources to increase efficiency
(Gunasekaran and Ngai, 2007; Tan and Wong, 2016), but their exploitation is currently
laborious in enterprises. In production systems, efficient operation necessitates control,
monitoring and maintenance, which each require information exchange. This exchange is
currently hampered by the heterogeneity of systems, which results in manual and laborious
communication methods. On the other hand, production-related knowledge is essential
in efficient operation (Frank et al., 2012; Ullrich et al., 2015). Because this knowledge
cannot be mastered by all employees, knowledge sharing is valuable. Unfortunately, the
means for this sharing are limited. Employees can communicate their knowledge, but
this is ineffective without supporting ICT (Information and Communications Technology)
tools. Besides, the most experienced employees typically have too little time to teach or
instruct the others.

This thesis discusses how information systems (ISs) can help the application of information
management (IM) to apply knowledge in distributed production-related systems. Related
to IM, this thesis considers two fields of industrial production, namely fleets of mobile
machines and process industry. Challenges have arisen in both fields. First, the operation
of machinery requires skill and experience from operators, but this requirement can be
relaxed with automated operator assistance. However, this assistance requires knowledge,
and the related IM faces challenges due to the geographical distribution of machines.
Second, process industry suffers from IM-related problems both in the single-enterprise
and ecosystem scope. The heterogeneity of ICT systems hampers the optimisation of
production processes, because it complicates systems integration, thus adding difficulty
to the utilisation of production-related information. In addition, heterogeneity has, this
far, been an obstacle to digitalising information exchange between enterprises.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Fortunately, IM becomes easier with appropriately designed IS architectures. An archi-
tecture refers to a set of common design principles that ensure that the system meets
its design goals (Clements et al., 2003, pp. 1–2). The design of an architecture gains
importance when complexity increases, as the architecture guides the more detailed design
tasks. Architectural choices have a crucial impact on the ease or difficulties of evolution
especially if the IS receives repeated updates (e.g., related to the knowledge it applies).
From the organisational point of view, architectural design can be seen to fill a gap
between business actions and the way of operating production equipment (see Figure 1.1).
Without appropriate ISs and particularly ICT, a significant amount of manual work is
required to run the business, which lowers the performance. For some tasks, supportive
systems already exist, but this thesis presents multiple issues that lack such support.
In these issues, architecture design is not trivial due to the complexity of the problems.
Therefore, the core of this thesis is to gain new knowledge about the design of IS and
ICT architectures to increase the efficiency of industrial production.

Information and knowledge 
management architectures

Organisations, human users, 
operation

Production equipment, 
production processes

Industrial technology

Information systems 
for more efficient 

business

Industrial business 
and operation

Figure 1.1: Illustrating the gap between industrial technology and its operation.

1.2 Research Questions

The research questions are as follows. Within the scope of information system architectures
related to industrial production:

1. How to manage production-related knowledge to enable its utilisation in software
that assist production-related tasks?

2. How to enable the utilisation of knowledge in production-related tasks, when the
production-related entities operate in a distributed, asynchronous environment?

3. How to manage the heterogeneity of information in networked industrial environ-
ments?

4. What kind of conceptual model describes the generation and application of knowledge
to increase efficiency in distributed production-related tasks?

Table 1.1 shows the associations between the research questions, publications and chapters
of this thesis. Chapter 4 answers to research questions 1 and 2, Chapter 5 to 3 and
Chapter 6 to 4, respectively. Chapters 4 and 6 discuss all of the publications, whereas
Chapter 5 is only related to publications IV (Process Coordination) and V (Collaborative
Ecosystem).
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Table 1.1: The associations of research questions and thesis parts.

Research question Publications Chapter

1. Knowledge Management Methods I II III IV 4
2. Distribution and Asynchronism I II III IV V 4
3. Heterogeneity IV V 5
4. Conceptual Model I II III IV V 6

1.3 Research Method

Nunamaker and Chen have provided one viewpoint to the utilised research method; they
call the method systems development in information systems research. The method is
applied rather than basic research, engineering rather than scientific, developmental rather
than evaluative and formulative (or exploratory) rather than verificational. The authors
write that systems development is both a research method and research domain – here
however, only the method aspect is considered. In the systems development research
process, research methodologies and domain knowledge are applied, which produces
new knowledge. The research process has five steps: (1) construction of a conceptual
framework, (2) development of a system architecture, (3) analysis and design of the
system, (4) implementation of the system and (5) evaluation. (Nunamaker and Chen,
1990)

For a similar research approach, various authors have utilised the name design science
research. According to March and Smith (1995), design science is solving problems by
designing artefacts that are then evaluated against their requirements. Design science is
the term utilised in this work.

Design science is not the only method suitable for information systems research. Hevner
et al. write that methods from behavioural sciences are applicable, but they are concerned
with utilising technology rather than creating it. In addition, behavioural sciences search
for what is true, whereas design science researches what is effective (Hevner et al., 2004,
p. 98). The scope of this study is not related to human behaviour but technology, so
design science research is applied; clearly, there is neither any absolute truth to be found,
but the thesis searches for solutions suitable for a certain environment. However, a
statement by Hevner et al. must also be recognised. Relying solely on design science can
result in neglecting organisational needs thus leading to useless artefacts (Hevner et al.,
2004, p. 98).

Hevner writes that design science research has three related cycles: relevance, rigour and
design (see Figure 1.2). The relevance cycle stems from relating the research work to the
environment; what are the actual requirements of the work, and what the results help
to achieve? The rigour cycle is about both utilising existing knowledge and producing
more of it: scientific theories, expertise, design processes and so forth. The final cycle,
design, is the practical part of the research, that is, building and evaluating artefacts
(Hevner, 2007). From the scientific point of view, the rigour cycle is particularly essential,
as it distinguishes research from everyday software engineering by contributing to the
knowledge of the scientific community (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 81).
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Environment Design Science Research Knowledge Base

Design 
cycle

Build artefacts 
and processes

Evaluate

Relevance 
cycle

Rigour 
cycle

Figure 1.2: The three-cycle view of design science research; modified from (Hevner, 2007).

It seems that the general perception of design science research has evolved over time into
a mature and explicitly defined method. Its practitioners produce novel knowledge by the
means of design work. Often, scientific research is thought to cover data collection and
its mathematical analysis. The fact that design science lacks similar statistics utilisation
does not reduce its value, as mathematics is not the only tool to produce novel knowledge
from existing pieces.
Hevner’s (2007) three-cycle design science model applies well to this work. Each of the
publications has its motivation in real-life business requirements (the relevance cycle), such
as improving efficiency in mobile machinery, delivering equipment information digitally
between enterprises or utilising the knowledge of process optimisation. In addition,
each publication reviews previous research to indicate the gap where the work has its
position. Respectively, the rigour cycle appears as existing knowledge is applied by
utilising certain approaches in design, such as managing production-related knowledge
in either a centralised or a distributed way. The discussion of designs produces novel
knowledge, which causes a cycle, as knowledge is both utilised and generated. Finally,
the actual design cycle is applied by designing information systems and implementing
functional prototypes to be evaluated. While there are limited possibilities to execute
the prototypes in the actual everyday business, each prototype is experimented at least
in a simulated environment. Each experiment, except that of publication IV (Process
Coordination), processes data from actual industrial systems.
The research in this thesis is a combination of distinct research studies and a synthesis
from their results. The steps applied in publications are as follows.

1. Define the domain of the work.

2. Recognise and gather requirements for the artefacts.

3. Design a system architecture (an artefact) to meet the requirements.

4. Implement a prototype of the designed system (respectively, an artefact).

5. Evaluate the artefacts in the environment they were made for.

A critical analysis of each step contributes to existing knowledge and binds the work to a
tangible business environment. Utilising the results of publications, this work produces a
synthesis to answer to the research questions (see Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Answering to the research questions by applying design science research and
performing a synthesis.

1.4 Research Ethics

Due to the expected contribution to well-being, the results of this work are generally
positive from the ethical point of view. The thesis applies design science research in
the field of automation, where the fundamental purpose is to increase the degree of
autonomous operation of systems or devices. Potentially, it has also negative effects.
Clearly, in business, the degree of automation has a connection with the number and nature
of work tasks available for humans – if some function is automatized, less human work is
typically needed. Thus, there is a possibility that automation increases the unemployment
rate (Ramaswamy and Joshi, 2009, p. 810). Still, scientific and technological evolution
has been an essential factor in the progress of well-being during the past centuries; the
more functions are automatic, the more human work is potentially available for more
productive work tasks. As the productivity of industrial production improves, another
concern is its effects on the environment. Because the productivity improvement potential
of this work is mainly related to increasing efficiency, there is potential to actually reduce
environmental load. In summary, the results are considered to have more positive than
negative effects.

Another ethics-related aspect is the motivation of the research, which is neither considered
problematic in this work. Research is driven by the interests of a particular group (Iivari,
2007, p. 55) – however, this research is also motivated by the progress of global well-being.
Even though each research task has been initiated by a particular enterprise, the results
have been published and are exploitable by anyone.

Still, it is also recognised that this speculation on ethics cannot be guaranteed to apply
universally. It is possible that automation contributes to even negative issues. For instance,
the nature of work tasks in current jobs – that more and more employee competency
is typically required – together with rapid changes in the job market have caused an
unwanted phenomenon called “structural unemployment”. The number of jobs with low
educational requirements have dramatically decreased due to increased automation in
the past decades. As a result, a few percent of the population seems to be constantly
unemployed in western countries. However, as Ramaswamy and Joshi (2009, p. 811)
write: “– – people, not automation, are the potential misusers and abusers of automation
in the context of ethics.” That is, it is impossible to guarantee that research results
are not utilised for unethical purposes. Furthermore, it is also impossible to indicate
if the well-being generated by efficiency improvements is greater than any social issues
potentially promoted. Still, it is questionable if it is appropriate or even possible to halt
technological progress because some societal questions have not yet been answered.
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1.5 Scope and Contributions

The scope of this thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.4. The scope includes, entirely, system
architecture design and systems integration. In contrast, knowledge management (KM)
is only partially in the scope, as the related methods have little weight and the actual
emphasis is on their inclusion in architectures. Furthermore, data from production
equipment is relevant in the studies, but its actual retrieval is out of scope. Such data
covers measurement values, which are important in some of the publications. Security
(information or cyber security) is relevant for system architectures, but it is only considered
in this introductory part and excluded from the publications. The integration of individual
devices is completely out of scope, as the focus is on more high-level information processing.
The reason is that the equipment relevant in the publications readily have ICT systems
that provide measurement data, which eliminates the need to consider the access to the
physical equipment. Therefore, the publications do not provide any consideration about
Internet of Things (IoT) or similar efforts. In addition, optimisation is a motivator in
multiple publications, but the actual optimisation methods are not considered, as the
focus is on the architectures of systems that facilitate optimisation in runtime systems.
Finally, the management of software projects is also out of scope because the focus is on
the design of systems. Therefore, questions, such as “why so many software projects run
late”, are irrelevant. This is not because they were not important, but such topics belong
to other studies.

SCOPEKnowledge 
management

System 
architecture 

design

Data from 
production 
equipment

Integration of 
individual 

devices

Systems 
integration

Optimisation 
methods

Management 
of software 

projects

Security

Figure 1.4: Scope illustrated.

This thesis has multiple contributions as explained below.

• Architecture design for the following topics, including a software prototype and its
evaluation:

– Centralised management of the knowledge of operator performance assessment
in machine fleets (publication I Operator Performance)

– Centralised management of the knowledge of machine parametrisation in
machine fleets (publication II Machine Parameters)
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– Centralised management of the knowledge of data preprocessing in machine
fleets (publication III Data Preprocessing)

– A platform to enable communication in the coordinating optimisation of
production plants, including the communication of optimisation modules and
integration of information sources (publication IV Process Coordination)

– A multi-sided platform to exchange industrial technical information between
enterprises in a collaborative ecosystem (publication V Collaborative Ecosys-
tem)

• Examination of approaches to manage production-related knowledge in a manner
that enables utilisation in information systems (Chapter 4)

• Examination of the means to utilise knowledge in asynchronous, distributed indus-
trial environments (Chapter 4)

• Examination of approaches to realise interoperability in heterogeneous industrial
environments (Chapter 5)

• Design of a conceptual model about the generation and utilisation of knowledge in
distributed industrial environments (Chapter 6)

1.6 Outline

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 explains the technological background
of the work, including fundamental concepts. Then, Chapter 3 provides a brief overview
of the topics that form the foundation of the thesis. Chapter 4 starts the part that
replies to the actual research questions. It introduces solutions related to information
management tasks as well as distribution and asynchronism problems. Chapter 5 discusses
heterogeneity challenges and the related solutions. Finally, Chapter 6 creates a synthesis
of Chapters 4 and 5 to form a conceptual model. This stems from the challenges that
repeatedly appear in industrial production. Chapters 4, 5 and 6, each, present a section
for discussion. Finally, Chapter 7 provides a closure for the thesis. It revisits the research
questions as well as presents conclusions and future work.

Figure 1.5 illustrates the structure. The chapters refer to the publications as needed.
Chapters 4 and 5 also refer to Appendix A that describes the developed prototypes. These
are explained separately, because the chapters do not have a single suitable position for
such implementation-related details.
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Ch. 2
Background

Ch. 3
Problems

Ch. 4
Solutions

Ch. 5
Solutions

Ch. 6
Synthesis

Publications
Appendix A
Prototypes

Ch. 7
Closure

Figure 1.5: The structure of this thesis illustrated. The arrows indicate references.



2 Background

The theme of this thesis is the design of information systems that apply information
and knowledge to increase the efficiency of production-related activities. To provide a
basis for discussion, this chapter introduces the fundamental concepts. Because industrial
environments are distributed by nature, this chapter also reviews technologies that enable
systems integration.

2.1 Fundamentals

2.1.1 Optimisation Is Motivator, Not Subject
The concept optimisation appears in multiple scopes in this thesis. Mueller defines it as
follows: “In mathematics, computer science and operations research, – – optimisation is
the selection of a best element (with regard to some criterion) from some set of available
alternatives.” (Mueller, 2018, p. xi)

This study does not focus on optimisation methods but system architectures. In the
publications where optimisation is the motivator, the architectures themselves do not
optimise anything. Instead, the architectures provide means to facilitate the application
and maintenance of optimisation-related information or knowledge. This far, although
there have been tools for optimisation, their application has been challenging due to the
distribution of production systems. For instance, in publication II (Machine Parameters),
the intention is to enable the management of optimisation-related knowledge despite the
distribution of machinery. Respectively, publication IV (Process Coordination) provides a
solution to facilitate coordinating optimisation in production plants that operate multiple
unit processes. In summary, although optimisation is the motivator in some studies, these
studies do not research the related mathematics. Instead of the actual optimisation, the
studied architectures facilitate optimisation in production-related activities to select the
“best element” regarding “some criterion”, whatever this criterion is.

2.1.2 Data, Information and Knowledge
Although the concepts data, information and knowledge (DIK) are widely used in everyday
discussion, their definition is not without controversy. This results from the difference
of technological disciplines. On one hand, the professionals of mathematics state that
information has an exact definition. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of designing
information systems, this mathematics-oriented definition is limited in its applicability.
This section discusses a definition from both disciplines and selects what suits best for
this thesis.

9
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Information theory provides a mathematical approach by defining “information” in relation
to signals and their uncertainty. According to Young (1971, p. 1), “Information theory is
concerned with the basic limitations of various methods of communication.” He also states
that a basic problem of communication is the danger of distorted messages (Young, 1971,
p. 5). Cover and Thomas (2006, p. 1) state that information theory defines “the ultimate
data compression” and “the ultimate transmission rate of communication”. Indisputably,
these matters are essential in the development and operation of any communication
channel, including the infrastructure of Internet and the measurement instruments of
industrial systems. The problems of information theory are present in any information
system.

On the other hand, the DIK pyramid provides a model that concentrates on the actual
contents instead of uncertainty (see, e.g., Rowley (2007)). The DIK approach is more
philosophical than information theory, which adds difficulty to the definition of concepts.
To ease definition, Rowley has created a synthesis from various authors’ interpretations.
To define the relationship between data and information, authors typically state what
data lacks compared to information. Data consists of values that lack a context within
the values themselves. In contrast, information includes a context, therefore introducing
additional value compared to data. Knowledge, on the other hand, is associated to
concepts, such as “understanding”, “experience” and “skill” (Rowley, 2007). Figure 2.1
visualises the DIK concepts in a pyramid, where each DIK item forms a layer. Knowledge
is the most abstract layer, while data is most detailed. Generally, the number of data
items is usually higher than the number of information or knowledge items, especially if
the higher layers are refined from the lower ones. Above knowledge, some authors refer to
a layer called wisdom, which changes the DIK pyramid to “DIKW”. Wisdom introduces
the element of “vision” that facilitates decision-making by adding the ability to consider
multiple factors in a large scale (Awad and Ghaziri, 2004, pp. 40–41). Although wisdom
is indisputably important in the management of organisations, it is beyond the scope of
this work and, therefore, not acknowledged in the later parts.

This thesis concentrates on the actual contents of each DIK concept without a particular
interest in uncertainty, which favours the DIK pyramid over information theory. Table 2.1
compares the two approaches. For this thesis, information theory is too limited, because
it concentrates on uncertainty, which is primarily a signal-related issue. This is not among
the key concerns, although publication III (Data Preprocessing) refers to outlier detection.
Signal-related issues are considered low-level problems that belong to communication
channels instead of system architectures. (Still, uncertainty can also occur from any
source of information or knowledge, but this is out of scope.) Furthermore, information
theory has another shortcoming, as it does not consider knowledge. The DIK pyramid,
on the other hand, provides a classification of the DIK concepts based on their contents,
and the approach includes knowledge.

Table 2.1: Approaches to define information.

Approach Viewpoint Knowledge
considered

Information theory Signals No
DIK pyramid The actual contents of data, information and

knowledge
Yes
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Knowledge
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skill,
understanding

Information
Values associated to a context

Data
Values with no associated context

Abstraction;
value

Number of 
items

(Wisdom)

Figure 2.1: Data, information and knowledge (DIK) in a layered pyramid, including wisdom
above other layers. Modified from publication II (Machine Parameters); the original concept was
presented by Ackoff (1989) as cited by Rowley (2007).

Due to its abstract and artificial characteristics, the application of the DIK pyramid
is not always straightforward, but the pyramid structure facilitates the definition of
concepts. The pyramid has received criticism from, for instance, Frické (2009). However,
as Box has argued about mathematical modelling, all models are wrong but some are
useful (Box, 1979). Analogously, the DIK pyramid is not absolutely correct or suitable
regardless of the topic, but it helps the alignment and understanding of the DIK items.
It provides a structure that facilitates objective discussion, which is the foundation of
technology-related research.

Related to knowledge, human- or human-learning-oriented concepts are out of scope, be-
cause the interest is in the design of information systems instead. However, to acknowledge
the nearby concepts, let us briefly review four of them. First, the scope does not include
tacit knowledge, although references to this appear in some parts of the thesis. Second,
the so-called Bloom’s taxonomy is also considered irrelevant. The taxonomy examines the
learning of human beings. It suggests that knowledge is the lowest of a total of six levels
of cognitive learning, the others being comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and
evaluation. As a person learns, the first level is to know something. Once the level of
learning deepens, the person reaches the higher levels of the taxonomy. Then, the person
will be able to exploit knowledge in more thorough and critical ways (Bloom et al., 1956,
pp. 18, 62–63). Third, close to KM, there is a concept called organisational learning
(e.g., Pun and Nathai-Balkissoon (2011)), which expands the discipline of learning to
groups of people. This concept is neither considered in this work. Fourth, absorptive
capacity is not considered. It refers to the ability of an organisation to recognise, capture
and utilise information or knowledge that is available from an external source (Cohen
and Levinthal, 1990).
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2.1.3 Key Concepts Defined
This thesis defines data and information through their mutual relationship, particularly
through whether or not an explicit context exists. Data covers facts or signals that do not
specify a context they belong to. Therefore, data includes not only measurement signals
from sensors but also the numeric values interpreted from them. A piece of data can have
various types, including a number, a piece of text or an enumeration value (e.g., the states
of a software application could be “inactive”, “starting” or “running”). However, as data
items are associated to a context that indicates why they exist and what they mean, they
become a part of information. An example of such information is an equipment datasheet
(despite the name) that associates a context to equipment mass, power consumption,
manufacturer or similar facts that would alone be data. Furthermore, a measurement
value would become a part of information when associated with a field that indicates
what has been measured. This interpretation is not free from controversy, though. Awad
and Ghaziri suggest that information is rather qualitative than quantitative and also
that information often includes an element of refinement compared to data (Awad and
Ghaziri, 2004, p. 40). This could lead to an interpretation that a context alone, such as
associated metadata, does not change data to information. However, to make a clear,
explicit distinction, this thesis considers that context is the differentiating factor. A
context provides a motivation and explanation (“why”) thus defining information.

Still, terminological conflicts remain considering this context-based definition. The concept
document-oriented database exists in the ICT domain, although such documents can as
well contain information with an explicitly defined context. However, the term database is
a legacy concept that stems from more primitive approaches, such as relational databases.
Such databases truly hold pieces of data. Even if these pieces would together form
information, they are bulk from the database viewpoint. The database does not consider
the meaning and context of data, because such higher-level considerations occur in the
applications that access the database. Respectively, the earlier mentioned datasheet
concept is considered information in this thesis. This information consists of multiple
pieces of data that together form a context.

Above the levels of data and information, this study considers that knowledge answers to
the question how to act to accomplish a goal. Therefore, knowledge is a presentation of
experience or skill instead of plain facts. Each publication of this thesis utilises knowledge
with the goal of increasing performance. In publication I (Operator Performance),
knowledge answers to the question how machine operators could improve their work
practices, whereas publication II (Machine Parameters) utilises it to instruct operators
how to adjust machine parameters to increase performance. Publication III (Data
Preprocessing) provides an indirect contribution to efficiency by managing the knowledge
of data preprocessing. In IV (Process Coordination), knowledge advises how to operate
production processes, whereas publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem) suggests an
approach to manage ecosystem-wide business knowledge.

Multiple concepts specify subsets of the DIK items. Figure 2.2 illustrates their taxonomy
in this thesis. Measurement data is any data that has been retrieved by resolving the
quantity or extent of something, such as the duration of a work task or mass of an object.
Some knowledge is explicit and some is implicit (or tacit). Explicit knowledge has been
explicitly documented; a piece of paper or a file in a computer fulfils this definition.
(The distinction between implicit and explicit knowledge is commonly referred to in
literature, as written by Awad and Ghaziri (2004, p. 3) and Debowski (2006, pp. 17–18).)
Computer-interpretable knowledge is a subset of explicit knowledge that can be interpreted
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with computer software. An example is a business rule modelled in a rule-based ICT
system or a mathematical model implemented in a software application. Respectively,
explicit information is any information that has been documented explicitly in contrast to
implicit information. If explicit information has a format that enables its interpretation
with computer software, it is called computer-interpretable information. Formats, such
as XML (Extensible Markup Language) and JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), fulfil
this definition. It is notable, however, that computer-interpretable information does not
cover PDFs (Portable Document Format), word processor documents or other formats
designed primarily for visual viewing or editing by humans. In addition, although
measurement signals are commonly processed with computers, they are considered data,
not information, because the signals themselves do not include any explicit hint about
their correct interpretation.

Data Information Knowledge

Measurement 
data

Explicit 
knowledge

Computer- 
interpretable 

knowledge

Implicit 
(tacit) 

knowledge

Explicit 
information

Computer- 
interpretable
information

Implicit 
information

Figure 2.2: The taxonomy of knowledge, information and data in this thesis as well as the
abbreviations of the repeatedly used concepts.

There are a few other concepts, derived from the DIK items, that appear repeatedly
in this thesis. Table 2.2 lists these concepts and their relationships with the DIK
layers. Data analysis covers any activities of data refinement with the goal of discovering
information. Information management (IM) covers the activities of mastering DIK items,
while information system (IS) refers to an entity that performs IM, covering people,
business processes and technological tools. This aligns with Bourgeois and Bourgeois
(2014) stating that people (e.g., systems analysts, programmers and project managers) as
well as business processes also belong to ISs. In contrast, an ICT system is a technological
system to perform IM, excluding people and processes. In this thesis, an IS always
includes one or more ICT systems. Information exchange is any activity to deliver DIK
items between entities, such as organisations, ISs or devices. Knowledge management
(KM) is a subset of IM that has knowledge as the object. Finally, it is notable that ICT
system, information exchange, IM and IS, each, can refer to the processing of any level
of the DIK pyramid. Therefore, when an explicit reference is required, it is otherwise
expressed in the text. In contrast, data analysis refers exclusively to data processing,
while KM always refers to knowledge.
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Table 2.2: The relationships of DIK-related concepts and the DIK layers.

Concept Related DIK layers
Data Information Knowledge

Data Analysis X
ICT system X X X
Information Exchange X X X
Information Management (IM) X X X
Information System (IS) X X X
Knowledge Management (KM) X

2.1.4 Knowledge Management
Generally, as KM is applied in industrial production, a cycle appears. First, data is
collected to enable analyses and observations that produce knowledge. This is then applied
in production, which improves efficiency or quality. Therefore, there is a feedback loop
where operations improve knowledge and knowledge improves operations (see Figure 2.3).
A respective loop is discoverable in a study by Gebus and Leiviskä. There, manufacturing-
related data is collected to generate statistics about the quality-related factors of an
assembly line. The statistics provide knowledge, which is then applied in production
activities (Gebus and Leiviskä, 2009). As data is collected constantly, the knowledge will
become more accurate and the production quality will improve even more. Related to
KM in general, Maier (2010, p. 78) has presented an analogous cycle.

Knowledge

Application of knowledge

Generation of knowledge

Production-related 
operations

Figure 2.3: The cycle of knowledge generation and application; an analogous idea appears in
(Maier, 2010, p. 78).

As a research field, KM covers multiple aspects. This study has a technological perspective,
excluding organisational issues and human factors. Instead, the focus is on explicit and
especially computer-interpretable knowledge.
Explicit knowledge has countless application areas in industrial production. E-maintenance
is an effort where maintenance-related data is managed and utilised to generate knowledge
and therefore develop maintenance practices (Bangemann et al., 2006). Fault diagnostics
is a closely related application area (Vrabič et al., 2017). Palmroth (2011) has researched
the assessment of the performance of machine operators. A study by Li (2010) considers
knowledge related to production scheduling. Respective KM efforts can bring benefit
in any aspect of production. Clearly, explicit knowledge is a powerful asset whenever
efficiency is the goal.
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To manage explicit knowledge in a computer-interpretable format, an appropriate mod-
elling method is necessary. All system design includes modelling of knowledge (Hevner
et al., 2004, p. 81), but there are also other methods, four of which are discussed here.
First, in rule-based reasoning, knowledge is modelled as rules that map conditions to
results. Kim et al. have provided a practical study, where a rule-based controller optimises
fuel consumption in a hybrid excavator. In the study, the rules specify a strategy to
balance power generation between a diesel engine and an electric motor (Kim et al., 2012).
To apply rule-based reasoning in applications, there are existing products, such as the
rule framework Drools (2017), which is utilised in publications I (Operator Performance)
and II (Machine Parameters). Second, semantic modelling is another method. For such
modelling, there is a language called Web Ontology Language or OWL (Motik et al., 2012).
In the industrial domain, related practical studies include a manufacturing core ontology
(Borgo and Leitão, 2007) and a reference ontology for product lifecycle management
(Bruno et al., 2015). Third, mathematical structures are suitable in some occasions. This
is suggested in a study by Castro et al. (2011), where an algorithm is introduced for the
scheduling of production. However, it is notable that although mathematical algorithms
and models enable problem solving, they must still be implemented in software to become
applicable in an ICT system, as suggested in publication IV (Process Coordination).
Fourth, machine learning is a method where knowledge is generated by examining past
data with algorithms. Qiu et al. (2018) have utilised machine learning to recognise mali-
cious nodes in an industrial network. Machine learning is also included in an information
system architecture suggested by Kannisto and Hästbacka (2019), where machinery is
the field of research.

Because computer-interpretable knowledge can take various formats, let us define a
taxonomy to facilitate discussion in later parts of the thesis (see Figure 2.4). A container
is any software-based entity that can hold pieces of knowledge. Three types of containers
are relevant in this thesis. The first type is mathematical models implemented in executable
software, as suggested in publication IV (Process Coordination). The second type is
computer-interpretable documents, as in publications II (Machine Parameters) and III
(Data Preprocessing). (According to the interpretation of this thesis, these particular
documents would alone be computer-interpretable information, but they are a part of a
larger entity that forms knowledge for a certain purpose.) The third type is an organised
base that enables management and access. Such an entity appear as a rule base in
publications I (Operator Performance) and II. A base could contain even documents, but
the publications of this thesis do not cover such needs. Finally, a record is an atomic
knowledge item. Here, atomic means that if it were split, it would no longer provide any
meaningful knowledge as such. Records occur in publications I and II, where each rule
in the rule base is a record. Respectively, records form the knowledge of documents as
well. Records receive no particular attention in this thesis, but they are included in the
taxonomy to clarify the concepts of document and base.
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Figure 2.4: Entities of computer-interpretable knowledge and their relationships in this thesis.

2.2 Distribution

2.2.1 Development Towards Distribution
The term distribution has a range of meanings, but this thesis only considers its location-
related dimension. The word comes originally from the Latin word “distributionem”,
which means “to divide, deal out in portions”, where the prefix “dis” means “individually”
and “tribuere” “to pay, assign, grant”, respectively (Harper, 2019). For the term, the
modern English language has multiple definitions. The term can refer to “giving or
delivering” items, to sharing items in time, in place or to people as well as to delivering
items for business purposes (Definition of distribution, 2019). In this thesis, distribution
refers solely to the distribution of items in place. The items are always parts of a system,
which associates them to one another, even if the parts were autonomous or unaware of
one another. Distribution can occur in many levels of abstraction.
Distribution is a usual characteristic in production systems, which increases complexity.
In certain process plants, the production facilities consist of multiple production units
that operate multiple devices. In machinery, fleets consist of multiple machines, and
even a single machine consists of subsystems, including the engine and the implements
with their sensors and actuators. In addition, conventional production plants operate
ICT systems, such as DCS (Distributed Control System), SCADA (Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition), MES (Manufacturing Execution System) and ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning). This distribution, along with the variety and heterogeneity of items,
leads to complexity. To manage this, each production-related item can be positioned into
the so called “automation pyramid” (see Figure 2.5). In this pyramid, level 1 refers to
physical equipment, level 2 to control or monitoring systems, level 3 to the coordination
of production and level 4 to business activities.
To facilitate reconfiguration, production-related ICT should support distribution better
than currently. Especially in manufacturing, production systems should be responsive
to changes (ElMaraghy, 2005). This goal is not reached with the conventional fieldbus
interfaces of devices, such as controllers, sensors and actuators. Although fieldbuses
enable the interconnection of devices as well as connectivity to ICT systems, such as
SCADA, their reconfiguration is expensive. The reason is the lack of a fieldbus technology
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4 Business and logistics
(e.g., ERP)

3 Production
(e.g., MES)

2 Control and monitoring 
(e.g., DCS, SCADA)

1 Equipment

Figure 2.5: The automation pyramid. Modified from ANSI/ISA-95.00.01 (2010, pp. 20–21).

that were both commonly agreed and open (Thomesse, 2005, p. 1), which leads to vendor-
specific implementations and a need for ICT personnel that specialise in narrowly utilised
technologies. Fortunately, this condition is changing. As modern devices provide more
computational capacity, more functionality becomes possible. According to Monostori,
this progress fosters a vision of production systems where the devices are autonomous
and networked in contrast to conventional static and monolithic systems (see Figure 2.6).
However, because flexible networking technologies typically lack a real-time support, any
time-critical tasks can still utilise customary methods instead (Monostori, 2014).

User interface

ICT system 
(e.g., SCADA)

Statically 
connected devices

Network of 
intelligent devices

User interface

Figure 2.6: Breaking monolithic and static production systems to networks of interconnected
entities. Modified from (Monostori, 2014).

This need for distribution is one element in Cyber-physical Production Systems (CPPS; also
called Industrial Cyber-physical Systems). In addition to distribution, CPPS emphasises
the capability of devices to interact with their environment. CPPS has developed from
the domain-agnostic concept Cyber-physical Systems (CPS). CPSs consist of distributed
computational units that interact with the physical world; these units are also intelligent
enough to collaborate (Monostori, 2014). Regarding devices in CPPS networks, Lee
et al. have introduced the “5C architecture” to model the levels of information processing.
The architecture considers the connectivity of devices (“connection”), refinement of data
to information (“conversion”), fleet-wide information processing (“cyber”), system-wide
knowledge (“cognition”) and self-adaptation (“configuration”) (Lee et al., 2015). Wang
et al. have published another CPPS architecture. They state that CPPS realises a
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“society of smart objects” that have the ability to organise themselves. To reach this, the
authors apply a multi-agent approach where autonomous production units negotiate and
make decisions (Wang et al., 2016). CPPS has even been recognised as an important
societal factor in Germany (Kagermann et al., 2013, pp. 24–25), which is one of the
largest industrial producers worldwide.

Regarding distribution and CPPS, the IoT (Internet of Things) concept is related due to
its focus on connectivity. IoT refers to the development where more and more devices
are capable of connecting to Internet, which enables them to provide services (Höller
et al., 2014, pp. 3–4). This is in contrast to earlier times when mostly personal
computers, servers and respective general-purpose computers provided such connectivity
and mobile Internet was uncommon in devices. According to Lee and Lee, the essential
IoT technologies are RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), wireless sensor networks,
a middleware for integration and cloud computing. The challenges of IoT are data
management, data mining, privacy and security. A further challenge is the danger of
chaos that could occur if a network of IoT devices fails (Lee and Lee, 2015). From the
CPPS viewpoint, IoT technologies provide tools to connect devices, which is one of the
enablers of distribution required for the CPPS vision. However, CPPS has more focus on
how devices operate as a part of their environment, whereas IoT focuses on integration
(Leitão et al., 2016, p. 12).

Although the CPPS research is mainly driven by the manufacturing of piece goods, it is
related to this thesis. In publications I (Operator Performance), II (Machine Parameters)
and III (Data Preprocessing), the production tasks are performed with systems that
receive reconfiguration less often than a manufacturing line can receive. Respectively, the
copper refinement process in Publication IV (Process Coordination) encounters no changes
in its fundamental refinement steps, and Publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem) focuses
on the communication between enterprises rather than actual production tasks. Still,
even these publications are related to the advances of CPPS, because they contribute to
distribution, KM and the management of heterogeneity. Besides, CPPS, although focused
on assembly lines and piece goods manufacturing, will eventually affect the systems
related to publications I–V.

2.2.2 Services
Considering the integration of distributed items, service is an important concept. Service-
oriented Architecture (SOA) is an ICT systems integration paradigm where the pieces of
business logic are abstracted as services (Erl, 2005, p. 54). Each service has an interface
that enables its integration with other applications or systems. Due to abstraction, a
service interface encapsulates the actual implementation technologies, which facilitates
the integration task. Previously, authors have recognised SOA as an important concept
in interoperation (Vernadat, 2007; Xu, 2011). However, this thesis considers service
architectures mainly a tool. The architectures of this thesis are not primarily service
architectures, as the thesis focuses more on system structures than interfaces.

The design of services is based on eight principles. Services are abstract, so that they
hide their underlying logic, and the information exchange with the service is based on a
contract. Service are loosely coupled, that is, their design aims at minimising the number
dependencies required for interaction. Services are also autonomous, therefore their logic
resides within specific boundaries. In principle, services are also designed to be reusable
as well as composable into larger entities. Services are stateless, which means that they do
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not manage the state information of interaction. Finally, services are discoverable, which
means that their descriptions are available for potential users. (Erl, 2005, p. 291)

2.2.3 Technologies for Services
To implement systems integration with the service approach, multiple technologies are
possible. This subsection surveys these. The survey intentionally ignores the technologies
that are concerned with network-level and infrastructure-level complexity, because this
out of scope of the thesis. Instead, the focus is on communication technologies that allow
developers to concentrate on application-level problems. With the surveyed technologies,
application developers build messages and exchange them based on addresses without a
concern about message routing. Still, it is acknowledged that each distributed system
requires a physical network under it.

In the technological progress towards services, HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) has
had a crucial impact. HTTP is an essential technology in WWW (World Wide Web),
which began to spread in the early 1990’s. According to the HTTP specification1, a server
provides resources that clients can utilise by sending requests to the server (Fielding
et al., 1999, p. 8). This approach suits for hosting website contents for human users, but
it also works in systems integration. A strength of HTTP is that clients and servers can
be implemented on any software platform – this aligns with the principles of SOA. In
addition, the HTTP specification is openly available, which reduces the cost of utilisation.
With HTTP, message traffic is commonly routed with URIs2 (Uniform Resource Identifier).
URI-based communication contributes to loose coupling (as required for service-oriented
communication), because the underlying infrastructure routes messages on demand to
whatever physical location the URI refers.

A few additional technologies were developed to implement what is known as Web Services.
HTTP introduces a communication protocol, but the content it delivers can be anything.
To ensure that the parties of communication understand the exchanged content, an
agreement is necessary. Such agreements come closer with XML3 (Extensible Markup
Language) that was first released in 1990’s. XML provides a syntax for structured
content, but it does not restrict what the content is. Due to its regularity, XML suits
for electronic processing, but it is also, in principle, readable to human beings. However,
XML does not provide any explicit support for the service paradigm. Therefore, SOAP4,5

(Simple Object Access Protocol) was developed. It specifies an XML-based skeleton for
message traffic between applications. Still, to facilitate systems integration even more, an
interface description language was considered important. Thus, WSDL6 (Web Services
Definition Language) was developed. WSDL provides means to describe the operations of
a service as well as XML-based structures for communication. Later, an updated WSDL
specification7 was released with the abbreviation meaning “Web Services Description
Language”. Similar to HTTP, neither XML, SOAP nor WSDL set any restrictions on
the software platform, and all of them provide an openly available specification. This
contributes to interoperability between heterogeneous systems. On top of SOAP and
WSDL, even more service-related technologies have been developed to provide structures

1RFC 2616, i.e., (Fielding et al., 1999)
2RFC 3986, i.e., (Berners-Lee et al., 2005)
3XML 1.0 specification, i.e., (Bray et al., 2008)
4SOAP 1.1 specification, i.e., (Box et al., 2000)
5SOAP 1.2 specification, i.e., (Mitra and Lafon, 2007)
6WSDL 1.1 specification, i.e., (Christensen et al., 2001)
7WSDL 2.0 specification part 1, i.e., (Chinnici et al., 2007a)
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for communication-related agreements. These so called WS-* technologies include, for
instance, WS-Security8, WS-Discovery9 and WS-Addressing10.

Due to the variety of implementation technologies, the term “service” or “Web Service”
can cause confusion. In this thesis, when Web Service is written with capital W and S, it
refers to a service implemented with SOAP and WSDL. In contrast, a web service (with
lowercase initials) can refer to any implementation technology. Finally, a service is even
more abstract. It refers to a web service or a service in the business sense without any
association to technology.

There has been criticism that the Web Service technologies cause unnecessary overhead
whenever their variety of features is not needed, which has led to simpler Restful web
services. Restful web services stem from an architectural style called REST (Representa-
tional State Transfer). REST has resulted from the design of WWW (Fielding, 2000, pp.
76–106). In contrast to Web Services, Restful services are modelled as resources rather
than operations. To develop a Restful service, a straightforward way is to implement it
directly on HTTP, as HTTP readily provides a means to serve resources. Because Restful
services do not require any specific technology, the syntax of the transferred messages
can be any. XML is a candidate, but JSON11 (JavaScript Object Notation) provides a
simpler alternative regarding conceptual complexity. Restful services and Web Services
are compared in a study by Castillo et al. that assumes HTTP as the underlying protocol
for Restful services. The Restful approach is simpler than Web Services and requires fewer
development tools. In contrast, Web Services support WSDL as well as WS-* technologies
and provide a more advanced support for a networked environment (whereas bare HTTP
assumes point-to-point connections) (Castillo et al., 2011).

There has also been work to enable web services even for devices that provide a lower
computational capacity compared to conventional general-purpose computers, therefore
contributing to IoT. DPWS12 (Devices Profile for Web Services) aims at specifying a
minimal feature set of Web Services and WS-* technologies to still enable security, dynamic
discovery, description of services and event-based communication. The intention is to
preserve interoperability with other Web Service tools. CoAP13 (Constrained Application
Protocol) is another contribution to services in devices. It has been designed to enable web
services even in 8-bit microcontrollers. Unlike DPWS, CoAP promotes Restful services,
but it also provides discovery, multicast and asynchronous messaging. In addition, CoAP
has been designed to be adaptable to HTTP to enable integration with other infrastructure
(Shelby et al., 2014, p. 4).

The earlier discussed service technologies are domain-agnostic, whereas OPC UA (Open
Platform Communications Unified Architecture) stems from industrial systems. According
to OPC unified architecture specification part 1, OPC UA has been designed to implement
information exchange between industrial ICT systems and devices. As of November 2018,
OPC UA consists of 14 parts. OPC UA specifies not only messaging but also aspects,
such as information model, security, address space, alarms and discovery (OPC unified
architecture specification part 1, 2017, pp. 7–8). OPC UA can utilise multiple transport
protocols, including SOAP, although the SOAP binding has been deprecated (OPC

8WS-Security specification, i.e., (Nadalin et al., 2006)
9WS-Discovery specification, i.e., (Modi and Kemp, 2009)

10WS-Addressing specification, i.e., (Box et al., 2004)
11(ECMA-404, 2017)
12DPWS specification, i.e., (Driscoll and Mensch, 2009)
13RFC 7252, i.e., (Shelby et al., 2014)
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unified architecture specification part 6, 2017, pp. 54–60). OPC UA does not consider
client-server the only communication paradigm, but publish-subscribe is also covered
(OPC unified architecture specification part 14, 2017). The information exchange can
occur in XML, JSON or a binary format specific to OPC UA (OPC unified architecture
specification part 6, 2017). In addition, there are multiple companion specifications
that provide an information model specialised for a particular aspect of production.
These specifications include OPC UA information model for IEC 61131-3 (2010; for
programmable logic controllers), OPC unified architecture for devices (2013) and OPC
unified architecture for ISA-95 (2013) to contribute to the coordination of production
systems.

Figure 2.7 summarises the reviewed service-related technologies. The arrows indicate
relationships. Because each relationship can be routed back to either HTTP or XML,
these are fundamental technologies. Even if other technologies replaced these, it would
be impossible to deny their inspiration to web services. CoAP is a lighter alternative for
HTTP and JSON for XML, respectively. SOAP uses both HTTP and XML, whereas
WSDL, DPWS as well as OPC UA refer to SOAP. However, it is notable that SOAP
does not exclusively require HTTP as its underlying protocol (Mitra and Lafon, 2007).
In addition, although WSDL is commonly associated with SOAP, WSDL 2.014 specifies a
binding even for HTTP, and the specification does not exclude other protocol bindings
either. The figure omits REST, because it is an architectural style, not a technology. A
Restful service architecture can use HTTP or CoAP, for instance.

OPC UA

JSON

DPWS

SOAP

WSDL

XML

HTTP

Has binding
for

Is based on

Has binding for

Can use

Uses

Can use

CoAP

Is simpler
alternative for

Can use

Designed to
interface with

Uses

Has binding for

Figure 2.7: The surveyed service-related technologies and their relationships.

Although the set of aforementioned technologies were declared important for services,
service design is not mainly a question of technology. The technologies were chosen,
because they are commonly known to be used in services. Still, nothing prevents using
another technology, perhaps a lower-level protocol such as TCP15 (Transmission Control
Protocol) or UDP16 (User Datagram Protocol), to build a service architecture. On the
other hand, the application of SOAP, HTTP or another aforementioned technology does
not alone make a service, because these technologies do not guarantee the application of
service principles (Erl, 2005, p. 58).

14WSDL 2.0 specification part 2, i.e., (Chinnici et al., 2007b)
15RFC 793, i.e., (Postel, 1981)
16RFC 768, i.e., (Postel, 1980)
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There have been multiple initiatives to design service-based frameworks for the industrial
domain. Multiple frameworks have mainly targeted at easing industrial device integration
and the related service orchestration. They include SOCRADES (de Souza et al., 2008),
IMC-AESOP (Colombo et al., 2014) and PERFoRM (Angione et al., 2017). The Arrow-
head framework addresses especially scalability for wide networks. Its scope is not limited
to production, but it also covers fields, such as infrastructure, buildings, energy, electro
mobility and end-user services (Varga et al., 2017). The CoPro project emphasises the
integration and orchestration of heterogeneous production-related systems and modules
(Enste et al., 2017). In the DISIRE project, a cloud-based architecture has been designed
for big data analytics (Goldin et al., 2017). Sarnovsky et al. (2018) have taken another
data-driven approach in the MONSOON project. Additionally, although not directly
in the scope of service architectures, an article about the CONSENS project promotes
information integration for more efficient process control (Appel et al., 2016).

2.2.4 Message Bus Technologies
Conventional service architectures use the synchronous request-response pattern (e.g.,
Daigneau (2011)) for communication, whereas message bus paradigms promote an asyn-
chronous approach. Besides asynchronism, another difference is that a request-response
interaction always has a client and a server, whereas bus paradigms refer to publishers
(information sources) and subscribers (information consumers). In bus paradigms, the
concept “server” can refer to the message bus node, all other nodes being entitled clients.
Still, the paradigm can even omit the server role. Despite these differences, even a bus
paradigm can provide the communication media for a service architecture, because the
network nodes can be designed to follow the service principles, such as abstraction, loose
coupling, composability and autonomy. To provide an overview of currently available
bus paradigms, the following paragraphs survey different messages buses. These include
AMQP17 (Advanced Message Queueing Protocol), Apache Kafka18, MQTT19 (Message
Queueing Telemetry Transport), ZeroMQ20 and XMPP21 (Extensible Messaging and
Presence Protocol). Kafka is not an actual message bus but a “distributed streaming
platform” (Apache Kafka, 2018). Still, its publish-subscribe approach enables utilisation
in a fashion that resembles a message bus.

AMQP 0.9.1 and Apache Kafka provide a message bus that enables centrally coordinated
message delivery and a high throughput. They have a fundamental difference, though. In
AMQP, messages are routed to queues, and each message in a queue can be read exactly
once (AMQP version 0-9-1, 2008, p. 14). Therefore, if the intention is to deliver a message
to multiple clients, these each must have a dedicated queue, and the message is replicated
for each. In contrast, Kafka provides a log where all the messages remain for a certain
period regardless if they are read or not (Apache Kafka, 2018). Another difference is that
AMQP is a standardised protocol, thus enabling multiple implementations, whereas Kafka
is a single product. It is notable that the most recent AMQP version, 1.022, provides
less routing functionality compared to version 0.9.1. In version 0.9.1, it is common to
use “topics” to route messages from publishers to subscribers, but version 1.0 omits this

17(AMQP version 0-9-1, 2008)
18(Apache Kafka, 2018)
19MQTT specification, i.e., (Banks and Gupta, 2015)
20(ZeroMQ – the guide, 2014)
21RFC 6120, i.e., (Saint-Andre, 2011)
22AMQP 1.0 specification, i.e., (Godfrey et al., 2012)
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concept, leaving the related message routing for applications. However, version 0.9.1 still
has tool support at least in RabbitMQ (2018).

Compared to AMQP and Kafka, MQTT, ZeroMQ and XMPP are lighter alternatives.
According to the MQTT specification, MQTT has been designed for environments, such
as IoT, where either the computational capacity of the devices or the network capacity
is limited. MQTT provides a centralised message broker (Banks and Gupta, 2015).
Conversely, according to “ZeroMQ – the guide”, ZeroMQ provides no broker at all.
ZeroMQ provides a simplistic approach to connect nodes point to point. However, it
is still possible to develop a broker if needed (ZeroMQ – the guide, 2014). In XMPP,
messaging is based on XML, and the origins of the protocol are in instant messaging
(Saint-Andre, 2011). The core XMPP does not support publish-subscribe communication,
but there is a draft standard for this functionality (Millard et al., 2018).

2.2.5 Big Data and Cloud Computing
Industrial measurement instruments generate a lot of data, which makes big data a
powerful concept for the related IM (information management). Big data refers to data
masses so large and complex that their processing is difficult with common everyday
computers and software tools (Yin and Kaynak, 2015). According to Harkness (2016,
pp. 16–17), big data has no quantitative definition due to the constant growth of both
computer capacity and amounts of data. Big data is characterised by four V’s, namely
volume (large amounts), velocity (requirement for fast analysis and reactions), variety
(heterogeneous data types and sources) and veracity (uncertainty) (Schroeck et al., 2012,
pp. 4–5). Furthermore, Yin and Kaynak (2015) add value as the fifth V, meaning that
big data contains valuable information but its discovery is challenging. The first three
V’s – volume, velocity and variety – actually stem from the time period when the “big
data” concept was not in frequent use yet (Laney, 2001). In the industrial context, the
exploitation of big data has been researched by, for instance, Sarnovsky et al. (2018) that
suggest a platform for its analysis.

The modern challenges of IM, such as big data, are facilitated with cloud computing.
Cloud platforms enable a scalable, networked environment by hiding the infrastructure
layer and allowing system developers to concentrate on the application logic. Yue et al.
(2015) argue that cloud services provide remarkable opportunities for communication
and data utilisation in a industrial environment. He et al. (2014) emphasise the IM
capabilities of cloud platforms. The need to store data to cloud has been acknowledged
even in industrial standardisation, as it is one of the motivators of OPC UA “PubSub”
(OPC unified architecture specification part 14, 2017, p. 3). To exploit cloud computing
and big data in process industry, system architectures have been suggested (Goldin et al.,
2017; Sarnovsky et al., 2018).

2.3 Security

2.3.1 Information Security
Information is a invaluable asset in various business tasks, which introduces the require-
ment for information security (abbreviated “ISEC” in this section). ISEC is commonly
associated with three basic concepts, namely confidentiality, integrity and availability, also
known as “CIA”. Regarding a piece of information, confidentiality refers to controlling
the access to it, integrity to its quality and availability to the possibility to access it
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when needed (NSTISSI no. 4011, 1994, pp. 20–22). However, Whitman and Mattord
(2005, pp. 9–13) have stated that the CIA factors are insufficient and should also include
accuracy, authenticity, utility and possession.
Multiple factors cause a threat to information. The recommendation ITU-T X.800 contains
a list of five threat categories: “destruction of information and/or other resources”;
“corruption or modification of information”; “theft, removal or loss of information and/or
other resources”; “disclosure of information”; “and interruption of services”. A threat is
either intentional or accidental depending on whether or not its realisation is somebody’s
intention. Furthermore, a threat is also either active or passive. If realised, an active
threat modifies information or otherwise affects the related information system, whereas
a passive threat only leads to an information leak (ITU-T X.800, 1991, p. 33). Although
the scope of ITU-T X.800 is the communication of ICT systems, the list applies for other
system-related aspects as well.
To provide a comprehensive model for ISEC, the standard NSTISSI no. 4011 contains a
3*3*3 matrix with a total of 27 aspects (see Figure 2.8). The CIA factors form the first
dimension in the model. The second dimension comes from information-related activities
that cover storage, processing and transmission. This means that each CIA item must
be considered in these activities. The third dimension is “security measures” that covers
technology, policy and education. Technology refers to tools, policy to applying practices
and education to increasing the awareness of the people that process information (NSTISSI
no. 4011, 1994, pp. 22–25). Thus, for example, to manage confidentiality, related
measures should be applied in the storage, processing and transmission of information,
and this requires not only suitable technological tools but also policy and education. The
matrix does not explicitly cover accuracy, authenticity, utility and possession (as suggested
by Whitman and Mattord (2005, pp. 9–13)), but at least accuracy and authenticity can
be seen to reside in integrity.

Storage

Processing

Transmission

Figure 2.8: The information security model of NSTISSI no. 4011 (1994, pp. 22–25); figure
modified from (Whitman and Mattord, 2005, p. 13).

The recommendation ITU-T X.805 (2003) defines another ISEC model, which is an
“architecture for providing end-to-end network security”. Its primary scope is the commu-
nication of network nodes instead of ISEC in information systems or software applications.
The model is illustrated in Figure 2.9. According to ITU-T X.805, the “dimensions” of
ISEC are access control, authentication, non-repudiation, data confidentiality, commu-
nication security, data integrity, availability and privacy. Most of the dimensions have
self-explanatory names, but some could cause confusion. Access control prevents the
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“unauthorised use” of resources. Communication security means that information does not
flow to any unintended targets on its way between network nodes. Confidentiality means
protection against the unwanted exposure of information, whereas privacy refers to hiding
the information that enables tracking (e.g., event logs, locations or network addresses). In
addition to dimensions, ISEC needs occur in three “layers” of the network. Infrastructure
refers to physical components, whereas services refers to transport-related functions, such
as domain name services and host configuration. The top layer, applications, covers
network-based applications and their protocols, not only email, web browsing and file
transfer but also enterprise-level systems. Finally, the model also contains “planes”.
Management security protects the elements of network, while control security secures
the technologies that ensure efficient traffic within the network. End-user security, in
contrast, is concerned with the security of the actual functions for end-users. (ITU-T
X.805, 2003, pp. 3–7)

Management security

Control security

End-user security

Applications security

Services security

Infrastructure security

Dimensions

Planes

Layers

Figure 2.9: The network security architecture of ITU-T X.805 (2003, p. 6).

Despite its orientation towards networking, ITU-T X.805 is almost completely applicable
in any ICT-system-related ISEC efforts. Each of the eight dimensions (access control,
authentication, non-repudiation etc.) is relevant in ICT systems. Besides, the systems also
have applications (the included software), services (any underlying systems or applications)
and infrastructure (the hardware and network) that map to the layers of X.805. Only the
planes of this recommendation are not mappable as such. Two of the planes are analogous:
the systems have end users and also require management. However, the control plane,
dedicated to ensuring efficient network traffic, has no clear correspondent in the scope of
ICT systems.

A proper ISEC process includes risk management that determines the amount of work
to be committed to security measures. This amount is substantial if either NSTISSI
no. 4011 or X.805 is completely implemented, because the former includes 27 aspects
(3*3*3), whereas the latter refers to 72 elements (3*3*8). To control the amount of
implementation effort, the comprehensiveness of ISEC measures depends on the identified
security requirements (ITU-T X.805, 2003, p. 8). According to ITU-T X.800, the
implementation of ISEC features not only causes costs but also adds difficulty to the
use of the system. Additionally, it is impossible to reach the status of perfect security
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with technological tools. Therefore, there should be an assessment about the probability
of realisation for threats as well as the cost of realisation and countermeasures (ITU-T
X.800, 1991, p. 35).

2.3.2 Cyber Security
Cyber security (abbreviated “CSEC” in this section) has its roots in ISEC but introduces
a different viewpoint. The realisation of a CPPS requires an environment with networked,
intelligent devices. As intelligent devices are everywhere, there is also a danger that a
malicious instance misuses the intelligence. The interconnection of intelligent entities
results in more complexity, which also increases the complexity of security challenges.
International Telecommunication Union provides the following definition for CSEC. It
is notable that even this definition refers to the three CIA factors that are commonly
regarded as the basis of ISEC.

Cybersecurity is the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security
safeguards, guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best
practices, assurance and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber
environment and organization and user’s assets. Organization and user’s assets
include connected computing devices, personnel, infrastructure, applications,
services, telecommunications systems, and the totality of transmitted and/or
stored information in the cyber environment. Cybersecurity strives to ensure
the attainment and maintenance of the security properties of the organization
and user’s assets against relevant security risks in the cyber environment.
The general security objectives comprise the following: Availability; Integrity,
which may include authenticity and non-repudiation; and Confidentiality.
(ITU-T X.1205, 2008, pp. 2–3)

According to von Solms and van Niekerk, the scope of CSEC differs from that of ISEC
but still has overlap in ICT matters. ISEC aims at securing information, whereas CSEC
considers the security of people and environment. In ISEC, human beings cause a
vulnerability, whereas CSEC regards them as an entity that requires protection. ISEC has
a subset, ICT security, that is merely concerned with technical aspects. Respectively, ICT
security is also part of CSEC (von Solms and van Niekerk, 2013). This interpretation of
the security concepts is illustrated in Figure 2.10. However, in the figure, the intersection
of ISEC and CSEC contains an area not within ICT security. It remains unclear if this
area has an explicit meaning or if the authors’ intention was to include all of this area
in ICT security. In the latter case, ICT security would completely fill the intersection.
In any case, ISEC and CSEC have similarities. According to ITU-T X.1205 (2008), the
ISEC architecture of ITU-T X.805 (2003) is applicable even in CSEC. In addition, CSEC
is a process (ITU-T X.1205, 2008, p. 6). This aligns with NSTISSI no. 4011 (1994, p.
23), which states that ISEC covers policy and education, not only technology. Finally,
similar to ISEC, risk management is essential even in CSEC to balance the cost of security
measures and the potential consequences of security incidents (ITU-T X.1205, 2008, p.
9).
For CSEC, X.1205 provides three categories of attacks. First, service interruption attacks
aim to prevent users from accessing a service. Second, assets compromise covers the
“theft or misuse of infrastructure”. Third, component hijacking refers to attacks that aim
at gaining the control of an asset to perform further attacks. (ITU-T X.1205, 2008, p. 8)
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Figure 2.10: The relationship of ICT, information and cyber security according to von Solms
and van Niekerk (2013).

CSEC is a concern even in industrial systems due to physical complexity and distribution.
Typically, production plants contain a hierarchy of production systems and equipment (see
Subsection 2.2.1), which adds to the complexity of security efforts and introduces cyber
threats. To implement security measures, there is an approach called defense-in-depth,
where fine-grained security zones are wrapped by coarser-grained ones (Ala-Tala et al.,
2005, pp. 69–70). On the other hand, security requirements apply not only to production
plants but also to mobile machinery. Machines operate in fleets, and there are requirements
to integrate these fleets to corporate ICT systems, as discussed in publications I (Operator
Performance), II (Machine Parameters) and III (Data Preprocessing). Therefore, cyber
threats appear even in machinery. Respectively, the defense-in-depth approach applies, as
each machine alone should implement security measures but any fleet-level information
systems should also consider security.

The publications of this thesis research neither ISEC nor CSEC, but the thesis discusses
security due to its relevance in system architectures. In the later parts of this thesis,
solely ICT security is discussed, whereas any other security aspects are out of scope. As
a result, because ICT security resides in the intersection of ISEC and CSEC, the later
security considerations are equally relevant to both.

2.4 Collaboration of Enterprises

2.4.1 Information Exchange
While distribution introduces challenges in the design of ICT systems, different challenges
appear when information exchange occurs between organisations. Information exchange
is necessary in any business, as products or services are sold. In process industry, this
exchange receives additional requirements from the outsourcing of tasks, such as the
engineering of production plants or maintenance. Both of these activities are essential for
efficient production, but neither have proper tools for information exchange in current
ICT systems.

The challenge of information exchange is not only technological, but there are organ-
isational issues as well, such as mutual trust and need for agreements about business
practices and information formats (Vernadat, 2007). These issues have initiated the
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concept digital business ecosystem (DBE). According to Nachira et al., DBEs consist of
organisations that are self-organising like the biological ecosystem, and they are supported
by modern ICT (Nachira et al., 2007, p. 5). However, the DBE concept is mainly a
statement of the research needs of collaborative business. In industrial business networks,
there is no off-the-shelf solution to implement efficient information exchange in networked
industrial business. A feasible solution requires joint effort; to truly support DBE with
technology, no organisation is capable of implementing information integration alone but
collaborative actions are necessary (Korpela, 2014, pp. 113–114).

The current solutions for information exchange cover only a subset of the required
communication tasks. EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) has existed for decades. It
supports common business transactions, such as quotations, orders and invoices (McGowan,
2004). Still, there is no support for the domain-specific needs of industrial production (such
as technical information). E-invoicing is another realisation of digital information exchange.
The volume of E-invoicing has grown rapidly (European e-invoicing service providers
report, 2016). It is an indication of the adoption of digitally structured communication
media. However, considering structures for computer-interpretable information, invoicing
is a simple task, as typical invoices are simple entry lists. In contrast, when enterprises
exchange the information of equipment or the related activities, such as maintenance or
engineering, more complexity appears.

Due to repeated changes in the business environment, the technologies of collaboration
must address adaptability and sustainability. To contribute to these, an approach is
to create enterprise models that contribute to the documentation and understanding of
systems. (Agostinho et al., 2016; Panetto et al., 2016; Weichhart et al., 2016)

2.4.2 Standards for Collaboration
Standards enable commonly agreed practices and formats for computer-interpretable
information, which is necessary for efficient and sustainable collaboration between enter-
prises. Of the numerous standards that exist, this subsection considers those that specify
information models to contribute to business collaboration in the lifecycle management
of industrial plants, particularly in process industry. This kind of management covers
the engineering and maintenance of the production facilities, which also necessitates the
trade of production equipment. The concrete motivation for IM tasks is discussed in more
detail in publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem).

Multiple trade-related standards provide formats for computer-interpretable information,
and they come from multiple standardisation organisations. These standards partially
overlap each other. Clearly, the reason for competing standards is the high number of
potential users. These standards often use XML as the underlying syntax. According to
a review by Chituc (2017), there are at least eight domain-agnostic standards, and most
of them had their development started in the 1990’s. To mention a few, these include
UBL23 (Universal Business Language), OAGIS24 (Open Application Group Integration
Specification) and RosettaNet25. In addition to domain-agnostic standards, multiple
standards favour a specific industry (Chituc, 2017). In this thesis, the comparison or
evaluation of trade standards is out of scope.

23UBL specification: (Bosak et al., 2013)
24Maintained by (OAGi, 2018)
25Maintained by (GS1 US, 2018)
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The domain of industrial production also has multiple standards that contribute to
interoperability. ISO 15926 (2004) focuses on the lifecycle-related information of indus-
trial plants, contributing to communication with computer-interpretable structures in
engineering tasks. CFIHOS (Capital Facilities Information Handover Specification) is a
project with an aim to have its outcome published as a part of ISO 15926. In the project,
computer-interpretable information structures are specified for investment projects, in-
cluding engineering-related activities (CFIHOS, 2018). IEC 62890 (2016) is another
lifecycle-related standard. It does not provide any concrete information structures for but
specifies models for the lifecycle management of a production plant. IEC 61987-10 (2009)
contains computer-interpretable structures to exchange the information of industrial
process equipment. DEXPI (Data Exchange in the Process Industry) is another stan-
dardisation initiative. It focuses on the information exchange of chemical plants, covering
all lifecycle phases (DEXPI, 2018). Compared to trade standards, production-related
standards provide fewer alternatives to choose from, and their development has begun
later in most cases (as several trade standards were initiated in the 1990’s). Clearly, they
have fewer potential users, which reduces the motivation and resources of standardisation.
Besides, production-related IM requires complex information structures, which increases
the price of standardisation.

From the viewpoint of this thesis, standards have a dual nature. First, they facilitate
systems integration by reducing heterogeneity. Heterogeneity decreases if multiple ICT
systems comply to the standards. If two ICT systems provide an interface that complies
to a common standard, such as IEC 61987-10, it is easier to map their information content
to each other compared to proprietary interfaces. Second, the information models of
standards are presentations of explicit knowledge. They enable the reuse of knowledge
from the creators of the standard to system developers, because the developers would
apply existing information models. However, it is notable that standards alone do not
guarantee interoperability and systems integration. Instead, their practical application
always requires further design effort. This effort includes at least the specification of
the information exchange medium or protocol if the utilised standard only specifies
information structures. In addition, standards rarely cover all the required information
structures, which necessitates case-specific extensions.

2.5 Summary

Data, information and knowledge (DIK) are powerful assets in everyday business, but
they do not have a simple, commonly agreed definition in literature. This necessitated
an explicit definition even for this thesis. Furthermore, because the DIK items have
multiple use cases and take multiple appearances, taxonomies were defined to enable
more accuracy in discussion.

Earlier, there has been extensive research about the approaches of IM and KM in dis-
tributed environments. Earlier studies have indicated the importance of IM (including
KM) in production-related tasks. On the other hand, distribution is a common condition
in industrial environments. Fortunately, there are tools to perform IM despite distribution.
Modern ICT solutions facilitate information exchange between systems, and data process-
ing capabilities are appearing even in devices with constrained computational resources.
In addition, there has been effort to unify heterogeneous systems with standards and
frameworks, which removes barriers from communication and IM.
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This thesis aligns well with the current trend of developing intelligent industrial systems,
and it has its position within a clear research gap. Previous ICT-related studies have
suggested frameworks or concepts to an environment with a certain degree of homogeneity,
such as a factory where device integration is the main goal. Their scope is usually
restricted to a domain, such as manufacturing. In contrast, this thesis focuses on system-
to-system integration in a multitude of production-related cases, including the domains
of mobile machinery and process industry. These domains have mutual differences, as
mobility characterises the former, whereas the latter operates static facilities. This thesis
introduces case-specific information system architectures and then examines their common
aspects, which remains unaddressed in previous research. Despite the differences of the
cases, they have common denominators: industrial production, automation, information
systems and the goal of increasing efficiency.



3 Information Management
Challenges

In industrial production, ICT systems are a tool to perform IM (information management)
to increase efficiency. This chapter explains the IM challenges that occur in the publi-
cations of this thesis. Publications I (Operator Performance), II (Machine Parameters)
and III (Data Preprocessing) examine IM in machine fleets. They consider feedback
related to operator performance, the assistance of machine parameter adjustment and the
management of data preprocessing in a fleet. In contrast, publication IV (Process Coordi-
nation) is related to process industry. It discusses ICT systems to facilitate the exchange
of production-related data, which facilitates the design of optimisation functions that
assist employees. Finally, publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem) examines information
exchange in the trade of the equipment for process industry. It aims at increasing the
efficiency of communication, as the heterogeneity of enterprises and their information
systems causes additional workload. The scopes of the publications are illustrated in
Figure 3.1. Considering this thesis, the publications provide the material for answering to
the research questions.

Process industryMobile machinery

I Operator
performance

II Machine 
parameters

V Collaborative Ecosystem

IV Process 
coordination

III Data
preprocessing

Figure 3.1: The topics of the publications illustrated.
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3.1 Operator Assistance

• Publication I (Operator Performance)

• Publication II (Machine Parameters)

Despite the automatised equipment in modern mobile machines, human employees still
operate these machines. To perform this operation in an efficient manner, expertise is
necessary. Because expertise varies between operators, it is beneficial to share it. However,
this sharing should not be restricted to what operators know but also include domain
experts that monitor the performance of machines within a fleet. The sharing can be
enhanced with appropriate systems that assist operators in their work tasks.

In the operator-assistance-related publications I (Operator Performance) and II (Machine
Parameters), forestry machines are the particular motivator. They have various types;
for instance, a harvester fells trees while a forwarder collects their stems from the forest.
Regardless of the machine type, the work tasks are demanding due to the accuracy
required for processing tree stems. First, to fell a tree with a harvester, the tree is grabbed
at an appropriate position. Then, after felling, tree stems are cut to logs and sorted after
tree species and log sizes. To accomplish these actions, the operator has to control the
boom of the machine carefully. The boom is a heavy instrument with multiple joints
and actuators. Efficient boom operation requires skill, although modern equipment has
automated work tasks, such as cutting the stems to logs. Besides, driving such machines
in the forest is demanding, because the terrain is rough, and any remaining trees and
stumps must be circled. This causes difficulties due to the large size of machines compared
to the space available in forests. Similar challenges apply also to forwarders that collect
and transport felled tree stems away from the forest.

Recognising these challenges, publication I (Operator Performance) studies a feedback
system to support the learning of machine operators in the field. Especially to low-
experience operators, it is advantageous to receive feedback about performance. Such
feedback would contain various measures, such as how well the operator has driven the
machine or controlled the boom. To have the best learning effect, the operators should
receive feedback in the field, preferably during their work. To enable feedback generation,
there should be a software application installed in the ICT system of each machine.
Fortunately, the systems of modern machinery enable the installation and execution of
such an application. Earlier, Palmroth (2011) has researched the problem of assessing
operator performance, but that work focuses on mathematical methods rather than the
related KM questions.

To gain the best effect from the feedback system, it should be fleet-wide rather than
restricted to a single machine, which introduces a KM challenge. On one hand, to
determine how well an operator performs, statistics is required about the past performance
of other operators. This statistics must be modelled as computer-interpretable information
to enable its utilisation in software. In addition, there must be rules for the utilisation of
this information, and these rules must be modelled as computer-interpretable knowledge.
On the other hand, both the information and knowledge must be available in each machine
of the fleet. Thus, there is a requirement to collect performance-related data from multiple
machines, then refine it to computer-interpretable information and knowledge and finally
deliver these back to the machines. That is, the IM task has both distributed and
centralised elements. Additional challenges appear due to the evolution of the information
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and knowledge, because more measurement data is collected constantly, which enables
further data analyses. These challenges are researched in publication I. For simplicity,
the remainder of this thesis regards the statistical information as a part of the overall
knowledge of performance assessment, although statistics-based facts are technically not
knowledge.

In publication II (Machine Parameters), performance is also the motivator, but the
focus is on the parametrisation of machines. As a typical forestry machine consists of
multiple actuators, thus forming a system of systems, various factors affect the operation.
In practice, such machines have dozens or hundreds of parameters that each affect a
particular function of the machine. The parameters determine constant settings for
actuators, such as the utilised engine power in a particular work phase or the maximal
hydraulic power delivered to a specific cylinder. The adjustment of the parameters is a
possibility from the performance optimisation viewpoint, but it is challenging to a typical
operator. Unfortunately, there is no universal parameter set for all the occasions, as
different working environments set different requirements to the machine functionality.
Besides, a skilled operator reaches the best performance with a more powerful setup than
a beginner does, as the beginner lacks a similar touch to the equipment. That is, similar
to publication I (Operator Performance), even publication II introduces a need to assist
operators in the field. This assistance should be implemented with software, because
it is inefficient to rely on human-to-human communication when the machine is being
operated.

The KM challenges of parametrisation are analogous to operator performance feedback.
Statistics is required to determine the parameter values that have typically resulted in the
best performance. To produce such statistics, it is necessary to collect measurement data
from the machine fleet. Then, after the statistics-based knowledge has been generated, it
is distributed back to machines. It evolves constantly, as more data is collected from the
machine fleet and analysed.

Because environments vary, both publications discussed (I and II) also consider the
context of operation due to its effect on performance. Forests vary considerably even in
a restricted geographic area. Clearly, it is easier to control a machine on a flat ground
surface than on rough or stony surfaces. Respectively, a hilly forest adds difficulty to
driving. Furthermore, the appearance of tree species varies between forests, which can also
affect productivity. The species have different characteristics that can affect, for example,
how much work their processing requires due to the hardness of the wood material. In the
broad sense, the context covers even the type of work, such as thinning and final felling
in forestry, because this affects the anticipated performance measures. The differences of
thinning compared to final felling include that the felled trees are smaller and there is
relatively more driving. This directly reduces productivity (i.e., volume of wood output
per time). All of such context information should be considered in performance assessment
to determine which results are comparable and which not.

More challenges appear from the combination of knowledge evolution and machine
distribution. Multiple reasons make it infeasible to generate the knowledge only once.
The more collected measurement data there is, the better is the coverage for various
conditions. Furthermore, due to technological advances, machine manufacturers design
new machine types. Thus, knowledge generation is a continuous effort. The difficulty
of this effort increases due to the physical environment of forestry machines. The
machines operate geographically distributed in forests that are located far from the public
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infrastructure. This leads to limitations in Internet connectivity, which hampers both
data collection from the fleet and the distribution of knowledge back to the machines.

Although publications I and II stem from forestry, the results are generalisable to other
types of mobile machinery as well. For instance, in agriculture, respective complexity
appears related to machinery and the operating environments. Another example is
construction, where the operation of machines, such as excavators and wheel loaders,
requires skill from the operators.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the concepts of publications I and II. Operator actions, machine pa-
rameters and environmental factors determine machine performance. Fleet-wide knowledge
enables performance assessment. Utilising the assessment results, feedback is generated
about either operator performance or parameter adjustment. In the publications, the
particularly considered challenge is fleet-wide KM.

Operator 
actions

Machine 
parameters

Context

Fleet-wide 
knowledge

Performance
Feedback 
(for each 
operator)

Knowledge management in 
computer-interpretable 
format?

Figure 3.2: Machine performance is the result of various actors, and fleet-wide knowledge
enables the feedback to increase it.

3.2 Management of Data Preprocessing

• Publication III (Data Preprocessing)

Modern mobile machines produce various types of measurement data in their sensors,
which enables the generation of added value locally in the machines. This generation
would occur in software applications installed in the machines. The potential tasks of
the applications include operator assistance (as in publications I (Operator Performance)
and II (Machine Parameters)) or fault diagnostics. Such applications have opportunities
especially in forestry machines, because these are systems of systems. Due to complexity,
these benefit from applications that monitor performance and the health of the system.

When measurement data comes in masses, it is necessary to preprocess it, which is the
background of publication III (Data Preprocessing). Typically, the data contains errors.
Concrete examples of these errors include occasional missing values as well as errors
due to external disturbance or because the sensor has been defected. Furthermore, it
is possible to extend preprocessing tasks to inferring information from the data. In
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publication III, such inference is utilised to provide context recognition among other
preprocessing tasks, because context information enables the separation of work tasks and
the environments of operation. Context recognition is a computational task. If it occurs
already in preprocessing, any further application logic can concentrate on other tasks.

Publication III is particularly interested in reusing preprocessing-related knowledge in
multiple applications and managing it in an effective manner. In the scope of a machine
fleet, the number of application installations grows easily. Let us consider an example of a
fleet with only ten machines. Each of them has three software applications installed that
perform operator performance assessment, machine parametrisation and fault diagnostics.
Even with only ten machines and three applications, there are 30 (3*10) application
instances that each utilise measurement data. Even 30 instances become problematic when
the preprocessing-related knowledge evolves. Such evolution realises, for example, when
the error detection methods improve or the context recognition functionality becomes more
accurate. A one-by-one re-installation of the applications would be a considerable effort.
Therefore, there should be an easier means for fleet-wide KM. Similar to publications I
(Operator Performance) and II (Machine Parameters), the machines operate in arbitrary
geographical locations without a persistent Internet connectivity, which adds to the
difficulty of KM. In addition, the knowledge must be in a computer-interpretable format
to enable its utilisation in software.

Publication III has identified four preprocessing tasks. First, to reduce the misinterpreta-
tions caused by errors in measurement data, outlier detection is necessary. Second, dataset
categorisation is helpful in further processing. In publication III, which is motivated by
forestry, a dataset consists of the data of a single tree stem. The categorisation of stems
helps to process them within the right reference group, such as varying stem sizes or tree
species. Third, instead of a direct measurement, some data must be calculated or inferred.
For example, it is impossible to directly measure productivity during a certain period,
but this must be calculated after the period has ended. Fourth, context recognition is
important to categorise datasets appropriately. As discussed in publications I (Operator
Performance) and II (Machine Parameters), there are different working contexts, which
includes the type of terrain and type of work. Due to such differences, the context can
affect the comparability of measures. For example, productivity (amount of wood per
time) is necessarily lower in thinning compared to final felling in forestry, because thinning
necessitates more time for driving the machine.

Considering the introduced preprocessing management requirements, publication III
suggests an externally manageable software component. The component performs various
common preprocessing tasks – such as outlier detection and context recognition – and
provides the preprocessed data to software applications. The preprocessing requires
computer-interpretable knowledge, which is managed in a single effort for all application
instances that the component in the machine fleet. The concept is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Considering efficiency, data preprocessing is a supportive function. Efficiency does not
directly improve due to preprocessing, but preprocessing facilitates data utilisation in
efficiency efforts. On the other hand, preprocessing requires knowledge that must be
managed. This management requires effort as well, and it is advantageous to perform it
efficiently.
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In each machine in the fleet
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Figure 3.3: The concept of managing measurement data preprocessing at the fleet level.
Modified from publication III (Data Preprocessing).

3.3 Coordination of Production Plants

• Publication IV (Process Coordination)

Even process industry has its efficiency-related challenges. The efficient operation of the
production equipment requires skill and experience. Still, sometimes efficient operation is
beyond the capabilities of operators, because the required calculations are too difficult.
Fortunately, these calculations can be implemented in software. However, due to the
complexity and distribution of production plants, even the current software and ICT
systems have been insufficient for the efficient plant-wide coordination of production.
In some industrial process plants, the production facilities consist of various unit processes,
which increases the complexity of efficiency efforts. Each unit process has its own operation-
related systems, such as a DCS, and the processes require careful control. While similar
challenges apply to various industrial plants, publication IV (Process Coordination) has
received particular motivation from copper refinement (from sulphide ores) and steel
refinement. The removal of impurities from copper ore is a multi-step process (Schlesinger
et al., 2011, pp. 1–12), and steel refinement has analogous challenges (Elkader et al., 2015).
Each refinement step has a dedicated unit process. Copper plants operate multiple unit
processes, such as a flash-smelt furnace (FSF), converters and anode furnaces (Schlesinger
et al., 2011, pp. 1–12). Even the operation of a single unit process is demanding. In
converting, it is difficult to determine when the process should end. If the process ends too
soon, too many impurities remain, and if it ends too late, the oxidation of copper increases
to an adverse degree. Both too early and too late finishing will cause additional processing
in the subsequent unit process (i.e., anode furnace). In addition, there are information
flows between the unit processes. To operate a converter efficiently, the operators should
be informed when another batch would arrive from FSF and its composition, including
the amount of remaining impurities.
To optimise plant operation as a whole, the coordination of unit processes is necessary,
which is a difficult task. The optimisation efforts should consider the characteristics,
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restrictions and states of each unit process – then, their operation should be aligned with
the common goals. In copper plants, some of the unit processes are continuous while
others are batch processes, which adds difficulty to coordination. Figure 3.4 illustrates
the challenge of coordinating optimisation. The plant operates multiple unit processes.
Between the unit processes, there are both material and information flows.

Unit 
process

Unit 
process

Unit 
process

Unit 
process

Material flow
Information flow

Coordination, optimisation

Production process

Figure 3.4: Coordination is necessary to optimise a production plant with multiple unit
processes.

Considering optimisation systems, a distributed industrial production environment sets
multiple requirements, three of which are considered most essential in publication IV.
First, domain knowledge is required in optimisation tasks. ICT systems should aid its
application to improve the efficiency of production. Second, correct timing is important for
efficient production. In copper plants, such timing requirements result from maintaining
the heat balance of material, which means that the intermediate products must not wait
too long for further processing. Besides, waiting also leads to a low utilisation degree of
equipment and can block processes. That is, asynchronism and reactive process operation
are necessary. Third, equipment and system updates are inevitable due to technological
advances. Thus, it should be easy to adapt or scale the optimisation functionality.

Instead of the mathematical aspects of optimisation, publication IV focuses on enabling
the required communication. In a plant with multiple unit processes, it is necessary to
utilise measurement data from multiple locations. On the other hand, it is advantageous
to distribute even the optimisation task to separate modules. Each module could then be
implemented on whatever platform and in whatever location, which facilitates maintenance.
However, this introduces a requirement for communication between the modules, because
the production should be coordinated as a whole.

3.4 Information Exchange in Industrial Ecosystems

• Publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem)

In industry, efficiency is present even in IM, which is a necessary supportive activity for
production. Throughout the lifecycle of a plant, there is a need to reuse and communicate
explicit information that results from various tasks. This information covers items, such as
specifications from engineering, the documentation of the physical devices and maintenance
history. The information is necessary in multiple subsequent tasks that exploit it for
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decisions. For instance, as maintenance needs occur, information from engineering is
necessary to choose suitable replacement parts. Respectively, as equipment is replaced in
maintenance activities, the information of the new equipment should be stored in case it
is needed later. The related IM measures must manage masses of information, because
the equipment base of a single plant is typically vast, comprising tens or hundreds of
thousands of devices. The more equipment there is the more demanding and important
the IM task becomes.

Despite modern ICT systems, the current means for IM are inefficient, because the systems
do not properly support inter-enterprise information exchange. This communication is
the motivation for publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem). Due to related shortcomings,
the correctness and reliability of explicit information are insufficient, which reduces the
efficiency of any tasks that use this information.

Additional challenges arise due to the heterogeneity of the technical information of
equipment (which is a subset of the explicit information to be exchanged). This information
covers engineering (i.e., sizing and design), equipment products and individual devices. The
information is heterogeneous due to the various equipment types of process plants, such as
pumps, valves and measurement equipment, each having their specific characteristics and
properties. Each equipment type adds to the complexity of IM. Among all information
exchange tasks, publication V concentrates particularly on technical information.

Still, the main difficulty is the information exchange that results from the networked
nature of modern industry. Supportive activities, such as maintenance and engineering,
are typically outsourced. The motivation for outsourcing stems from economies of scale,
which enables enterprises to specialise in a certain type of products or services. However,
outsourcing evokes a need to cross organisational borders in the lifecycle-related IM (see
Figure 3.5). Whenever a business partner somehow modifies the installed equipment
base, the related information must be updated accordingly, which requires communication
between the enterprises. Similar requirements apply to engineering-related information
whenever any part of plant engineering changes. Any changes that appear in the installed
base after the initial commissioning are most problematic, because this IM has not
traditionally received a similar emphasis as the initial documentation of the plant. Of all
exchange of technical information, publication V focuses on equipment, covering both
individual devices and equipment products. This kind of information is delivered to
the plant operator whenever this purchases equipment from a manufacturer, dealer or
maintenance service provider. To refer to such purchase operations, the later parts of
this thesis use the term equipment business.

The particular goal of publication V is to exchange technical information in a computer-
interpretable format. Despite its potential for efficiency, there is currently no suitable
medium. Traditionally, this information exchange has been manual, which causes problems.
Due to the volume and diversity of technical information, its manual exchange requires
a lot of human work, it is error-prone, and there are delays before the most recent
information comes available in the receiving end. The information exchange could be
performed with ICT systems in a computer-interpretable format, which would enable
digital communication. However, this requires commonly agreed information structures
that do not exist. There are already standards for these structures, but they do not alone
enable a concrete medium for the required communication. Therefore, publication V
introduces such a medium to realise digital information exchange, introducing commonly
agreed business practices as well as computer-interpretable formats for communication.
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Figure 3.5: The modern industrial equipment business is networked, which introduces require-
ments for inter-enterprise information exchange.

However, the realisation of the concept is not without challenges due to the complexity of
inter-enterprise business.

Similar to other publications of this thesis (I– IV), even inter-enterprise information
exchange requires appropriately applied domain knowledge. This knowledge covers
business practices and the structures of explicit information. Currently, each enterprise
manages this knowledge alone. In contrast, publication V suggests that this knowledge
could be managed in the level of the business ecosystem.





4 Knowledge Management in
Distributed Environments

Knowledge is an important resource for the efficiency of production-related activities.
The better these are known the better possibilities there are for efficient operation. To
accomplish KM, this thesis focuses particularly on ICT systems to store and utilise
knowledge in a computer-interpretable format. This computational application faces
management- and utilisation-related challenges in distributed, asynchronous environments
(see Figure 4.1). These include machine fleets (publications I, II and III), production
plants (publication IV) and business ecosystems (publication V). To enable KM despite
the challenges, this chapter provides various solutions. Although the solutions have been
designed to specific cases, they are generally applicable in industrial information systems.

Computer-
interpretable 

knowledge

MANAGE
UTILISE

Distributed, 
asynchronously operated 

systems or production 
units

Figure 4.1: This chapter examines the management and utilisation of computer-interpretable
knowledge in distributed industrial environments.

4.1 Knowledge Management Approaches

All ICT systems enclose computer-interpretable knowledge, but some use cases have a
requirement for evolution. Knowledge is always applied when ICT systems are designed,
which makes each piece of software also a piece of knowledge (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 81).
However, when evolution is required, the knowledge format should enable editing without
ICT professionals. In industrial production, a concrete example of such requirement is
E-maintenance, because it aims at constantly improving maintenance-related knowledge
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and storing it in a computer-interpretable format (Han and Yang, 2006). Supporting
evolution is beneficial even in the enterprise scope, because it contributes to adaptability,
which is necessary for competitiveness (Weichhart et al., 2016). Even if the evolution
required an ICT expert, it should be possible without unnecessary downtime in other parts
of the system. To support the management of evolving computer-interpretable knowledge,
the following sub-sections examine two approaches: centralised and distributed. Both
approaches have their use cases in the improvement of efficiency.

4.1.1 Centralised Containers
When there is a lot of computer-interpretable knowledge utilised by multiple production
units or systems, the centralised container is an approach to manage it. Then, it is
straightforward to share this knowledge in a consistent manner. Earlier, Papazoglou
et al. (2015) have provided a study about a centralised container for industrial knowledge.
Analogous needs appear repeatedly in the studies of this thesis. Publication I (Operator
Performance) introduces a rule base for the KM of operator performance assessment.
Publication II (Machine Parameters), where machine parametrisation is concerned, studies
KM by utilising documents and a rule base. Finally, publication III (Data Preprocessing)
also utilises documents, but the purpose is the KM of data preprocessing. The following
paragraphs explain in more detail how KM is performed with computer-interpretable
documents and rule bases.

Publication I (Operator Performance) introduces a concept to enable performance feedback
to machine operators by managing the related knowledge as rules. The concept receives its
motivation from a work by Palmroth (2011), where performance estimation is studied. In
publication I, rules specify which particular performance measures determine each specific
need for improvement. For instance, one of such measures indicates the relative number
of corrective manoeuvres that the operator has made while controlling the boom of the
machine. If that number is high, the operator should practice boom control. However,
to ensure that the feedback is appropriate, another condition overrides the “corrective
manoeuvres” examination if the overall performance is better than average. To manage
the rules, publication I introduces a rule base. This base has a graphical user interface
to enable management for domain experts without any specific ICT skills. However,
it is equally important that software applications can interpret the rules. Therefore,
the concept enables export from the rule base in a format independent of the rule base
vendor. To provide a proof of concept, publication I includes a prototype, as explained in
Section A.I.

In publication II (Machine Parameters), the machines of a fleet execute a software applica-
tion that provides instructions for parameter adjustment based on computer-interpretable
knowledge. This knowledge is presented as documents that manage three tasks in the
instructor application. First, context recognition examines certain measurement values
to determine the type of environment and the work task (e.g., “the thinning of a forest
with a rough ground”). Second, performance estimation is based on numeric distributions
from past measurement data to enable the generation of relative performance values, such
as productivity. Third, the comparison of parameters is based on parameter ranges. A
parameter range specifies the values that have resulted in a better-than-average perfor-
mance in a certain context (e.g., “the usual engine speed setting is within 1500–1800
revolutions per minute”). The three document types are based on fleet-wide data analyses,
and they become more accurate as more data is collected. This enables knowledge
evolution, which introduces a continuous KM task. Alone, the documents only contain
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information instead of knowledge, but together they specify how to adjust parameters,
therefore considered knowledge. To demonstrate the practical value of the concepts of
publication II, a prototype has been developed (see Section A.II).
Additionally, publication II (Machine Parameters) utilises a rule base to complement the
KM task. The concept resembles the rule base of publication I (Operator Performance).
Domain experts manage the base, and this exposes its contents to the software applications
that utilise the rules. In publication II, the base is a tool to meet the shortcomings of the
aforementioned knowledge documents that mainly contain numeric values. The base can
store knowledge, such as sanity checks or heuristics, that has structures too complicated
for a number-based format. The documents and the rule base together generate value
that would not exist without the other.
Publication III (Data Preprocessing) studies the KM of data preprocessing. The KM
approach resembles that of publication II (Machine Parameters), where data analysis
results reside in documents to enable utilisation in software applications. In publication III,
the documents manage outlier detection, the calculation of indirect variables and dataset
categorisation. In the logical sense, the documents contain conditions or numeric limits.
For outlier detection, publication III utilises numeric limits to specify feasibility ranges
for measurements. Respectively, dataset categorisation defines conditions to classify tree
stems, which enables the comparison of stems within an appropriate category, such as the
tree species or size. For example, as felling occurs in a spruce-dominant forest, there should
be no particular attention on the handling of occasional birches. Still, publication III
concentrates on the management of data preprocessing rather than the utilisation of the
results. The prototype implementation of publication III is described in Section A.III.
In publications II (Machine Parameters) and III (Data Preprocessing), the knowledge
documents are stored in a format that enables their straightforward utilisation in software.
This goal is reached with appropriate structures for computer-interpretable information.
For these structures, it is a secondary goal to deliver data in large volumes. Although the
volume of raw measurement data is huge, the information (or knowledge) from analyses is
aggregated by nature, so its volume is limited. Thus, the syntax candidates include XML
and JSON, as their processing requires a relatively low design effort on various software
platforms and there are no requirements for lightweight computation.
Figure 4.2 summarises the examined centralised KM approaches. In one approach,
knowledge is modelled in a computer-interpretable format in a base, as demonstrated
in publications I (Operator Performance) and II (Machine Parameters). In the other
approach, utilised in publications II and III (Data Preprocessing), computer-interpretable
documents are applied to make the enclosed explicit knowledge accessible by clients. (To
enable serialisation and deserialisation, the documents are in XML or another structured
format.) The documents are modelled from data analysis results, which are generated
from measurement data. These results also contribute to the modelling of the rule bases.
It is possible to utilise the two approaches concurrently, as publication II shows. It is
notable that although the documents alone are information, this thesis regards them as
parts of knowledge for a certain purpose.
As a KM method, rules have various applications. Rules are a method to enable the
automatic application of explicit knowledge (Hayes-Roth, 1985, p. 921). Depending
on modelling tools, the customisation of rules does not always require any special ICT
expertise. This is the case in the rule framework Drools (2017), which provides a rule-
modelling language (no actual programming skills required) and even decisions tables (no
text-based modelling required at all). Then, it is easier to capture the tacit knowledge of
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Figure 4.2: Two implementations of centralised containers for computer-interpretable knowledge:
a rule base and documents modelled from data analysis results.

an organisation, as it is possible to learn rule modelling with little familiarisation. Even
graphical rule modelling methods exist (Lukichev and Jarrar, 2009). It is also possible to
generate rules with computational algorithms (Chi et al., 2016). However, publications I
(Operator Performance) and II (Machine Parameters) focus on those created manually.

4.1.2 Distributed Containers
Publication IV (Process Coordination) studies chemical refinement plants with multiple
unit processes. Each unit process performs a particular step of the refinement. The
particular use case is copper production, where the unit processes include, for instance,
flash-smelt furnace (FSF), converters and anode furnaces. Each unit process has its
dedicated equipment and control systems. The unit processes involve dynamics, so their
efficient operation requires expertise. To share this, it is desirable to have operator
assistance systems to capture and apply related knowledge. Because the unit processes
are physically distributed as well as autonomous, there is no benefit about centralising all
production-related knowledge to a single location. Instead, distribution enables knowledge
to be located close to each control system. This eliminates any plant-wide dependencies
between systems and the locations of knowledge, which promotes easier management.

Publication IV suggests distributed optimisation modules (abbreviated “OMO” in this sec-
tion) that mimic chemical processes with mathematical models, thus capturing knowledge
in a computer-interpretable format. Because the OMOs are separate, it is straightforward
to modify or even replace any of them without affecting other systems or modules. This
contributes to the evolution of knowledge, even if the OMOs were implemented in as
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static software algorithms. Besides, if needed, distributed OMOs enable heterogeneous
platforms for the enclosed mathematical models.
However, distribution also introduces a need for communication. In addition to the
optimisation of unit processes, publication IV is concerned with coordinating optimisation.
The reason is the dependencies between the unit processes, as the product of one unit
process is the input of another. In a copper plant, an FSF provides the raw material of
converters, which provide their product to an anode furnace. Therefore, to reach a high
efficiency, the sole local optimisation of unit processes is insufficient, but a centralised
OMO is necessary to coordinate the plant. Coordination requires communication between
the coordinating OMO and the OMOs of unit processes. Thus, a communication network
is necessary. Fortunately, networking is only a matter of design with modern ICT systems.
Figure 4.3 illustrates how OMOs enclose mathematical models to contain optimisation-
related knowledge in publication IV. The operators of unit processes receive instructions
from OMOs. The coordinating OMO considers the global goals of production. The OMOs
contain a mathematical model implemented by a data analyst. The OMOs can use any
technology as their platform; in demonstrations, Matlab was utilised. Due to distribution,
the technology platform chosen for one OMO does not restrict the platforms of others.
The architecture is flexible in terms of updates and maintenance, as each OMO runs
without strict dependencies with others. This enables the enclosed knowledge to evolve.
The coordinating OMO sends instructions to unit process OMOs, but the absence of an
OMO (in case of a failure or a maintenance outage) does not prevent the operation of the
others. Section A.IV describes a prototype to demonstrate an implementation for the
communication approach.
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Figure 4.3: Distributed KM is suitable for the optimisation of production plants that operate
multiple unit processes. The knowledge is stored in optimisation modules that data analysts
implement.

Earlier, there has been research to manage computer-interpretable knowledge in a dis-
tributed manner in various scopes. A multi-plant E-maintenance system collects mea-
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surement data from various distributed locations, stores the related knowledge in a
centralised base and applies this knowledge locally as needed (Han and Yang, 2006).
Leitão and Restivo (2008) have suggested a distributed scheduling system where local
scheduling-related knowledge is applied in any fault conditions that prevent the utilisation
of the centralised container. Furthermore, to implement systems with distributed units
with local knowledge, agents are a popular paradigm. The related coordination as well as
centralisation or decentralisation are essential aspects (Cao et al., 2013). Agents are also a
tool to utilise knowledge to optimise distributed operation (Viehweider and Chakraborty,
2015). In addition, Ramis Ferrer et al. (2016) have studied KM in industrial embedded
devices with ontologies. However, none of the discovered earlier publications considers
both distribution and computer-interpretable knowledge about the dynamics of industrial
processes.

4.2 Distributed, Asynchronous Environments

The modern ICT tools enable various KM approaches for increasing efficiency, but no
approach suits universally. In industrial production, computer-interpretable knowledge
is applied in a distributed, asynchronously operating environment, which introduces
challenges. This section provides three solutions for such challenges, each in a different
environment.

4.2.1 Machine Fleets
In publications I (Operator Performance), II (Machine Parameters) and III (Data Pre-
processing), challenges appear from the requirement for cyclic KM in a machine fleet.
Publication I is concerned with generating feedback about operator performance, publica-
tion II has parameter adjustment as the topic and publication III manages the knowledge
of data preprocessing. In each of the publications, fleet-wide measurement data forms the
basis of knowledge generation. This generation realises centrally in an office environment,
but the knowledge is finally utilised locally in each machine. As the machines provide the
raw measurement data and utilise the generated knowledge, a cycle occurs. This cycle is
the motivator of the prototypes in publications I, II and III (see Sections A.I, A.II and
A.III).
In machine fleets, an unfortunate characteristic is that Internet connectivity issues
hamper KM actions. Any evolution realises in an office environment, not in the machines
that finally use the knowledge. To connect the office with machines, a mobile Internet
technology is necessary. Unfortunately, such technologies suffer from physical limitations
in some environments. Connectivity problems do not always appear when machines
operate in a restricted area, such as a construction site or farm. However, especially
in forestry, machines typically operate far from each other and the infrastructure of
communication networks. When the lack of connectivity appears, it hinders both data
collection from machines and knowledge delivery back to machines. Each machine is
typically operated independently of the others. Therefore, considering the connectivity
status of an entire fleet, asynchronism is extreme, as each machine can gain or lose
its connectivity at any time. In addition, the outages can last for days or even weeks
depending on the geographical location.
Fortunately, an appropriate caching approach mitigates Internet connectivity limitations.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the approach. Cyclic KM applies: first, data is collected from
machines, second, knowledge is refined in the office and third, the knowledge is delivered
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to the machines. With caching, the cycle is possible despite connectivity issues. During
operation, each machine collects measurement data to a local cache. A potential collection
approach is to submit the data whenever the Internet connection is active. However, if the
volume is too large for mobile Internet (due to limitations in bandwidth in outlying areas),
manual collection is an alternative despite its labour costs and delays. Respectively, each
machine has a cache for the fleet-wide knowledge. Depending on the publication, the
knowledge is related to either operator performance estimation (publication I), machine
parameter adjustment (publication II) or data preprocessing (publication III). The format
of the knowledge is either a rule base, a set of data analysis results in documents or
both. (The documents are in a computer-interpretable format, such as XML.) While
relevant in each machinery-related publication, publications II and III, in particular,
include an examination of the caching approach. Although the amount of collected data
is arbitrarily large, the refined knowledge from it has a limited size due to its aggregated
nature. Therefore, it is feasible to retrieve it over a mobile Internet connection, whenever
the connection is active.
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Figure 4.4: In machine fleets, appropriate caching enables the cyclic generation and application
of knowledge despite limitations in connectivity.

Several studies have considered IM and KM related to distributed fleets. Dingus et al.
have reported manual data collection from cars to analyse driver behaviour (Dingus
et al., 2006, p. 19). In the farming context, Steinberger et al. (2009) have implemented
data transfer with Bluetooth and GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications).
Midlam-Mohler et al. (2009) have studied data collection from cars using a mobile network.
Zhang et al. (2017) also report the utilisation of mobile networks in data collection from
cars; in their study, tens of thousands of cars are connected, which requires capacity
from the infrastructure. Some machinery-related publications include even bidirectional
information exchange. Iftikhar and Pedersen (2011) have suggested a system that sends
computer-interpretable information to farming equipment to assign tasks and collects
measurement data from the equipment. Fountas et al. present a conceptual model for
bidirectional information exchange with equipment. The model includes even KM, but
concrete architectural solutions are not covered (Fountas et al., 2015). Although there are
previous studies about the IM tasks of distributed systems, the previous research does not
address the concrete requirements of KM in geographically distributed machine fleets. In
contrast, publications II (Machine Parameters) and III (Data Preprocessing) consider the
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generation of computer-interpretable knowledge from machinery-provided measurement
data and knowledge delivery back to machinery despite a limited connectivity.

4.2.2 Coordination of Production Plants
Publication IV (Process Coordination) studies the efficient operation of production plants
with distributed, asynchronously operating unit processes. To optimise the operation of
such plants, both the individual processes and plant-wide operation should be considered.
Therefore, optimisation-related knowledge is applied in multiple scopes. In publication IV,
the selected approach is to design distributed optimisation modules (abbreviated “OMO”
in this section) instead of centralising computer-interpretable knowledge. Then, it is
possible to manage and apply the knowledge close to each unit process instead of building a
monolithic solution with potentially difficult maintainability. However, due to distribution,
communication requirements arise. Due to the coordination requirement, timing is also
essential, so that the operation of each unit process is aligned with others. The coordinating
module should receive information about the actual states of the processes, including
information about finishing a process.
To demonstrate the requirements of communication and timing, let us consider the copper
refinement case of publication IV. There, the FSF (flash-smelt furnace) unit process
provides its output as batches to converters. Thus, the operators of converters should
know when to prepare for a batch. This information should be delivered with an ICT-
based medium instead to relying on manual communication. However, the communication
requirements are beyond simple notifications, because the plant-wide production should be
coordinated. For this requirement, publication IV suggests OMOs (optimisation modules)
for both unit processes and plant-wide (or coordinating) optimisation. These OMOs
require timely communication between one another, as the control of unit processes should
consider any coordinating instructions that are based on the actual state of processes.
For instance, a state change in a unit process can restrict which plant-wide production
schedules are possible. In addition, the OMOs must also receive measurement data from
the unit processes. The OMOs have multiple uses for this data, such as the inference of
process states (as certain states cannot be directly measured due to the conditions, such
as too high a temperature). Such state information is important in the converting unit
process, as it is otherwise difficult to determine the correct finish time of a batch.
As Figure 4.5 illustrates, the required communication is implemented with a message
bus (see also Section A.IV). The bus enables asynchronous message delivery where the
various OMOs react to events (such as the finishing of a unit process). In addition, the
bus encapsulates the sources of measurement data and information from their consumers.
The sources do not specify the recipients of each message, but the bus routes messages
by matching message subjects and the subscriptions of each client. Therefore, there are
no direct point-to-point dependencies between the client of the bus, which facilitates the
maintenance and updates of the OMOs (including the optimisation-related knowledge
maintained as mathematical models).
Therefore, an appropriate message bus technology enables asynchronous messaging and
the isolation of the producers and consumers of measurement data and information.
A candidate for the message bus is AMQP 0-9-1, which enables the publish-subscribe
communication pattern (AMQP version 0-9-1, 2008). In AMQP 0-9-1, a powerful publish-
subscribe approach is based on topics that consumers subscribe to. In this approach, a
client (or producer) submits its messages to a topic, and the bus routes these to any clients
(or consumers) that have a related subscription. For incoming messages, each consumer
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Figure 4.5: The message bus concept enables messaging between asynchronously running
production-related systems. Computer-interpretable knowledge is applied in each optimisation
module.

has a dedicated queue where the bus leaves messages to wait for consumer processing
(AMQP version 0-9-1, 2008, p. 27). The approach of topics and message queues isolates
producers and consumers from each other. As queues are utilised, neither a producer
nor consumer can block any other client (Eloranta et al., 2014, p. 144). This increases
the robustness of the network. In addition, no matter how many consumers a topic has,
the producers publish each message only once, because the bus delivers each message to
its ultimate recipients. Therefore, the bus is the potential bottleneck of communication,
not the sources of information. This is a well-scalable communication approach, because
only the bus potentially needs additional capacity (earlier, Buschmann et al. (1996, pp.
339–343) have stated that publish-subscribe scales well in distributed networks). A topic
can be created for any piece of information that can be interesting to consumers. In
publication IV (Process Coordination), topics are associated to certain measurement values
or messages from the OMOs that coordinate production. However, publish-subscribe
is not the only applicable messaging pattern. If required, other patterns are possible
as well, such as request-response (Daigneau, 2011), which is more straightforward for
point-to-point integration.

Related studies provide approaches for industrial communication media, but they lack
either a single-protocol message bus or KM applications in industrial processes. With their
“PERFoRM” middleware, Angione et al. propose a solution with service discovery and
registration rather than plain message delivery. However, no single standard messaging
protocol is utilised (in contrast to AMQP in this study), and there is no focus on KM
either (Angione et al., 2017). Similarly, some other industrial automation frameworks,
including SOCRADES or IMC-AESOP, apply industrial messaging, but they lack the
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message bus approach as well as the KM focus (Colombo et al., 2014; de Souza et al.,
2008). The CoPro project has its emphasis on orchestration engineering rather than a
message bus (Enste et al., 2017). This far, there has been little research related to the
utilisation of message buses in the industrial context. The applications include robot
control, the visualisation of automation data and machine-to-machine communication
(Meng et al., 2017; Niebuhr and Vick, 2016; Prévost et al., 2017).

4.2.3 Coordination of Business Processes
Publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem) aims at increasing the efficiency of industrial
business processes and particularly the exchange of technical information (covering
engineering, equipment products and individual devices). There are two reasons why
well-performing information exchange increases efficiency in industry. First, the exchange
itself requires resources and work effort. Second, inefficient exchange practices degrade
the quality of information. Quality issues in technical information, such as inaccuracy or
errors, disturb the operation and maintenance of the plant.

The complexity of technical information adds difficulty to the related communication.
In process industry, the plants utilise dozens of equipment types that each have their
specific characteristics. Some types are actually assemblies, which increases the amount
of information to be managed. For example, a control valve consists of a valve body, an
actuator and other components. Furthermore, the information is not restricted to lists
of facts, but documents are also included, such as certificates, installation instructions
and bills of material. Whenever equipment trading occurs, the vendor must deliver all
information to the plant operator, so this can update the information of the equipment
base. Clearly, the manual delivery of such information is laborious and error-prone, but
this is typically necessary due to the incompatible information formats of enterprises.
Unfortunately, the complexity is not restricted to the information of equipment but
occurs also in engineering. Even engineering is typically outsourced, which necessitates
inter-enterprise communication.

A straightforward means to realise digital information exchange is to integrate systems
directly to one another, but this is badly scalable. In an arbitrarily large ecosystem, this
point-to-point approach leads to a situation with multiple dependencies between systems
and enterprises. Because this is difficult and expensive to maintain, another approach
should be considered.

To increase the efficiency of information exchange, the related business processes should
be coordinated, which necessitates KM in the ecosystem level. Knowledge is “an integral
part” of business processes (Seethamraju and Marjanovic, 2009, p. 921). Business process
modelling requires knowledge about multiple aspects, including business functions, the
processed information and organisational matters (Weske, 2012, p. 77). As a concept, it is
nothing new to manage business processes. In publication V, however, this management
is demanding due to the ecosystem-wide scope. The publication suggests that the
flow of collaborative business processes, as well as the required computer-interpretable
information formats, should be modelled in ICT systems that coordinate communication.
The flow and the formats together form ecosystem-wide knowledge about the business.
This knowledge changes repeatedly due to the evolution of business and the physical
production equipment, which introduces challenges. In addition, there is an asynchronism
issue, because each business partner runs its internal processes autonomously.
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Publication V suggests a networked approach where mediator operators manage the
knowledge required for the coordination of industrial information exchange. Within
the network, each business party simply runs its own internal business processes and
submits or receives information as needed, asynchronously; the rest is managed by the
mediators that master collaboration (see Figure 4.6; see Section A.V for a prototype
implementation). To enable ICT systems to perform communication instead of manual
work, the mediators manage the related knowledge in a computer-interpretable format.
The mediators also synchronise business processes, as each business party runs its internal
processes without a continuous connection with its partners. Each enterprise implements
a single integration with the interface of a mediator, after which an entire network
of partners becomes reachable. The mediators enable information exchange over an
arbitrarily structured network, which is analogous to telephone or E-invoicing operators.
E-invoicing has recently increased quickly (European e-invoicing service providers report,
2016), and the mediator concept of this study is similar in essence. However, compared to
invoice entries, the mediators of publication V utilise more extensive knowledge, because
the business processes and information structures are more complex. Furthermore, the
mediator role requires continuous collaboration with the customers, because the business
evolves. This evolution realises, for instance, when a new type of device appears in the
market or a service is revised. In general, the exchange of technical information requires
particular effort due to its complexity and variation. However, additional workload comes
from the customisation of business processes, because some practices can be specific to a
subset of the organisations (La Rosa et al., 2017).
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Figure 4.6: Utilising computer-interpretable knowledge, mediator operators coordinate business
processes in a distributed business network.

Publication V does not specify the format of the computer-interpretable knowledge of
business processes. For any practices expected to change, a business rule management
system is a candidate. This system should enable at least rule modelling without any
specific ICT skills, similar to the machinery-related publication I (Operator Performance).
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Furthermore, because industrial equipment evolves, there should be a means to change
the format of the computer-interpretable information being exchanged. Currently, the
question about knowledge management solution remains a future research item.

In literature, there are multiple studies about business process management in general,
but none of the discovered studies consider the coordination of collaborative industrial
business processes. To model business processes, there are graphical techniques, such as
BPMN (Business process model and notation, 2011), which resembles flowcharts but adds
collaboration-related features. In addition to the graphical notation, BPMN also specifies
a logical model. There are also other specifications for the modelling of inter-enterprise
business processes, such as the UN/CEFACTModeling Methodology (Zapletal et al., 2010).
To practically implement business processes, workflow management systems enable both
the modelling and execution of business processes (Weske, 2012, p. 334). Therefore, there
are tools to model business processes, but there is no solution to coordinate information
exchange. Furthermore, related to KM, the concrete implementation remains unaddressed
in the industrial domain.

4.3 Security Requirements

Although not included in publications I–V, security is important in system architectures.
This section focuses solely on ICT security, omitting policies and education. Because
ITU-T X.805 (2003) is more technology-oriented, it is considered here instead of NSTISSI
no. 4011 (1994). Although X.805 focuses on networking, it suits even for ICT systems (as
stated in Subsection 2.3.1). Because ICT security resides in the intersection of information
and cyber security (see Subsection 2.3.2), the following considerations represent both.

In this chapter, the relevant elements of ITU-T X.805 (2003) include the applications
security layer as well as the management plane and the end-user plane. Of layers, services
and infrastructure security are omitted, because this chapter discusses applications instead
(although the applications of an enterprise can be services to another). Of planes, control
security is omitted, because no corresponding aspect exists in the architectures. It is
acknowledged, though, that control security is present in the network technologies utilised
by ICT systems. Still, networking is considered an infrastructure-level service that is out
of scope.

Figure 4.7 illustrates how the security planes of X.805 apply to KM-related information
systems in this thesis. The model in the figure assumes strictly two roles. One role
performs KM work with a container of computer-interpretable knowledge, while another
utilises this knowledge. The utilisers are passive, as they cannot modify the knowledge.
The container as well as its operation and maintenance belong to the management plane
of X.805, whereas any utilisers are in the end-user plane. The utilisers also cover any ICT
systems and applications that are clients to the container. Although such software-based
entities also require management, they belong to the end-user plane from the container
viewpoint.

To align the solutions of this chapter with ITU-T X.805 (2003), the following paragraphs
discuss each of the eight security dimensions within the management plane: access
control, authentication, non-repudiation, data confidentiality, communication security,
data integrity, availability and privacy. The paragraphs do not consider the end-user
plane. This plane is equally relevant but left as a future task.
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Figure 4.7: The security planes of ITU-T X.805 (2003) applied to KM-related information
systems in the scope of this thesis.

Access control. There must be a means to control which users can manage the knowl-
edge and to what extent. Therefore, user authentication is necessary in a multi-user
environment. However, because users typically have varying roles, not all of them should
have equal permissions, which introduces a requirement to consider authorisation as well.
A KM expert could master one aspect, whereas another expert would master another (a
concrete example of such separated aspects could be parameter ranges and performance
distributions in publication II (Machine Parameters)). If such requirements exist, the
access control system should provide the sufficient granularity. Any users without KM
tasks should have no access at all.

Authentication. The requirement for authentication stems from the previously discussed
access control requirement. In everyday ICT systems, a typical authentication method is
to associate a personal username and secret password to each user. To relieve the burden
of remembering such information, it is possible to install a single sign-on system to enable
user access to multiple systems with single authentication information. Other types of
authentication also exist, such as recognising a part of human body (e.g., a fingerprint).
The most critical systems could apply multi-factor authentication for additional security.

Non-repudiation. The knowledge container should have a feature for the logging of
modifications to indicate who has edited what. Publications I (Operator Performance)
and II (Machine Parameters) utilise an off-the-shelf rule management system Drools. To
enable non-repudiation, the chosen rule management system should log user activity and
preferably provide version control as well to indicate the exact changes. If knowledge
is modelled by manual coding instead, the tools are different. Publications II and III
(Data Preprocessing) utilised manually created documents, whereas the approach of
publication IV (Process Coordination) is to implement mathematical models in software.
The containers of these publications could take advantage from a version control system,
such as Git (2018), that enables the tracking of modifications.

Data confidentiality. Knowledge is owned by the enterprise that manages it. It has
business value and must therefore not leak to unintended actors. Confidentiality requires
attention especially if the knowledge container is accessed over Internet. However, security
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measures should be applied even if the container were managed within the facilities
of a single enterprise, which is the case in publications IV (Process Coordination) and
V (Collaborative Ecosystem). Multiple reasons cause risks: the knowledge could be
exposed to a burglar broken into the premises or to visitors, such as the employees of a
subcontractor. Furthermore, an internal employee could sell pieces of the knowledge to
competitors.
Communication security must be addressed whenever there is management-related
information exchange between network nodes. If KM is performed with a remote user
interface, such as the rule management interface in publications I (Operator Performance)
and II (Machine Parameters), the communication must be secure. If the knowledge is not
exploited in situ – which is the case in publications I, II and III (Data Preprocessing) –
the same requirement applies to its distribution. In these publications, the machines of a
fleet receive a copy of the knowledge over a network. Once implemented completely, this
reception should enforce encryption to ensure communication security and confidentiality.
Data integrity. There should be a means to ensure the “correctness” and “accuracy”
(ITU-T X.805, 2003, p. 4) of the knowledge. Therefore, the knowledge container should not
enable any unauthorised modifications. This requires the consideration of access control
and non-repudiation dimensions. In the case of malformed, manipulated or erroneous
knowledge, it is important to detect how and when these deficiencies have occurred. Even
if the users did not change anything themselves, logs about modifications help to detect if
a malicious actor has cracked a user account. When knowledge is stored in a base (such
as a rule base), this should ensure integrity, whereas documents or source code could be
stored in a version control system.
Availability. If knowledge is unavailable, it is impossible to maintain it. If KM is
performed with an ICT system, this system should be available for use when needed.
Respectively, if the knowledge is managed manually (e.g., the mathematical models
suggested in publication IV (Process Coordination)), then the containing entities should
be available for the maintainer. However, there are no time-critical KM tasks in any of the
publications, because the knowledge is expected to evolve slowly. Therefore, occasional
downtime would have no serious consequences. It is notable, though, that the availability
in the end-user plane is another requirement, although it is irrelevant in the management
plane. In publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem), unavailability to end users would
hamper business transactions within the ecosystem.
Privacy. As a user performs KM tasks, the requirement for non-repudiation obligates
logging about user actions. Nevertheless, this should not compromise privacy. A question
arises if the knowledge container should store the network addresses of client devices, as
this could expose the physical location of the user. On the other hand, a network address
could help the tracking of attackers if an attack occurs. However, if this information is
sensitive, it should be protected from unauthorised access.
Ultimately, the consideration of the aforementioned dimensions is subject to risk manage-
ment (ITU-T X.800, 1991, p. 35). The magnitude of security measures should be based
on the probability of security issues and their potential cost. For instance, hardware
failures are likely to occur, which could result in the loss of stored knowledge and therefore
compromise the availability dimension. This requires countermeasures especially if the
knowledge is important for the business and its restoration is expensive. Furthermore, the
importance of access control depends on the purpose of the knowledge. In publications
II (Machine Parameters) and IV (Process Coordination), this provides the basis of in-
structions to operators. If these instructions are erroneous, this would at least reduce the
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efficiency of production but possibly also cause a safety risk in the production facilities. In
publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem), the malicious modification of business-process-
related knowledge could even prevent communication within the ecosystem, which could
even cripple business transactions. On the other hand, certain privacy requirements can
have a lower priority depending on the estimated cost of incidents. If an unauthorised
user can access logged information about the KM actions of the personnel, therefore
exposing the location of a client device, the severity of consequences can be considered
lower. This would reduce the priority of privacy.

4.4 Discussion

This chapter has examined the approaches to manage knowledge in a computer-interpretable
format. The particular goal was to improve efficiency in industrial production. Two
approaches were discussed to store computer-interpretable knowledge: centralised and
distributed containers.
The centralised containers aspect applies to various types of the containers of computer-
interpretable knowledge. Even traditional relational databases can be considered such
if the actual contents are interpretable as knowledge. Furthermore, despite physical
distribution, any cloud-based container is centralised from the access viewpoint, because
the content is accessed via a single endpoint. Here, however, the particular interest is on
the management of the contents of the container. Publications I (Operator Performance),
II (Machine Parameters) and III (Data Preprocessing) have studied such containers.
Regardless of the implementation of the container, its supported management methods
should align well with the intended function. Clearly, the easier the management is, the
better opportunities there are to keep the container up-to-date, so it can best serve the
business needs. Inevitably, to implement a certain KM concept properly, a thorough
understanding is required to aid in the selection of an appropriate container technology.
To manage knowledge, the publications cover rule bases and documents derived from
data analysis results. The future research could estimate the suitability of additional
management tools, such as machine learning.
Sometimes, the physical business environment favours distributed containers rather than
centralised ones. This applies if the computer-interpretable knowledge consists of multiple
logical parts and especially if those parts receive advantage from heterogeneous platforms
or physical distribution. This condition applies to publication IV (Process Coordination),
which introduces coordinating production optimisation with distributed optimisation
modules. In principle, there are no obstacles to utilise similar technologies in both
centralised and distributed containers. Similar to centralised containers, even distributed
containers require carefully chosen technologies, so that the containers conform to the
intended business need. Careful consideration is advisable regardless if centralised or
distributed containers are utilised. However, it is notable that even distributed containers
are centralised within their own restricted scope.
This chapter also examined means to utilise computer-interpretable knowledge in dis-
tributed, asynchronous environments. In each examined environment, timing issues
or coordination challenges occur. The environments and the chosen approaches are
summarised in Table 4.1, and the following paragraphs discuss each.
To utilise constantly evolving fleet-wide knowledge in machines in the field, caching is
utilised. The machines cache both the measurement data they collect and the knowledge
items received from the office. It is notable that while caching complicates system design,
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Table 4.1: Approaches to manage computer-interpretable knowledge in distributed environ-
ments.

Environment KM approach

Machine fleets Enterprise-level master container for knowledge,
cached containers in machines

Production plant with multiple
unit processes

Optimisation module for each unit process

Inter-enterprise networks Knowledge managed by mediator operators

it also introduces a risk of utilising obsolete knowledge. Still, despite the challenges of
the approach, the utilisation would be difficult or even impossible without caching in the
first place. It depends on the case whether caching causes actual problems. When the
fleet-level knowledge has reached a mature state, it likely develops slowly. However, certain
changes in the environment can introduce fast changes. An example is the introduction
of a new machine type, because there is initially only a little measurement data from the
operation of this type. Then, the related knowledge would first evolve quickly.

In the optimisation of production plants, connectivity causes typically no issues, but
asynchronism is present due to the parallel operation of unit processes. The parallel
operation promotes a distributed optimisation approach with a dedicated optimisation
module for each individual unit. The execution of these modules would then be coordinated
at the plant level. An alternative is to implement all optimisation logic in a centralised
location. Such centralisation can facilitate the mastering of overall knowledge, but it would
also prevent managing each module close to the related production unit. Furthermore,
asynchronism is inevitable if the modules are designed to react to production-related
events. For instance, there can be a requirement to trigger a fresh calculation cycle every
time a particular production process has finished.

To utilise collaboration-related knowledge in industrial inter-enterprise networks, mediator
operators were suggested. These mediators coordinate business processes and manage
the required knowledge. If there are multiple mediators, they will have to manage
knowledge redundantly. However, such redundancy is inevitable if mediator competition
is desirable. The coordination concept is likely utilisable only in the environments that
have a certain degree of homogeneity. Homogeneity is required so that the exchange
volume of certain information types becomes high enough – only then, it is efficient
to digitalise the communication. In process industry, the degree of heterogeneity is
actually high (e.g., the various information structures required for equipment). However,
there is also a lot in common because multiple enterprises need similar equipment types
(e.g., valves, pumps or instrumentation). In KM, another concern is business evolution,
which necessitates repeated revisions to the knowledge. Such KM tasks typically require
extensive collaboration effort (Seethamraju and Marjanovic, 2009). Such effort is profitable
only if it results in more efficient information exchange between enterprises, which is not
only technical but also an organisational issue.

This chapter has provided a range of cases where the goal is to increase efficiency with
KM. To provide a deeper insight of the business needs, it could be beneficial to examine
a group of more homogeneous cases together. However, heterogeneity is also a positive
characteristic, because it enables the demonstration of the variety of possible KM solutions.
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In the cases, the challenges of distribution and asynchronism appear in various forms.
This chapter has shown that no design suits universally for all KM needs.





5 Interoperability of Heterogeneous
Systems

Information is essential in efficient operation, but industrial environments are hetero-
geneous, which hampers its exploitation. To utilise information, it must be integrated
to the everyday operation, preferably in a computer-interpretable format. In the Indus-
try 4.0 vision, this integration is one of the core motivators (Industrie 4.0, 2017, p. 7).
However, the integration task suffers from heterogeneity in various scopes, including the
interfaces of equipment and ICT systems as well as the business practices of enterprises.
Information integration has already received attention in various branches, as indicated
in a review by Chen (2016), but heterogeneity still remains uncovered. This chapter
provides approaches to manage heterogeneity in industrial systems. Two aspects are
included: systems integration and inter-enterprise information exchange. The integration
of individual devices is not examined, but the focus is on system-level integration instead.
KM methods are not considered in this chapter, although systems integration requires
extensive domain knowledge.

5.1 Integration of Production-related Systems

In modern production plants, ICT systems and their interaction are a prerequisite for
efficient operation. Systems, such as SCADA, DCS and MES, enable the monitoring and
control of production. This requires information exchange between systems, which neces-
sitates systems integration. It is clear that any integration tasks suffer from heterogeneity,
which is typical due to the vendor-specific information formats that systems utilise.

In publication IV (Process Coordination), the motivation is to provide a systems inte-
gration approach that is scalable and maintainable despite the heterogeneity of systems.
As systems are integrated, their heterogeneous formats of computer-interpretable infor-
mation must be mapped to one another. These mappings are non-persistent, because
each system will end its lifecycle at some point, which means that another system will
replace it and require its own mapping. Besides, the internal formats of systems can
change even during the lifecycle if the production tasks require it. Thus, to increase the
scalability and maintainability of systems integration, the goal should be a low number
of direct system-to-system dependencies, because this reduces the amount of mapping
effort. More mapping effort means more difficulty if any of the systems should be updated.
Unfortunately, the difficulty of updates is common in current industrial systems. This is
an obstacle for the deployment of ICT advances, which can be necessary for updating
equipment or work practices.

59
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In publication IV, the integration approach must enable plant-wide communication
despite heterogeneous platforms. The publication aims at enabling optimisation modules
(abbreviated “OMO” in this section) that coordinate production and assist operators. The
OMOs require measurement data from the processes, which necessitates integration with
data sources (such as a “production info system”). Another integration requirement stems
from the need to separate OMOs from the systems that operators use for monitoring
and control. This separation has two motives. First, the monitoring and control systems
operate on a platform of an automation system vendor, which is an unsuitable platform
for the calculation tasks of OMOs. Therefore, publication IV uses Matlab as the OMO
platform. Second, sometimes an OMO has multiple consumers, which necessitates its
implementation as a service instead of an internal module of an automation system.
The coordinating OMO is such a service, because all other OMOs should receive its
instructions. On the other hand, the requirement for coordination necessitates plant-wide
communication, because the coordinating OMO should receive information about the
state of all unit processes.

To manage heterogeneity, there should be a common API (Application Programming
Interface) for information exchange between systems and applications. Then, this API
would provide everything required for communication. The API would enable the delivery
of measurement data and information in a platform-independent, computer-interpretable
format.

To realise the API, the first task is to choose a common protocol for communication. The
protocol is an important choice in design, because it requires effort to adapt one protocol to
another. Four key challenges apply in the mapping of protocols. First, protocols use various
messaging patterns, such as request-response and publish-subscribe. In publication IV,
publish-subscribe is the most suitable pattern. It eases event-based communication, which
enables applications (such as OMOs) to react to state changes in production processes.
This event-based approach would be more difficult to implement with the request-response
pattern, whereas publish-subscribe supports it as such. Besides, it is possible to build
request-response over publish-subscribe by delivering a reply-to address in messages (e.g.,
Remote procedure call (2018)), which means that publish-subscribe enables these patterns
to co-exist. Second, some protocols maintain a connection (e.g., TCP), whereas others
are connectionless (e.g, UDP), which also complicates adaptation. Even if TCP or UDP
were not directly utilised, either of them lies under various other protocols, such as HTTP,
AMQP and CoAP. Third, it also affects the design whether or not there should be a
centralised node that coordinates communication and access control. Fourth, it is not
without problems to map of error handling between protocols (Derhamy et al., 2015).

As the communication protocol, publication IV utilises AMQP to realise a centralised
message bus. AMQP meets two important requirements. First, the protocol must provide
the publish-subscribe pattern for messaging. This excludes HTTP from appropriate
protocols, although HTTP is conventional in integration and has a wide support in
development tools. Publish-subscribe is neither supported by the current XMPP standard.
In contrast, publish-subscribe is the native pattern in AMQP. The second requirement
is the centralised coordination of message delivery and access control. In AMQP, the
centralised message bus node meets these requirements. A similar centralised bus exists
in neither CoAP nor ZeroMQ. Apache Kafka is a potential alternative, because it also
enables a publish-subscribe approach over a centralised messaging medium – however,
Kafka is a product, not a generic protocol. MQTT is also a candidate for the message
bus, but it remains a future topic to experiment its applicability.
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For interoperability, message formats are equally important in the API. Publication IV
utilises standardised message formats, including O&M (Observations and measurements,
2013) and ANSI/ISA-95.00.01 (2010). O&M enables the delivery of measurement values
of various types, including simple measurements, count values, truth values, strings
and structured values. B2MML (2013; based on ANSI/ISA-95) provides formats for
computer-interpretable information to coordinate production.
Let us exemplify the common API in a concrete case, where a monitoring system displays
process state information to operators. The state information comes from a “production
info system”. Both systems are connected to the AMQP message bus. The process states
are delivered as O&M messages. Therefore, both systems require a mapping from their
internal information format to O&M. Because AMQP and O&M are open standards, the
communication has no vendor-specific dependencies. Then, if the info system is later
replaced with another product, possibly from another vendor, the new system is mapped
to O&M and connected to the message bus. Despite the new system, the monitoring
system will require no changes in its mapping, because the API remains the same. The
advantages of the approach are even higher if multiple ICT systems receive information
from the info system.
Because it is typically difficult to add another communication interface to an existing ICT
system, adapters are necessary to integrate with the API. An adapter is implemented
for each connected system, and it maps a proprietary interface with the common API.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the concept of message bus, adapters and the API. The approach is
scalable, as it is possible to connect an arbitrary number of systems with the same message
bus, but each system still requires only one adapter for integration. For a prototype
implementation, see Section A.IV.

Applications, ICT systems

Consume 
messages

Produce 
messages

Message bus; commonly 
agreed message formats 

utilised

Produce 
messages

Sources of 
measurement data

Adapters for ICT 
systems

Adapters for ICT 
systems

Message bus 
API

Client API

Client API

Figure 5.1: The message bus enables a scalable and easily manageable integration approach
with a commonly agreed API. Each system reaches other systems via an adapter.

The management of heterogeneity has appeared an essential task in the industrial do-
main. Mainly in the equipment scope, there are multiple studies about adapters or the
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resembling gateway and wrapper concepts (e.g., Bangemann et al. (2008), OPC unified
architecture specification part 1 (2017)). Qureshi et al. (2017) have applied adapters
in the integration of legacy systems. There are also architectures that have equipment
integration as the main scope (e.g., Theorin et al. (2017)). The heterogeneity of industrial
ICT systems is a considerable problem. According to Engell and Harjunkoski (2012),
it has been challenging to implement systems for production optimisation due to inte-
gration obstacles. To facilitate systems integration, there has also been standardisation
effort. ISO 15746-2 (2017) specifies requirements, workflows and service definitions for
the information exchange related to process control and optimisation. However, the
specification remains abstract without any concrete schemata for computer-interpretable
information. Fortunately, even standards exist, such as B2MML (2013) that provides
computer-interpretable formats for the information of production-related systems. The
B2MML formats implement information models of the standards ISA-88 and ISA-95
(ANSI/ISA-88.00.01, 2010; ANSI/ISA-95.00.01, 2010). These models have received a wide
attention in literature, including Moones et al. (2015) and Munoz et al. (2017).

5.2 Inter-enterprise Integration

Heterogeneity issues become even more demanding when the scope is information exchange
between enterprises, because the integration must cross organisational borders. In contrast
to systems integration where only information formats are mapped to one another
(publication IV Process Coordination), inter-enterprise integration requires organisations
to align their business practices as well. In industrial equipment business, additional
challenges appear from the lack of proper digital communication media (as stated in
publication V Collaborative Ecosystem). The current manual communication media
(such as email, PDFs and spreadsheets) are inefficient and error-prone. For efficient
communication, structured electronic documents should be utilised; such an approach
has been suggested even for the societal scope (Bausà Peris et al., 2014, pp. 11–12).

In the IM of process plants, a variety of information structures is necessary. As discussed
in publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem), complex structures are necessary to deliver
the technical information of equipment. For instance, a control valve consists of multiple
components, including the valve body and an actuator. Each component has its specific set
of properties and documents (such as installation instructions, certificates and operating
manuals). A similar level of structural complexity applies to dozens of other equipment
types as well. Besides, the structures should cover not only equipment but also engineering
and business transactions. Clearly, such variety of use cases has a number of possible
implementations. Consequently, the enterprises in process industry utilise their specific
implementations, although even standards exist.

The mutual heterogeneity of industrial enterprises leads to unnecessary manual work,
which could be avoided with commonly agreed practices. Enterprises utilise ICT systems
to process and store information in a computer-interpretable format. However, due to the
lack of common formats and a suitable communication medium, enterprises communicate
manually using their own formats. This means that whenever an enterprise receives
information, the information is fed manually in the ICT systems. Let us consider an
example where a vendor has sold equipment to a customer. Because the customer must
update the information of its equipment base accordingly, the vendor supplies the related
technical information in a spreadsheet file. To save the information, the customer maps
the spreadsheet manually to the internal format of one its ICT systems. However, if there
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were a commonly agreed format instead, the customer could use a single mapping. Within
the ecosystem, multiple vendors and customers should utilise the same commonly agreed
format, which would considerably relieve the overall mapping effort. Unfortunately, such
common formats do not exist.

More efficient information exchange would indirectly increase the efficiency of plant
operation as well. Efficient communication decreases the likelihood of errors or missing
information. Therefore, in a process plant, technical information would be both available
and correct whenever needed. This information is necessary in various activities during
the plant lifecycle, such as the renewal of production units or planning of maintenance.
However, if the information is unreliable, someone should always check the physical
equipment in the field in case of errors, which is laborious. In the worst case, errors
can lead to issues, such as ordering an unsuitable spare part, which can even lead to a
non-planned outage.

Heterogeneity is not restricted to the structures of explicit information, but it is also
present between enterprise-level architectures. In publication V, enterprises operate
ICT systems to manage various types of information, including business transactions,
equipment, maintenance history and specifications from engineering. Enterprises operate
multiple systems, because no single system meets all IM needs in industrial plants. Because
each enterprise has its specific practices, approaches to locate information vary as well.
For instance, while commercial information usually resides in an ERP system (Enterprise
Resource Planning), there is no common location for technical information. The location
can be ERP but any other system as well. This heterogeneity affects the way enterprises
execute their business processes, including which systems are included in each business
transaction and to what extent. Thus, it is infeasible to perform direct system-to-system
integrations between enterprises. Instead of systems, the scope of integration must be
enterprises, and each enterprise must manage its internal complexity in its own facilities.

Publication V suggests an architecture where enterprises implement an adapter to en-
capsulate their internal complexity and connect to a mediator to communicate with
business partners (see Figure 5.2). The adapter has a commonly agreed API that supports
both the transactions and information formats of equipment business. The transactions
cover not only common trade activities, such as request for quotation, order and delivery,
but also domain-specific functions, such as the delivery of technical information. To
communicate with business partners, the adapters connect to mediator operators that co-
ordinate the collaborative business processes. In each business process, commonly agreed,
computer-interpretable formats are utilised for information. The approach is powerful and
scalable, as any business party reaches the entire network with a single adapter. Although
the concrete adapter functionality still requires further design, publication V provides
a prototype that delivers technical information in a computer-interpretable format (see
Section A.V).

The suggested approach has technological challenges to be solved. A mediator introduces
a single point of failure for communication, so there must be redundancy measures.
Furthermore, in the conventional manual communication, there are human employees
included in each transaction. If a transaction encounters an error, the employees will solve
it manually, which is flexible. In contrast, any measures for automatic error handling
require careful design. If an error occurs at runtime, it must at least be ensured that this
error is informed to the employees that manage the transactions. In addition, there must
be considerations how to validate the functionality of mediators. The mediators have a
great responsibility for implementing transactions as agreed within the ecosystem.
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Figure 5.2: The concept of commonly agreed APIs and mediator operators for inter-enterprise
information exchange in a networked business ecosystem.

Furthermore, enterprise adapters and mediators introduce organisational challenges.
The enterprises must make a considerable collaboration effort to agree on the common
computer-interpretable formats and practices for the APIs. Besides, the existing enter-
prises do not yet include any mediator operators. The enterprises must agree about the
business model of mediators, including whether there are multiple mediators and if there
is an independent organisation to maintain the collaboration practices. There are also
legal issues, such as the degree of responsibility of mediators, the form of contracts and
what happens if a mediator fails to fulfil its tasks. Finally, there are security questions,
such as confidentiality. It can be desirable to hide some information from the mediators,
and a question is how to realise the required measures. These questions are analogous
with those of Industry 4.0. In Industry 4.0, there is an intention to develop devices that
interact with their environment, which includes the collection and sharing of information.
This introduces legal issues and security questions especially when the information crosses
organisational borders.

Earlier, there has already been effort towards efficient inter-enterprise information ex-
change, but the results only provide parts of the envisioned concept of enterprise adapters
and APIs. The traditional EDI technology (Electronic Data Interchange) digitalises
common business transactions, such as quotations, orders and invoices, thus providing
a communication medium for computer-interpretable information (McGowan, 2004).
However, EDI does not deliver any technical information. The concept supply chain
management (SCM) aims at collaboration, but the main focus is on the coordination of
outsourced manufacturing (Mentzer et al., 2001). Therefore, its scope does not cover the
information of production equipment and the related service business. Fortunately, as
reviewed in Subsection 2.4.2, there are standards that contribute to the unification of
the information structures of trade and equipment, therefore facilitating communication
between enterprises. These standards alone do not enable inter-enterprise information
exchange, because there must also be an appropriate medium. The standards are, still,
promising candidates for the basis of common information formats in enterprise adapters.
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Previous research has also studied the business-related factors that affect the success
of business-to-business platforms. One obstacle could result from the “chicken or the
egg” problem. The reason is that the desirability of a platform depends on how many
business partners are reachable, and this is affected by the number of customers (Penttinen
et al., 2018). Therefore, it can be difficult to reach the critical mass. In addition, the
reputation of the platform affects desirability, and the platform should convince its
potential customers that it will sustain in the future (Penttinen et al., 2018). In general,
the perceived risk and distrust about security reduce the willingness to use a platform
(Lian, 2015). The technological readiness of customers should also be considered. Easy
systems integration is a contributing factor (Penttinen et al., 2018). On the other hand,
not all customers have the technological expertise required for integration (Chronéer et al.,
2017, p. 14). This means that there should be a service to help customers in the integration
task or even implement it completely. The integration also requires modifications to
the internal systems and processes of customers, and this can be expensive to relatively
little enterprises (Penttinen et al., 2018). Finally, there is a gap between the domains
of business and technology. The communication between these two domains should be
guaranteed in the development of the platform (Chronéer et al., 2017, p. 14).

5.3 Security Requirements

Let us apply ITU-T X.805 (2003) to discuss the security requirements of the adapter-based
integration approach. As stated in Subsection 2.3.1, X.805 is applicable to ICT systems
despite its orientation towards communication. Although security is a process, this section
focuses on ICT security due to the technological scope of this thesis. Because ICT security
is essential in both information and cyber security, the following considerations contribute
to both. These considerations are not included in publications I–V.

Of the security elements in ITU-T X.805 (2003), this section discusses application layer
and end-user plane. The security of infrastructure layer and services layer are omitted.
Although these layers are equally important, it is assumed that service providers implement
their security. On the other hand, the control plane of X.805 has no clear correspondent
in ICT systems, because it focuses on the efficiency of routing (ITU-T X.805, 2003, p. 6).
The management plane is relevant, but this chapter emphasises the heterogeneity of end
users, which leaves less attention on the management of adapters. Figure 5.3 illustrates
the position of adapters, as well as the relevant security planes, between systems and the
network of other systems or enterprises. It is notable that, both in publication IV (Process
Coordination) and V (Collaborative Ecosystem), the adapters are operated within a single
enterprise, although publication V particularly studies inter-enterprise communication.
This single-enterprise scope applies, because each enterprise has the responsibility to
implement its own adapter. Still, even in publication IV, the information can travel
in Internet, out of the physical borders of the enterprise. This condition realises if the
production plant contains geographically distributed production units.

The following paragraphs apply the eight security dimensions of ITU-T X.805 (2003)
within the end-user security plane of adapters. These dimensions are access control, au-
thentication, non-repudiation, data confidentiality, communication security, data integrity,
availability and privacy. The adapters only communicate with ICT systems, because
employees operate the user interfaces of the systems, not the adapters. Thus, the direct
end users are systems, not human beings. It is acknowledged, though, that an adapter
could include an interface for human users in publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem) in
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Figure 5.3: The relation of the security planes of adapters to other systems.

case the exchanged information requires manual processing. However, this possibility is
not considered in this section.

Access control. The adapter should only enable the access of authorised ICT systems.
In publication IV (Process Coordination), there is one or more systems that each adapter
trusts, and these are known during the development of the adapter. Publication IV utilises
AMQP to implement the message bus, which means that the adapter always creates
a connection to the message bus and the message bus never initiates a connection. In
publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem), the adapter trusts each back-end system of the
enterprise, but it must also trust at least one mediator operator. The connections between
mediator operators and adapters are probably initiated as needed, because inter-enterprise
communication favours loose coupling between network nodes.

Authentication. The recognition of user identities is a precondition for access control.
Each ICT system connected to the adapter should have its own identity. In publication V
(Collaborative Ecosystem), this also applies to the related mediator operator. Therefore,
no human users are authenticated, because the end users are systems, not people.

Non-repudiation. Even if the adapter did not persistently store any information, it
is still important to indicate which user has performed which activities. Thus, there
should be a logging mechanism to enable the tracking of communication-related events.
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In publication IV (Process Coordination), it is assumed that most adapters have exactly
one ICT system connected. Such a condition lowers the importance of non-repudiation.

Data confidentiality. In publications IV (Process Coordination) and V (Collaborative
Ecosystem), both, the assumption is that the delivered information is confidential, and the
delivery can occur via Internet. The information must not end up to competitors. Thus,
access control should be applied in the APIs of the adapters, and any communication
should enforce encryption.

Communication security aims at ensuring that information is delivered only to the
intended recipients. This requirement could fail if a malicious node succeeds in falsifying
its identity, pretending to be either a trusted ICT system or network endpoint in Figure 5.3.
If this condition results from a “man-in-the-middle” attack, the parties of communication
would not even notice it. To ensure communication security, there should be a mechanism
to verify the identity of network nodes (i.e., authentication), and this mechanism should
be resistant to any attempts of falsifying the identity.

Data integrity. If the adapters do not store any information, as is the case in publication
IV (Process Coordination), the integrity requirement only applies to processing. In case
the adapter stores information that is pending for approval to be delivered, as possible in
publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem), then more integrity requirements arise. Access
control protects against unauthorised modifications, but in case such modifications occur
despite protection, there should be a means to detect this. Potential integrity-related
measures include event logging as well as checksums for the most sensitive parts of the
information.

Availability. An adapter is the enabler of communication to its end users. Therefore,
if its availability fails, there will be no communication. In publication IV, this would
only detach the adapted ICT system from the network, whereas the entire enterprise
would lose its ability to exchange information in publication V. Redundancy and backup
systems are measures to improve availability.

Privacy. ITU-T X.805 (2003, p. 6) specifies the privacy dimension as protection against
the indirect exposure of information. The adapters should not expose any events any
more than necessary, because they could reveal sensitive information. In publication IV
(Process Coordination), an event log could reveal traffic between production-related ICT
systems, which might enable the inference of process-related values, such as the duration
of a specific process step. This information should not be revealed to competitors, which
can be a risk if production-related systems communicate via Internet. On the other
hand, in publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem), events could provide a hint about the
business volume between parties, which could respectively be sensitive information.

Finally, once the security requirements have been recognised, risk management should
be applied (ITU-T X.800, 1991, p. 35). Only then, it is possible to balance the costs of
security measures and those of realised risks. Let us consider the availability dimension
to have an example. In publication IV (Process Coordination), process operators receive
instructions that aim at increasing efficiency. If it is assumed that the operators can
operate the processes even without assistance, a failure in availability would reduce
efficiency but not completely prevent production. On the other hand, publication V
(Collaborative Ecosystem) suggests an ecosystem where business parties communicate by
exchanging computer-interpretable information using their adapters. The failure of such
an adapter would completely hinder business transactions. Depending on how quickly the
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adapter comes online again, such an incident could be expensive. Therefore, redundancy
should implemented as well as a plan for disaster recovery.

5.4 Discussion

In production plants, computer-interpretable information is a resource for increasing
efficiency, but heterogeneity is a challenge. Efficiency can be increased with functions
that facilitate the monitoring or optimisation of production. However, such functions
require information exchange between multiple ICT systems, which is challenging due to
heterogeneity. Particularly, it is difficult and laborious to manage a growing number of
system integrations. Therefore, this chapter suggested an approach where each system is
connected to a message bus. On the message bus, a standard communication protocol and
commonly agreed, vendor-independent, computer-interpretable formats are utilised for
information. The concrete integration is realised with an adapter that hides the details
specific to each system. The approach is scalable and adaptable for analogous cases in
other environments, because the approach does not restrict what information formats the
message bus delivers. Clearly, there is variation between the integration requirements of
systems, but the adapter concept enables a design where each system requires exactly
one integration to become reachable by an entire network.

Respectively, heterogeneity causes issues even in inter-enterprise communication. The
current communication means are inefficient in terms of the required manual work.
Furthermore, the manual processing of information degrades its quality, which reduces its
value to support production tasks, as errors cause additional work. Thus, this chapter
introduced an adapter concept to improve information exchange between enterprises.
By implementing an adapter, each enterprise connects its information to a mediator
operator that coordinates communication. To reach interoperability, the communication
is implemented with commonly agreed, computer-interpretable formats for information.
The concept of mediators and enterprise adapters is scalable, as each enterprise reaches
an entire network with a single adapter. In essence, the enterprise adapter concept
has similarities with system adapters. Still, due to crossed enterprise borders, there is
more complexity. To choose the information formats for communication, organisations
must negotiate, which requires a considerable effort if the ecosystem contains dozens or
hundreds of enterprises.

In summary, with an appropriate design, ICT systems can exchange information despite
heterogeneity. The heterogeneity problem is considerable and appears repeatedly; it is
present in the single-enterprise scope, but it is even more complex between enterprises.
The importance of this problem comes from its pervasiveness and difficulty. It is one of
the persistent core problems in the design of ICT systems. In publications IV (Process
Coordination) and V (Collaborative Ecosystem), adapters – utilising common information
formats and communication protocols – enable a scalable approach.

Regarding the system adapters concept of publication IV, future research tasks remain.
The current concept has a limited scope within the industry. Therefore, more process
plants could be included to demonstrate the potential of the concept. However, more
branches of industrial production could also be covered. In the manufacturing of piece
goods, the production equipment is different, but heterogeneity appears even there,
because the equipment and systems come from multiple manufacturers. Thus, the concept
would probably have similar advantages.
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The concept of enterprise adapters (publication V) also has open questions for future
research. Currently, there is no design for the actual functionality of the enterprise
adapters. After the functionality is specified in more detail, it is possible to define the
actual interfaces that the adapters should implement. In addition, the functionality of the
mediator operators remains unspecified. Any organisational and contract-related issues
also remain unaddressed.

To increase the efficiency of the mapping of heterogeneous information models, two
approaches seem promising. First, semantic technologies enable the computational
processing of meanings or purposes (instead of manual one-by-one mapping of the fields
in information formats). Therefore, such technologies potentially enable a higher degree
of automation in mapping operations. In case of any shortcomings in computer-generated
mapping results, an approach is to generate an initial mapping with semantic technologies
and then inspect it manually. Earlier, there has already been research on semantic
technologies in industrial IM, e.g., Wiesner et al. (2011) and Legat et al. (2014). To
manage heterogeneity, another promising approach is to utilise model-driven methods.
Models enable the consideration of logical structures and dependencies, and they can
be utilised together with semantic technologies (Agostinho et al., 2016). Respectively,
Weichhart et al. (2016) state that enterprise modelling facilitates the management of
ICT systems and structures, as the management appears on logical issues rather than
the actual implementation. Still, both semantic technologies and model-driven methods
also have their disadvantages. In simple mapping tasks, they cause overhead but bring
little value. Thus, these technologies seem more suitable for mapping tasks with more
complexity and especially when computer-interpretable information is delivered between,
not within, enterprises.





6 Conceptual Model

The publications of this thesis have presented multiple ways to utilise IM (information
management) to increase the efficiency of industrial production. Although the publications
have differences, there are also essential similarities. In each publication, the goal is to
improve the efficiency of production-related tasks, and the approach is to enhance IM
with suitable system architectures. The publications examine multiple environments,
including mobile machinery, industrial processes and industrial equipment business. As a
synthesis, this chapter introduces a conceptual model.

6.1 Elements and Structure

Figure 6.1 illustrates a conceptual model that covers the common aspects of the ar-
chitectures in this thesis. The ellipses represent entities or resources while the arrows
represent actions. The person icon emphasises the involvement of human beings, while the
cogwheel symbolises computational tasks. As the model is aligned with the conceptual
modelling framework of Wand and Weber (2002), the following elements are discovered.
The modelling context is information system architectures in industrial production. The
modelling grammar consists of two items: entities (the ellipses) and actions (the arrows).
The modelling method follows the basic principle that the entities represent various
industrial artefacts – either physical or immaterial – while the actions are what generate
or modify these entities. Finally, the modelling script is the outcome of the modelling
task, that is, the conceptual model itself. The following paragraphs explain the included
entities.

Distributed production-related tasks represent the operative work in everyday indus-
trial business. It includes production tasks in mobile machinery (publications I Operator
Performance, II Machine Parameters and III Data Preprocessing), production tasks
in process industry (publication IV Process Coordination) and the tasks of equipment
business (publication V Collaborative Ecosystem). All of the tasks are distributed: ma-
chines operate in a fleet, process industry requires the coordination of unit processes and
collaborative business involves multiple enterprises.

Domain expertise covers the tacit knowledge and experience received from work tasks
in a particular context. The work tasks provide domain expertise (“learn by doing”), while
data analysts gain expertise by analysing measurement data and observing the results.
Domain expertise is present in each publication of this thesis. In mobile machinery,
there is knowledge about operator performance, optimal parameters, data preprocessing
as well as their variation based on contexts (publications I Operator Performance, II
Machine Parameters and III Data Preprocessing). The operators and analysts of industrial
processes have extensive past knowledge that helps operating the process (publication IV
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Figure 6.1: Conceptual model about applying IM to increase efficiency in production-related
tasks.

Process Coordination). Analogously, there is also expertise about equipment business as
well as its requirements and efficient operation (publication V Collaborative Ecosystem).

Data analysis results are present where novel information and knowledge are generated
with mathematical analysis (publications I– IV). The required data is gathered from equip-
ment or production processes as they operate. The analysis results indicate correlations
or other dependencies in data, or they contain averages, distributions or other aggregated
explicit information. Analyses are relevant particularly in the mobile-machinery-related
publications I– III. They indicate the performance of the operator or machine to enable the
generation of feedback. They also reveal dependencies between measured performance and
the parameters of the machine, which enables the generation of explicit knowledge for the
optimisation of parameters. Additionally, in the data-preprocessing-related publication III,
analyses help in the definition of outlier limits, categorisation conditions for datasets and
other preprocessing-related knowledge. In each machinery-related publication, analyses
help the definition of the methods of context recognition. Furthermore, analysis results
help in recognising the dynamics of chemical production processes, which are the basis of
creating optimisation modules in publication IV (Process Coordination). Still, although
not examined in this thesis, even equipment business (publication V Collaborative Ecosys-
tem) would receive advantage from data analyses. There, the goal would be to improve
the understanding of the business environment, such as customer needs.

Standards and open specifications are agreements about the structures of explicit
information utilised in communication. Such specifications result from collaborative
negotiations between multiple organisations as recognised in publication V (Collaborative
Ecosystem). In addition, publication IV (Process Coordination) utilises standardised
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information formats in the integration of ICT systems. In such integration, standardised
formats should be the primary candidate for two reasons. First, if a suitable information
model already exists, it saves design effort by reusing existing explicit knowledge. Second,
especially widely adopted standards improve the interoperability of systems. In general,
open specifications are a means to reduce the heterogeneity.

Knowledge artefacts are applied in production-related tasks. The artefacts represent
computer-interpretable knowledge in its various forms, enabling systems and applications
that help in increasing efficiency. Knowledge is required to generate performance-related
feedback (publication I), assist in parameter adjustment (publication II) and preprocess
data (publication III). In the coordination of production (publication IV), computational
tools utilise knowledge that resides in mathematical models. Respectively, in the proposed
collaboration network (publication V), mediator operators control knowledge to coordinate
business processes. Still, even the designed system architectures are instances of knowledge,
because knowledge is always applied in design (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 81).

As a whole, the conceptual model is a loop that starts in and ends to production-related
tasks. The loop presents improvement in two aspects: first, the application of knowledge
increases the efficiency of production-related tasks, and second, the observation and
analysis of those tasks further improves the accuracy of the knowledge artefacts. For
instance, in publication II (Machine Parameters), data analyses enable the generation
of knowledge about the optimisation of machine parameters. This knowledge is applied
in machines to increase productivity. Then, further data analyses generate feedback
about the performance of the knowledge items, enabling constant evolution. Thus, the
conceptual model illustrates the cyclic nature of knowledge generation and application.
A similar feedback cycle is well visible in a KM-related book by Maier (2010, p. 78) as
well as a manufacturing-related study by Gebus and Leiviskä (2009).

Multiple authors have studied questions related to the conceptual model. Although
not explicitly associated with industrial production, Alavi and Leidner have recognised
similar KM challenges. They state that there is both implicit and explicit knowledge,
and knowledge transfer between groups or individuals is required to utilise the it (Alavi
and Leidner, 2001). Mountney et al. (2007) have introduced a maturity model where a
production process becomes more efficient as more knowledge is generated. Papazoglou
et al. (2015) have introduced a reference architecture related to the management and
generation of manufacturing-related knowledge. This architecture is analogous with the
conceptual model, as measurement data enables the generation of explicit knowledge.

A few authors have taken a more detailed point of view to production-related explicit
knowledge. Guerra Zubiaga has considered the knowledge types and structures related
to manufacturing (Guerra Zubiaga, 2004, p. 79). Chhim et al. (2017) have developed
an ontology to model the knowledge of product design and manufacturing processes
in a computer-interpretable format. Gröger et al. (2014) have also studied computer-
interpretable formats in manufacturing.

6.2 Discussion

The conceptual model was created from only a few publications, so its concrete background
is limited. Still, the publications are diverse and cover multiple aspects and environments.
Therefore, the model is generalisable within industrial production.
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Increasing efficiency requires effort. In the conceptual model, the increase appears, as
computer-interpretable knowledge is applied to production-related tasks (see Figure 6.1).
From the efficiency viewpoint, all other parts of the model are solely supporting. They
include data analyses, domain expertise and standardisation that indirectly contribute
to efficiency. However, such supporting items are necessary, because the complexity of
production-related tasks complicates the generation of knowledge.

The scope of the conceptual model is wide, which requires an abstract nature. Thus, there
are limited possibilities to actually implement the model in a reusable manner. There
are suggestions for reusable industrial ICT architectures (such as those of de Souza et al.
(2008), Colombo et al. (2014) and Angione et al. (2017)), but their scope is considerably
limited compared to the model. The model concentrates on high-level concepts, some
of which occur between organisations, while the aforementioned ICT architectures have
their focus on equipment and systems in a more limited context. In such contexts, fever
case-specific requirements appear, which facilitates the design of reusable tools.

The conceptual model presents explicit knowledge related to the industrial domain. Often,
conceptual modelling is utilised for the purposes of software development (Fettke, 2009).
However, this chapter has a different approach, as the various design approaches were
explained before introducing the conceptual model. Thus, the conceptual model is a result
of reverse modelling (Zacharewicz et al., 2017, p. 238). On a high level, the conceptual
model documents a business process, which is another application area of conceptual
modelling (Fettke, 2009). Therefore, the model mainly increases the understanding of
what already exists. Although the model is abstract, it provides insight for further systems
design.



7 Closure

The objective of this thesis is to examine the architectures of information systems that
increase efficiency in industrial production. This chapter concludes the results. First, it
summarises the answers to the research questions. Then, the results are discussed within
the scope of the entire thesis. Finally, the remaining future research tasks are considered.

7.1 Research Questions Revisited

This section reviews the research questions by associating a summarised answer to each.
As written in the original list of research questions, each question is restricted to the
scope of information system architectures related to industrial production.

RQ 1: How to manage production-related knowledge to enable its utilisation
in software that assist production-related tasks?

To manage knowledge, particularly in a computer-interpretable format, this thesis suggests
two alternative approaches: centralised and distributed containers. The centralised ap-
proach is beneficial when there is a requirement to share computer-interpretable knowledge
(publications I Operator Performance, II Machine Parameters and III Data Preprocessing).
In contrast, distributed containers are appropriate when the knowledge is applied in a
single location without a need for sharing (publication IV Process Coordination). As
concrete methods for KM (knowledge management), this thesis has applied rule bases
(publications I and II), computer-interpretable documents (publications II and III) and
mathematical models in executable software (publication IV). In this thesis, there are
two reasons to choose carefully. First, different KM methods suit for different use cases
(e.g., rule-based modelling suits for heuristics, whereas mathematical models suit for
simulation). Second, the method must enable the interpretation of the resulting explicit
knowledge in computer software. Therefore, publications I and II enable rule export
for applications, and the data-analysis-based knowledge of publications II and III is
distributed as computer-interpretable documents. Respectively, publication IV suggests
mathematical models that are executable on a simulation platform.

RQ 2: How to enable the utilisation of knowledge in production-related tasks,
when the production-related entities operate in a distributed, asynchronous
environment?

The publications demonstrated three approaches for different cases. First, to manage
computer-interpretable knowledge in machine fleets, publications I (Operator Perfor-
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mance), II (Machine Parameters) and III (Data Preprocessing) implement an enterprise-
level master container, whereas machines cache the knowledge locally. This approach
enables centralised KM despite geographical distribution and the asynchronism caused by
connectivity issues. Second, for production plants with multiple unit processes, publication
IV (Process Coordination) utilises a message bus to connect systems and optimisation
modules that enclose and utilise computer-interpretable knowledge. The message bus
performs the required communication in an asynchronous manner, which enables a re-
active, event-based process control. Third, for inter-enterprise networks, publication V
(Collaborative Ecosystem) suggests mediator operators that manage collaboration-related
knowledge and enable communication using computer-interpretable formats for infor-
mation. The mediators coordinate business processes in a heterogeneous environment,
where the business partners operate asynchronously. In all environments of the publi-
cations, it is essential to coordinate the application of knowledge and to consider any
timing and synchronisation requirements. Physical distribution is what characterises the
environments and most restricts the feasibility of design approaches.

RQ 3: How to manage the heterogeneity of information in networked industrial
environments?

The heterogeneity of information appears in various scopes. To manage heterogeneity, a
solution is to deploy adapters that convert proprietary information formats to a commonly
agreed, computer-interpretable format. Two areas of application were studied: the
integration of ICT systems in a production plant (publication IV Process Coordination)
and equipment-related business processes between enterprises (publication V Collaborative
Ecosystem). Although both publications have the issue of heterogeneity, the inter-
enterprise communication in publication V is more demanding, as it requires an ecosystem-
wide alignment of business practices. Therefore, although both publications introduced
adapters as the solution, the actual adapter designs were considerably different. Finally,
it is remarkable that an adapter always needs something commonly agreed to adapt to.
Therefore, common practices and computer-interpretable formats for information are
always a precondition for adapters.

RQ 4: What kind of conceptual model describes the generation and application
of knowledge to increase efficiency in distributed production-related tasks?

The introduced conceptual model includes results from data analyses, domain exper-
tise, common specifications and knowledge artefacts. The knowledge artefacts are in
a computer-interpretable format and enable efficiency-related improvements. To have
such artefacts, various actions of knowledge creation or generation are necessary. Thus,
although the application of computer-interpretable knowledge is the essence of the con-
ceptual model, this also demonstrates how much supportive effort is necessary. The
appearance of the model is a loop where, first, analyses and observations provide improved
knowledge and, second, the resulting knowledge enables increase in production-related
efficiency. Due to the variety of the publications (I–V), the conceptual model is abstract,
but it provides insight about efficiency-related information management tasks.
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7.2 Empirical Results

Automation systems are hierarchical and include complexity, but related discussion can be
facilitated with the so-called automation pyramid. For the pyramid, Figure 7.1 illustrates
an extended version, where level 5 (collaboration) and the complexity pyramid have been
added. The lower levels are equipment (level 1), control systems (level 2), the coordination
of production (level 3) and the operation of business (level 4). The figure also indicates
the level of each publication of this thesis. Some authors have stated that the levelled
hierarchy is becoming obsolete (e.g., Brettel et al. (2014); Monostori (2014)). Still, the
hierarchy is utilised here as a reference. Besides, regardless if physical hierarchies persist
or not, the functional needs of production will remain.

Complexity;
heterogeneity

5 Collaboration

4 Business planning (ERP)

3 Coordination of production (MES)

2 Control (DCS, SCADA)

1 Equipment

Number of 
physical items

I, II, III (machinery-related 
publications)

V (Collaborative Ecosystem)

IV (Process Coordination)

Figure 7.1: A layered presentation of the functions of information systems in the industrial
domain, including the publications of this thesis. Extended from ANSI/ISA-95.00.01 (2010, pp.
20–21), which neither includes level 5 nor the complexity pyramid (standing on its peak).

The higher the pyramid level the more heterogeneity there is due to increasing complexity.
In level 1 (equipment), communication realises with measurement signals (e.g., with a
range of 1–5 V or 4–20 mA). The number of these signals is huge in a typical factory, but
the format is similar regardless of the function. The semantics is numeric (such as pressure
or temperature values) or a truth value (e.g., if a level alarm is active in a liquid container).
In level 2, the signals of level 1 are utilised to monitor and control processes. Here, more
complexity appears, but the functions are still relatively homogeneous. In contrast, level
3 introduces manufacturing operations, which differ a lot between production facilities,
therefore introducing heterogeneity. Heterogeneity increases even more in level 4 due to
the business scope, as the related operations are conceptual and complex compared to
the lower levels. Finally, level 5 covers collaborative business, which takes heterogeneity
to an extreme level due to the different business practices and information systems of
enterprises. Although the hierarchy has industrial plants as viewpoint, the structure
applies to machinery as well. Each machine is an independent production unit, which
positions machines to level 3. Any systems that coordinate or manage the machines
belong to the same level (such as those in publications I Operator Performance and II
Machine Parameters).

Because all publications of this thesis belong to level 3 or higher, they examine issues with
plenty of heterogeneity. Publication I (Operator Performance) discusses the KM of opera-
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tor performance assessment in machinery. Publication II (Machine Parameters) studies
similar challenges in machine parametrisation, and publication III (Data Preprocessing)
considers the management of the related data preprocessing. In each of these publications,
the scope is the management of production systems, so they belong to level 3. Publication
IV (Process Coordination) examines KM in production optimisation, which locates it to
the intersection of levels 3 and 4. In contrast, publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem) is
concerned with collaborative business processes, which locates it to level 5.
Due to the heterogeneous nature of the research environment, there is no straightforward
means to measure the results as in lower-level systems. For instance, when a new controller
is introduced for an industrial process (level 2 in the hierarchy), it is possible to verify
the increased performance in simulations and possibly even in physical processes. Such
measurable results appear in a study by Kim et al. (2012). However, in levels 3–5, the
scope is management rather than the actual production processes, which restricts the
means to measure efficiency. It is possible to estimate efficiency of a management concept
by observing long-term statistics, but this requires an implementation in a physical
environment, which is impossible during the early stages of design.
Therefore, the empirical results of this thesis do not stem from quantitative measures but
from the designed architectures. The utilised research method is design science research,
which is qualitative rather than quantitative. With this method, the typical intention
is not to indicate any absolute truth but to study what is effective (Hevner et al., 2004,
p. 98). In this thesis, the desired effect is to increase efficiency in industrial production.
Efficiency is the rationale to improve IM, and architecture design is the utilised tool.
Publication I has a goal to enable operator assistance, publication II targets at facilitating
machine parametrisation, publication III aims at easier management in the preprocessing
of measurement data, publication IV studies plant-wide communication and publication V
examines communication between enterprises. Considering these goals, the publications
introduce novel knowledge about architectures that aim at increasing efficiency.

7.3 Contribution to Cyber-physical Systems

Regarding system architectures, CPSs are important, because they contribute to the
progress towards more flexible hierarchies in production systems (Monostori, 2014). As
the physical hierarchy no longer restricts the logical hierarchy, less effort is required to
update business models when needed. Such adaptability is important for competitiveness
(Weichhart et al., 2016).
Lee et al. have presented a five-level architecture for the functionality of CPSs, called the
“5C architecture”. The first level enables the connectivity of devices (“connection”), the
second provides conversions from data to information (“conversion”) and the third level
enables machines to compare themselves within their environment (“cyber”). The fourth
level enables decision support (“cognition”), whereas the fifth level covers resiliency and
abilities for self-adaptation (“configuration”). (Lee et al., 2015)
Figure 7.2 illustrates the remarkableness of publications I (Operator Performance), II
(Machine Parameters), III (Data Preprocessing) and IV (Process Coordination) within
the 5C architecture and therefore CPSs. Publication III contributes to level 2, because
its goal is to manage the explicit knowledge of refining measurement data in machinery.
Publications I and II contribute to decision support in machinery, therefore residing in level
4. Respectively, publication IV contributes to decision support in process plants, which
locates it in level 4. Publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem) examines collaborative
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business processes between enterprises, which is beyond the 5C architecture that only
covers a single enterprise. Therefore, publication V does not appear in the figure.

5 Configuration

4 Cognition

3 Cyber

2 Data-to-Information Conversion

1 Smart Connection

I (Operator Performance) II (Machine Parameters)
IV (Process Coordination)

III (Data Preprocessing)

Figure 7.2: The positions of publications in the 5C architecture of CPSs. Modified from (Lee
et al., 2015).

As CPSs increase distribution in the everyday environment (including industry), security
becomes more important. Due to the ever-growing application of ICT, information
security is more and more present in all business and production. Furthermore, devices
become more intelligent and capable of interacting with their surroundings, which requires
the consideration of cyber security to protect the environment. This thesis contributes
even to the security viewpoint of system architectures in Sections 4.3 and 5.3.

7.4 Designing Industrial Information Systems

In this thesis, the design-related requirements are demanding. They include KM, the
application of knowledge in distributed environments and the heterogeneity of systems.
Some of the related challenges are inevitable, such as distribution in all of the publications.
Still, the empirical results demonstrate means to overcome these challenges with a feasible
design.

ICT systems are a powerful tool when production-related explicit knowledge is applied to
improve efficiency. In production systems, this knowledge appears in two levels. First,
there is production-related knowledge, such as the operator-performance-related computer-
interpretable knowledge in publication I (Operator Performance). Second, above that level,
there is knowledge about the ICT systems that apply the production-related knowledge,
such as the KM architecture in the same publication. Hevner et al. (2004) support this
view, as they state that software design is always a presentation of knowledge. Regarding
both levels, this thesis presents possibilities to increase efficiency with the more advanced
utilisation of explicit knowledge. Considering the complexity of industrial environments,
a similar potential is expected to apply generally.

The potential of ICT systems comes partially from the conservative nature of industrial
production. In industrial systems, the adoption of software technologies is typically
delayed compared to what is available. The probable reason is the bulky and expensive
nature of production facilities, as modifications are expensive and difficult to apply.
When a new technology is adopted, it should be certainly suitable for the intended
purpose. Publication IV (Process Coordination) suggests a message bus and system
adapters to enable asynchronous communication. If the approach appeared ineffective
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after deployment, the replacement of such a fundamental communication concept would
be expensive. Still, with the current knowledge about the suggested technologies, there is
no reason to expect ineffectiveness.

To contribute to efficiency, this thesis introduced multiple generic approaches for IM
and KM. Due to a generic nature, the approaches are considered reusable and therefore
comparable to design patterns (Buschmann et al., 1996, p. 2). They include the containers
of computer-interpretable knowledge in Chapter 4, the adapters in Chapter 5 and the
conceptual model in Chapter 6. They form a “toolbox”, which is beneficial for a systems
developer in concrete production-related challenges. However, a drawback of generic
solutions is that they hamper the consideration of case-specific details. These could be
covered by increasing the complexity of the solutions. This has an analogy in manual
tools. A basic knife is cheap, easy to utilise and generic, while a Swiss army knife provides
more functions at the price of more complexity. Respectively in systems design, a generic
solution requires a balance between simplicity and coverage. Complexity results in more
difficulties in both design and application, whereas a simple solution helps less in the
design of details. The solutions suggested in this thesis provide a high-level approach,
which makes them a basic knife rather than a Swiss army knife.

Although the introduced design approaches are generally suitable for industrial systems,
further knowledge is required for each specific design task. This is because, despite powerful
tools, inferior design would result in inferior systems. In 2000, University Professor Ilkka
Haikala compared the C++ programming language to a circular saw, a tool that could
result in severe damage if utilised inappropriately (Rintala and Jokinen, 2005, pp. 18–19).
This analogy applies to the solutions suggested in this thesis as well. For example, the
publish-subscribe-based message bus suggested in publication IV (Process Coordination)
would be infeasible in publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem), because inter-enterprise
communication has different requirements compared to system-to-system communication
within a single plant. Respectively, the bus would not solve the KM problems of the
machinery-related publications I, II or III. In distributed information systems, architecture
design is paramount to enable system operation and maintenance throughout the intended
lifecycle. Architecture design is a means to manage complexity, which will always remain.
The inherent complexity of design problems cannot be eliminated, as suggested by Brooks
(1987).

7.5 Future Work

This thesis has suggested various design approaches and evaluated them with prototypes,
but the applicability could be studied in other industrial environments as well. Other
environments could introduce uncovered requirements. This applies especially to the
suggested conceptual model, which should be generic. Additional studies would provide
more evidence about the reusability of the solutions.

Furthermore, the design approaches could be evaluated in everyday production-related
tasks by studying effects on efficiency. There could be a study to compare productivity
measures before and after deploying the KM systems of publications I (Operator Per-
formance) and II (Machine Parameters). Another study could measure the performance
improvement enabled by the communication platform of publication IV (Process Coordi-
nation) (although this also requires the implementation of optimisation modules, which
are out of scope in publication IV). Related to publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem), a
study could examine the effects of digital information exchange to the quality of technical
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information, although this would be difficult to measure. The proposed studies would
provide quantitative results, but the deployment of the concepts would also require a
considerable effort.

As system architectures are modelled, the approach could follow more established methods.
These methods could utilise a standard for architecting, such as ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010
(2011). This would facilitate the comparison of the architectures to one another.

KM methods could also be studied. This thesis has utilised a manually managed rule base,
computer-interpretable documents generated from data analysis results and mathematical
models in executable software. For future research, at least machine learning is a candidate.
Graphical rule modelling methods could also be studied, as they would provide an intuitive
tool. Furthermore, business process modelling is required particularly in the mediator
operators of publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem). There could be studies about the
KM of collaborative business processes in workflow management systems.

Regarding the environments of the publications, there are further areas of research.
First, in mobile machinery, condition monitoring and fault diagnostics are important for
efficient operation. Condition monitoring increases the possibilities of condition-based
maintenance, whereas fault diagnostics is a means to identify fault situations. The
related KM could be a suitable sequel for this thesis. Second, for production plants,
this thesis suggested a communication platform based on a message bus and common
message formats. However, the platform is still in the prototype status. There could be a
communication stack, implemented as software libraries, that implements messaging in a
reusable manner. There could also be more detailed research on the utilisation of the
message formats. Third, in inter-enterprise business processes, more research could be
conducted on the concrete design of mediator operators and enterprise adapters. Although
their desired functionality is known, the level of detail is still limited.





A Developed Prototypes

This appendix describes the high-level workflow of the software prototypes implemented
for the publications. Each publication has a respective section. The sections have
identifiers that match those of the publications, that is, I–V. Each section first explains
the structure and functionality of the related prototype. This is followed by pseudocode
to present algorithms in a high level. Finally, Section A.VI considers the maturity of each
prototype by assigning a technology readiness level.

The pseudocode imitates the syntax of a few commonly used procedural programming
languages. Therefore, it is assumed that a reader familiar with programming will un-
derstand the pseudocode. All of the pseudocode is simplified. It ignores error checks
and various implementation-specific details to emphasise the logic of algorithms. The
notation of the pseudocode is explained in Figure A.1. This includes comments, reserved
words, operators as well as the method to highlight the names of the functions that have
a definition elsewhere in the code.

It is notable that the emphasis of this thesis is in the design of system architectures.
Therefore, the aim of the following algorithms is to provide solely an overview of the
concrete implementations, as this thesis does not research algorithms in particular.
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Comments begin with "//", and they are in grey, italics, such as:

// This is a comment.

Reserved words are bold, such as:

var
function
end

return

Some operators could cause confusion due to their varying purposes in actual
programming languages. They are defined below.

=     assignment
==    equality comparison
+     concatenate strings

If a called function has its definition somewhere in pseudocode, its name 
has a grey background. For instance, see the "concat" function below:

function example()
    
    var myString = concat("Hello ", "world")
    
    // Other code in the function...

end

function concat(a, b)
    return a + b;
end

Figure A.1: Pseudocode syntax explained.
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A.I Operator Performance

In publication I (Operator Performance), Drools Guvnor was installed to manage knowl-
edge for the estimation of operator performance in a computer-interpretable format. In
Guvnor, knowledge is modelled as rules. Guvnor runs on a web server, which is JBoss in
publication I. (Later, the development of Guvnor has been discontinued and succeeded
by Drools Workbench.) Guvnor has a graphical user interface accessible with a WWW
browser. It provides multiple tools for rule modelling, such a textual rule language called
DRL (Drools Rule Language) and decision tables. In publication I, rules were modelled
with decision tables, because their editing requires less technical expertise than textual
rule languages.

Once modelled, the knowledge was consumed in a Matlab-based performance estimation
application, which had been developed before the tasks of publication I. This software
examines measurement data to estimate how well the operator has performed during a
particular period.

A converter application was developed to convert the Guvnor-modelled knowledge to a
format that the performance estimation software supports. The application is necessary,
because the estimation software and Guvnor lack a common information model. Guvnor
enables rule export in DRL, while the estimation software consumes rules in a dedicated
XML format. To integrate these pieces of software, the converter application performs a
transformation from DRL to the XML format. The application was implemented as a
C# desktop application. Figure A.2 illustrates how Guvnor-created rules are converted
to the XML format consumed by the estimation software. The following pseudocode
describes the algorithm of the converter application.

WWW browser 
interface

Performance 
estimation 
software

(run in Matlab)

 Rule base
(Drools Guvnor)

Rule 
converter
(C# desktop 

application)

Rules as
DRL

Rules as
XML

Web server
(JBoss)

Measurement 
data from 
machine

Figure A.2: The software applications included in the prototype implemented for publication I
(Operator Performance).



// The following piece of code is a simplified example of a rule to be parsed.
// These rules are manually exported from Drools Guvnor, which is an
// environment for rule modelling. The syntax is DRL (Drools Rule Language).
// https://docs.jboss.org/drools/release/5.4.0.Final/drools-expert-
docs/html/ch04.html
//
// This rule examines the performance of a machine operator during a certain
// time period. The rule specifies that if:
//
// 1) Measure "stem processing time" is inferior to average (i.e., a lot
// of stem processing) and
// 2) measure "duplicate work phases" is inferior to average (i.e., many
// of them)
//
// then the measure "duplicate work phases" is considered a weakness for
// the machine operator. The weakness is indicated with an "observation"
// object.
//
// Due to the sensitive nature of the rules, this rules has been modified
// from the actual.
rule
  when
    M1 : Measure(property == "Stem processing time", type == LOWER_THAN_AVG)
    M2 : Measure(property == "Duplicate work phases", type == LOWER_THAN_AVG)
then

    Observation O = new Observation();
    O.setPrintId( 822 );
    insert( O );
end

// This function parses all rules in the given textual rule document.
//
// The actual implementation is in C#.
function parseRules(ruleDocument)

var rules = Array

// Find the first rule.
    skipLinesUntil(ruleDocument, "rule")

// Read rules until end of file.
while not ruleDocument.endOfFile()

var rule = parseOneRule(ruleDocument)
        rules.push(rule)

// Find next rule.
        skipLinesUntil(ruleDocument, "rule")

end

return rules

end
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// This function skips lines until given string (the parameter "expected").
function skipLinesUntil(ruleDocument, expected)

while not ruleDocument.endOfFile()

var line = readLine(ruleDocument)

if line.startsWith(expected)
            return

end

end

end

// This function parses one rule, including its conditions and actions.
function parseOneRule(ruleDocument)

var rule = Object

    skipLinesUntil(ruleDocument, "when")
    rule.conditions = parseConditions(ruleDocument)
    rule.actions = parseActions(ruleDocument)

return rule

end

// This function parses conditions of one rule until they end.
function parseConditions(ruleDocument)

var conditions = Array

while true

var line = readLine(ruleDocument)

if line == "then"
// No more conditions left, the actions have begun.

            break
end

// Parse and store the condition.
var condition = parseCondition(line)

        conditions.push(line)

end

return conditions

end
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// This function parses actions of one rule until they end.
function parseActions(ruleDocument)

var actions = Array

while true

var line = readLine(ruleDocument)

if ruleDocument.endOfFile() or line == "end"
// No more actions left, the rule ends here.

            break
end

// Parse and store the action.
var action = parseAction(line)

        actions.push(line)

end

return actions

end
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A.II Machine Parameters

To assess machine parameters, publication II (Machine Parameters) introduces a “feedback
engine”, a desktop application that is executed in a local computer of machines. The
assessment is based on the prevailing parameter values of the machine, but measurement
data is also necessary to estimate how well the machine has performed during the examined
period. The engine retrieves parameter values and measurement data from the ICT system
of the machine, which has a web service interface. However, the assessment task also
requires appropriate knowledge about parameter and performance values in the machine
fleet in the past.

The feedback engine utilises computer-interpretable knowledge that resides in parameter
ranges, performance distributions and context definitions. These items are physically
computer-interpretable information, but this thesis regards them together as knowledge,
because they are a fundamental part of the expertise required for parameter adjustment.
These knowledge items result from data analyses performed in the enterprise office. The
items are delivered over Internet in the KM concept defined in publication II, but the
implemented prototype leaves this as a future task and utilises manual delivery instead.

The feedback engine also utilises computer-interpretable knowledge modelled as rules.
The rules are managed in the enterprise office with an instance of Drools Workbench
installed in a JBoss application server. The actual application of the rules does not occur
in the feedback engine, because the intention is not to have a direct dependency to the
proprietary Drools framework. Therefore, to encapsulate the actual rules from the engine,
the machine has a local “rule executor” service, which provides an XML-over-HTTP
interface. Despite the local deployment, the service technology was chosen to enable
access over a network in case it is necessary in the future. The service retrieves its rules
over Internet or uses a cached ruleset if there is no connectivity.

Figure A.3 illustrates the software applications and systems as well as the items of
computer-interpretable knowledge in publication II. These items are generated in the
office and made available to machines. The actual parameter assessment occurs locally in
machines.

The following pseudocode provides a high-level view of the “feedback engine” application.
The engine is a Java desktop application. Therefore, any computer with a compatible
Java runtime can execute it. During the development work made for publication II,
the application was successfully experimented in an operator-training simulator. This
simulator was executed in a hardware and software environment similar to a physical
forestry machine.
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Figure A.3: The software applications and systems as well as the items of computer-interpretable
knowledge included in publication II (Machine Parameters); modified from publication II.



// This program is designed to be executed in the local computers of machinery.
// The function assesses parameter values of the machine during given period
// considering the performance of the machine relative to the past
// performance of the fleet.
//
// The actual implementation is in Java.
function assessParameterValues(startTime, endTime)

// Getting measurement data and machine parameters from the ICT system
    // of the machine.

var measurements = getMeasurements(startTime, endTime)

// Getting parameter values from the ICT system of the machine.
// This will only take the latest param values if the parameters have

    // changed during the given period.
var parameters = getParameters(startTime, endTime)

// Recognising the context of operation from the measurement data.
// There is a predefined set of possible contexts that each have

    // a respective identifier.
var contextId = getContextId(measurements)

// Getting relative performance values from data.
var relativePerformanceValues =

        getRelativePerformanceValues(measurements, contextId)

// Printing parameter comparison results if performance is below average.
if performanceIsBelowAverage(relativePerformanceValues)

// Determining which parameters are out of the suggested range
        // (as suggested by past correlations with performance).

var tuningSuggs = getParamTuningSuggestions(parameters, contextId)

        printParamTuningSuggestions(tuningSuggs)

end

// Getting all parameter range check results (for the rule engine).
var paramComparisonResults = compareAllParameters()

// Invoking externally modelled rules on the parameter and
    // performance values.

var ruleOutput =
        executeRules(relativePerformanceValues, paramComparisonResults)

// Printing rule engine results.
    printRuleEngineResults(ruleOutput)

end
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// This function determines the context of operation based on measurement data.
function getContextId(measurements)

    // Categorising the tree stems that have been processed.
var stemCategories = categoriseTreeStems(measurements)

// Resolving which category has most stems; this determines the context
    // of operation. To categorise measurements in a more appropriate way,
    // the context could consider other factors as well, such as the properties
    // of ground surface or tree species (because such factors inevitably
    // affect the performance of forestry machines).

var highestStemCount = 0
var categoryWithMostStems = null

for i = 1 to stemCategories.length

if stemCategories [i].length > highestStemCount
            var highestStemCount = stemCategories[i]
            var categoryWithMostStems = i

end

end

return categoryWithMostStems

end

// This function categorises tree stems after their properties.
function categoriseTreeStems(measurements)

// Each category is an array of tree stems.
    // Creating an array for the categories, i.e., array of arrays.

var categories = Array<Array>

foreach treeStem in measurements

// The function getCategoryIdForTreeStem() was later implemented
        // in the data preprocessing component of publication III. There,
        // it is called "getCategoryIdForDataItemCollection".

var categoryId = getCategoryIdForTreeStem(treeStem)
        categories[categoryId].push(treeStem)

end

return categories

end
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// This function generates suggestions which parameters should be tuned and how.
function getParamTuningSuggestions(parameters, contextId)

    // For the given context, getting ranges of parameter values that have
    // correlated with a good performance in the past.

var ranges = getRangesForContext(contextId)

var tuningSuggestions = Array

    // Comparing parameter values with their suggested ranges.
foreach paramId in parameters.keys

var actualParamValue = parameter.getValue(paramId)
var suggestedRange = ranges[paramId]

if not suggestedRange.contains(actualParamValue)

            // The parameter value is out of range.
            var tuningSuggestion = TuningSuggestion(paramId, suggestedRange)
            tuningSuggestions.push(tuningSuggestion)

end

end

return tuningSuggestions

end
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A.III Data Preprocessing

Publication III (Data Preprocessing) introduces a concept to manage measurement data
preprocessing that occurs locally in the machines of a fleet. Preprocessing functionality
(e.g., outlier detection) is necessary for software applications that utilise measurement data
in the machines, and it is advantageous to reuse this functionality between applications.
The preprocessing requires computer-interpretable knowledge. This evolves repeatedly, as
more data is collected from the machines and refined to preprocessing-related knowledge
in the enterprise office. The knowledge is managed centrally in the office and distributed
to machines. Both the data collection from machines and the distribution of knowledge
require an appropriate network medium. However, the machines operate in arbitrary geo-
graphical locations without a persistent Internet connectivity, which introduces challenges.
The concept of publication III focuses particularly on managing the cycle of collecting
data, refining it to knowledge and distributing the knowledge to machines.

Figure A.4 illustrates the data refinement workflow in publication III. In publication III,
data comes in “data item collections” that associate related values together. The motiva-
tion for these collections originates from forestry, where the data items related to one tree
stem are collected together. In the refinement workflow, the collections pass multiple re-
finement actions, so that their utilisation requires less effort in software applications. The
refinement actions are checking for outliers, resolving appearance items (i.e., calculating
indirect Boolean variables) and categorising the data item collection. In publication III,
the emphasis is not on the sophistication of each refinement step but on the concept of
managing the refinement for an entire machine fleet.
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Figure A.4: The workflow of measurement data refinement in publication III (Data Prepro-
cessing); modified from publication III.

The following pseudocode provides an overview of the steps in the preprocessing workflow.
In publication III, the aim is to provide a proof of concept for the fleet-wide management of
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data preprocessing. Therefore, there is no emphasis on the actual preprocessing methods,
because this would change the focus towards data analysis instead of system architectures,
which is the scope of this thesis.



// All of these functions were implemented in Java.
// They are designed to be executed in the local computer of each machine.

// This function searches for outliers in given set of measurement data.
function checkOutliers(data)

var outliers = Array

// Comparing each measurement to the sensible limits that have been
    // specified for it.
    // For each measurement, there is a numeric lower and upper limit.

foreach dataItemCollection in data
foreach measurement in dataItemCollection

if isOutOfSensibleLimits(measurement)
                outliers.push(measurement)

end

end
end

return outliers

end

// This function resolves the category of a data item collection.
// In forestry, such a collection holds the measurement data related to a
// single tree stem. The categorisation conditions are customisable. In the
// example application, tree stems are categorised after their diameter in
// the felling position.
function getCategoryIdForDataItemCollection(collection)

// The categorisation is based on a tree of conditions.
    // The categories are the leaves of the tree.
    // Getting the root of this tree.

var nodeId = getRootOfCategorisationTree()

// Starting at the root, every iteration of the loop will return a node
    // ID closer to the leaves. Comparing until a leaf statement is reached.

while true

var condition = getCondition(nodeId)

// statement.execute() takes a collection of values as the parameter.
        // The function can inspect any measurement value in the collection.

if condition.isLeaf()
return condition.execute(collection)

else
            nodeId = condition.execute(collection)

end
end

end
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// This function resolves appearance items (indirectly resolved Boolean values)
// from measurement data.
function getAppearanceItems(dataItemCollection)

// Appearance items are indirectly resolved Boolean values. They are
    // defined as a set of conditions that examine the values of data item
    // collections. If a data item collection fulfils all conditions of an
    // appearance item, then this item is "true" for the data item collection.
    //
    // Let us consider a concrete example related to the examination of tree
    // stems. Each tree stem has its measurement data as the properties of a
    // data item collection. If all conditions match to the data set, the
    // tree stem fulfils the appearance item. Such an appearance item can
    // indicate, e.g., if a tree stem is a "long spruce", which is desirable
    // information if the processing of long spruces is being observed in a
    // spruce-dominant forest. In such a case, any other tree species or sizes
    // are ignored.

var matchingApprItems = Dictionary

    // Process each appearance item definition.
foreach appearanceItemDef in appearanceItems

var allConditionsMatch = true

// Process each condition in the appearance item definition.
foreach appearanceItemCondition in appearanceItemDef

if not appearanceItemCondition.matches(dataItemCollection)

                allConditionsMatch = false
break

end

end

        // If all conditions match, the appearance item applies.
        // Saving this Boolean value for the current appearance item.
        matchingApprItems.put(appearanceItemDef, allConditionsMatch)

end

return matchingApprItems

end
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A.IV Process Coordination

To contribute to the automatic coordination of production plants, publication IV (Process
Coordination) introduces a platform concept that is based on a commonly agreed commu-
nication protocol and message formats. These technologies are utilised whenever ICT
systems are integrated. This approach scales well when the number of systems increases,
because each system, regardless of its vendor and runtime, only needs to support the
common technologies to exchange computer-interpretable information with any other
systems. In practice, because systems do not usually provide an easy means to add
another interface, adapters are utilised to map protocols and information formats.

To have a concrete example about coordination, let us consider a case, where measurement
values from one process affect the scheduling of another. This case includes a copper
refinery, where a Flash-smelt Furnace (FSF) provides its output as batches to Peirce-Smith
Converters (PSC) (Schlesinger et al., 2011, pp. 1–12). Because PSCs are the recipients
of the material that comes from FSF, the composition of this output directly affects the
operation of PSCs. Therefore, as PSC operation is scheduled, the composition of the FSF
output is essential information.

For the case with FSF and PSC, publication IV presents a prototype. The focus of
this prototype is to demonstrate the communication between production systems and
optimisation modules. The related message exchange is illustrated in Figure A.5. First, a
source of FSF measurements publishes a composition estimate about the most recent FSF
batch. Then, the generator of PSC schedules receives this estimation and generates a
schedule. Once published, this schedule is delivered to the user interface of PSC operators.
Publication IV also includes another messaging prototype, but this is not explained here.
Essentially, the other prototype utilises the same messaging approach.

FSF meas. 
source

Message 
bus

PSC schedule 
generator

PSC operator 
interface

FSF batch
composition

estimate

FSF batch
composition

estimate

PSC
schedule PSC

schedule

Generate PSC 
schedule

Figure A.5: One of the messaging sequences in publication IV (Process Coordination). Modified
from publication IV.

To implement the prototype, publication IV utilises common technologies for all communi-
cation. All messages are delivered via a RabbitMQ (2018) message bus, which implements
the AMQP version 0-9-1 (2008) standard. The batch composition estimate conforms to
the JSON serialisation (Discussion papers, 2018) of Observations and Measurements (Ob-
servations and measurements, 2013). Furthermore, the schedule is serialised as B2MML
(2013), which implements information models from ANSI/ISA-95.00.01 (2010). AMQP
delivers the messages using the publish-subscribe pattern, which enables an event-based
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design in the prototype. Therefore, whenever the information sources publish anything,
the related subscribers receive this information and react to it. Even if there were multiple
subscribers, the source send each message only once and the message bus will deliver
it to all subscribers. Therefore, a growing number of subscribers does not require any
additional resources from the sources of information.

The following set of pseudocode provides an overview of the algorithms developed for the
FSF-PSC prototype. In this prototype, the aim is to demonstrate the communication
concept, not any actual mathematical algorithms. The prototype includes multiple
applications that communicate over the AMQP message bus. To facilitate reading, each
application has a heading (numbered 1-3) in pseudocode comments. The applications
were implemented for either NodeJs or Java. Therefore, the prototype shows that
heterogeneous platform are possible, although all communication occurs with commonly
agreed technologies. In particular, the prototype includes the integration of a modelling
platform, which is Matlab in this case. This enables the integration of production-related
models with ICT systems, enabling effective model-based optimisation.



// ### 1. Source of FSF Measurements ###

// This function creates a connection to the message bus and submits
// a batch composition estimate from the FSF (Flash-smelt Furnace) process.
// This estimate is essential for the scheduling of PSC (Peirce-Smith
// Converter) processes that further process the output of the FSF. In
// this demo, each estimate contains the "mattePercentage" and
// "slagPercentage" of the related batch.
//
// This application does not access any actual measurement data, as
// the purpose of the demonstration was to be a proof of concept for
// communication over AMQP.
//
// The actual implementation is in Node.js.
function sendBatchCompositionEstimate(mattePercentage, slagPercentage)

    // Creating an AMQP connection.
    // The AmqpConnection module is provided by a third party.

var connection = AmqpConnection
var channel = connection.createChannel()

    // To communicate messages, making sure there is an AMQP exchange called
    // "cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc".
    // Exchange is like a sandbox for communication, because only nodes
    // connected to the same exchange can communicate.
    // Messaging in the exchange is based on explicitly named topics
    // (the second parameter), which realises publish-subscribe communication.
    channel.exchangeDeclare("cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc", "topic")

    // Building a JSON message to contain the batch composition estimate.
    // The structure of the message is according to the discussion paper
    // "OGC Observations and Measurements – JSON implementation".
    // (http://www.opengeospatial.org/docs/discussion-papers)

var message = buildJson(mattePercentage, slagPercentage);

    // Publishing the message to topic "fsf.measurements" in the message bus.
    channel.publish("cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc", "fsf.measurements",
        stringifyJson(message)));

end
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// ### 2. Generator of PSC schedules ###

// This function listens to the message bus to receive FSF batch
// composition estimates. Using those estimates, it generates schedules
// for PSC operation.
//
// The actual implementation is in Java.
function startListenToBus

// Creating an AMQP connection.
    // The AmqpConnection module is provided by a third party.

var connection = AmqpConnection
var channel = connection.createChannel()

// To receive messages, first making sure there is an exchange called
    // "cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc".
    // Messaging in the exchange is based on explicitly named topics
    // (the second parameter).
    channel.exchangeDeclare("cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc", "topic")

// Creating a message queue and binding it to the exchange as well a
    // topic called "fsf.measurements".

var queue = channel.queueDeclare()
    channel.bind(queue, "cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc", "fsf.measurements")

// Adding a consumer to the channel so that messages can be received.
    // This will associate the handleDelivery function as a consumer.
    channel.consume(handleDelivery)

end

// This function handles the messages received from the AMQP message bus.
function handleDelivery(channel, messageIn)

// Parsing the message as JSON and getting the value of matte percentage.
var messageInJson = parseJson(messageIn)
var mattePercentage = messageInJson.get("MattePercentage")

// Executing Matlab to get the schedule.
    messageOut = getScheduleFromMatlab(mattePercentage)

// Sending the schedule to the message bus.
    channel.publish("cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc", "psc.schedule", messageOut)

end
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// Using the given matte percentage of an FSF output batch, this function
// retrieves a PSC schedule from Matlab.
function getScheduleFromMatlab(mattePercentage)

// Creating a Matlab proxy.
    // This module is provided by a third party.

var proxy = MatlabProxy

// This will invoke PSC schedule calculation in Matlab.
    proxy.eval("mattePercentage = " + mattePercentage)
    proxy.eval("psc_schedule")

// Getting PSC schedule from Matlab by invoking a Matlab script.
    //
    // The Matlab script does not contain any actual PSC model,
    // because such a model did not exist at the time of development.
    // However, this demo shows that a integration is possible.
    // The Matlab code simply returns one of three schedule options after
    // comparing the matte percentage to predefined constant limits.
    //
    // The Matlab output is an array of strings, not XML, because XML processing
    // is easier in Java (or another pure programming environment) than in
    // Matlab. Matlab is primarily a calculator, not a general-purpose
    // programming environment.
    //
    // The schedule strings contains a phase identifier, a start time and an
    // end time, and the format is:
    // phaseId + "_" + start + "_" + end
    //
    // For example:
    // phase1_20171006-0800_20171006-0830

var scheduleArray = proxy.getVariable("psc_schedule_out")

// This will build an ISA-95-compliant, XML-based schedule from the
    // Matlab-generated schedule.

return buildXmlFromMatlabOutput(scheduleArray)

end
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// ### 3. PSC Operator Interface ###

// This function listens to schedules from the message bus and prints them.
//
// The actual implementation is in Node.js.
function listenToSchedules()

    // Making sure that the exchange "cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc" exists.
    // Its type is topic exchange.
    channel.declareExchange("cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc", "topic");

    // Creating a queue.
var queue = channel.declareQueue()

    // Binding the queue to exchange "cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc" and
    // to topic "psc.schedule".
    channel.bindQueue(queue, "cocop.tut.demo.fsf-psc", "psc.schedule");

    // Associating the "handleDelivery" function to the queue.
    channel.consume(queue, handleDelivery);

end

// This function processes each received message.
function handleDelivery(message)

    // Printing the schedule.
    // The schedule is assumed to be XML compliant to ISA-95.
    showDetailedSchedule(message);

end
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A.V Collaborative Ecosystem

Publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem) introduces the concept of mediator operators
that maintain collaboration platforms to increase the degree of automation in inter-
enterprise information exchange. In publication V, this exchange especially focuses on the
technical information of process equipment. The publication introduces a collaboration
platform prototype, which is illustrated in Figure A.6. The core of this prototype is a
web application platform complemented by a workflow engine. These systems implement
the functionality to support inter-enterprise information exchange and related workflows.
However, to actually enable this communication, there must also be an application to
import computer-interpretable information into the application platform and, respectively,
another for exporting this information.

Collaboration platform prototype

Equipment 
supplier 

site

Plant 
operator 

site

Import application 
for COI

Export application 
for COI

Spread-
sheet

Mapping Mapping

Plant operatorEquipment supplier

Web application platform

Workflow engine

Delivery of COI 
and PDFs

PDF
Spread-
sheet PDF

Technical information 
of equipment

Mapping definitions to adapt proprietary information 
models to the common information model

COI: Computer-interpretable information
 

Figure A.6: Systems and software in publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem). Modified from
publication V.

The web application platform is the most important part of the collaboration platform.
The application platform provides an information storage as well as a WWW browser
interface for users to manage the information exchange. The platform is based on an
existing product that operates on the Microsoft “ASP.NET” framework. However, it also
operates multiple custom-made software components and applications that implement
the functionality required for the use cases of inter-enterprise interaction. In addition,
it is complemented by a workflow engine that enables the implementation of workflows.
These workflows perform the communication between the websites of business partners in
the platform. Respectively, the workflow engine is an existing product, but the workflows
are custom-made. Related to the workflows, multiple web services were also implemented.
These web services have multiple tasks, including the delivery of the technical information
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of equipment as well as sending email notifications to users about workflow-related events,
such an order or delivery of equipment.

The collaboration platform would be incomplete without a means to import and ex-
port technical information in a computer-interpretable format. Because the current
prototype does not include the integration of back-end systems, both import and ex-
port is implemented with spreadsheets. Both of these operations are realised with a
dedicated application. These applications are configured for each business partner to
map the spreadsheet structures supported by their back-end systems to the formats of
the collaboration platform, which is based on standards where possible. In addition to
spreadsheets, both import and export also deliver the PDF documents of equipment that
include certificates, instructions for installation and bills of material, for example. Because
spreadsheets exist primarily for human editing, this thesis does not normally consider
them computer-interpretable, but this prototype is an exception. In the prototype, the
import and export applications, both, process spreadsheets computationally.

The collaboration platform prototype has limitations. As mentioned earlier, both the
import and export of information should be based on the integration of back-end systems,
not spreadsheets. To implement this integration, each business partner should develop the
required systems to map their proprietary information formats to the structures of the
web application platform. Furthermore, the platform should enable information exchange
with the platforms of potential competing mediator operators. However, the realisation of
such a mediator network requires additional negotiations within the business ecosystem.

The following pseudocode provides the high-level algorithm of the import application. For
three reasons, the algorithms of others applications are not provided. First, some of them
contain sensitive information. Second, the design of the export application resembles the
import application, but it only transfers information in the opposite direction, that is,
out of the platform. Third, the intention is to provide a high-level overview instead of an
extensive revelation of the design of the collaboration platform, which is not the purpose
of this thesis.



// These functions execute the import of technical information from a
// back-end system into the web application platform. Because no system-
// to-system integration exists, the import is performed from spreadsheet
// files. Direct systems integration is a future task – meanwhile, the
// spreadsheet approach provides a proof of concept.
//
// The actual implementation is in C#.

// This function uploads a PDF document to the platform. The function is
// utilised for bills of material, installation instructions and other
// equipment-related documents. The document comes as a stream, and an
// identifier will be assigned to its metadata. Later, as equipment
// information is imported, the identifier enables the association of
// documents and equipment. To enable this, the identifier and the actual
// filename are assigned to the "filenameMapping" object. This function
// is called separately for each document.
function uploadDocument(stream, identifier, filenameMapping)

// Generating a filename to be utilised in the platform.
var filename = generateFilenameForDocument(identifier)

// Saving filename mapping for later use.
    filenameMapping.put(identifier, filename)

// Uploading the document. The separately developed
    // DocumentLibraryManager module performs this.
    DocumentLibraryManager.uploadDocument(stream, filename)
end

// This function imports technical information from a spreadsheet as well as
// associates this information to related documents that have been uploaded
// with the "uploadDocument" function. The uploadDocument function has populated
// the "filenameMapping" parameter.
function importFromSpreadSheet(spreadsheet, filenameMapping)

    // To import information from a spreadsheet to the web application platform,
    // a mapping is necessary. This is because the formats of spreadsheets
    // stem from company-specific information structures and back-end systems,
    // whereas the format of the platform is based on standards.
    //
    // The separately developed TabularDataConverter module performs this mapping.
    // This mapping is defined in configuration file for each business partner.

var conversionProvider = TabularDataConverter
    conversionProvider.init(getImportMapping())

    // A typical import mapping consists of multiple "upload phases" for two
    // reasons. First, an import typically processes multiple types of
    // information, including technical information and the metadata of
    // equipment-related documents. Such information types are uploaded in
    // separate phases. Second, these pieces of information have dependencies
    // that are respectively processed in dedicated steps. For instance, the
    // documents of a device must be explicitly associated to the device.
    //
    // This document provides no further details about the information
    // structures due to their sensitive nature.

foreach phase in conversionProvider.phases
        uploadOnePhase(phase, spreadsheet, filenameMapping)

end
end
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// This function processes one upload phase.
function uploadOnePhase(phase, spreadsheet, filenameMapping)

    // A spreadsheet document consists of one or more sheets.
    // This function call defines the sheet to be read.
    spreadsheet.startSheet(phase.sourceSheet)

while true

        // To reduce the number of communication overhead, the upload of
        // rows is performed in batches instead of one-by-one.

var batch = generateBatchForUpload(phase, spreadsheet, filenameMapping)

if batch == null
            // There are no more rows left in the source sheet.
            return

end

        // Calling a web service to upload the batch.
        upload(batch)

end
end
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// This function generates a batch of rows to be uploaded.
function generateBatchForUpload(phase, spreadsheet, filenameMapping)

    // Anything left?
if spreadsheet.endOfSheet

return null
end

var batch = Array

    // Processing spreadsheet rows one by one.
while true

        // "Consuming" one row from the sheet
var rowFromInput = spreadsheet.nextRow()

        // Anything left?
if rowFromInput == null

break
end

var mappedRow = Array

        // Mapping spreadsheet columns to the target format.
        // The phase specifies which fields are included and how their
        // values are mapped to the target format.
        // The filenameMapping object provides values for fields that
        // refer to filenames.

foreach field in phase.fields

var mappedValue = null

if fieldRefersToFilename(field)

                // The filenameMapping object provides values for fields that
                // refer to filenames. This enables the association of
                // equipment information and their related documents, such as
                // bills of material or installation instructions.
                mappedValue = mapfilename(field, rowFromInput, filenameMapping)

else

                mappedValue = phase.mapFieldValue(field, rowFromInput)

end

            mappedRow.push(mappedValue)

end

        batch.push(mappedRow)

end

return batch

end
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A.VI Technology Readiness Levels

To assess the maturity of the prototypes, this section assigns a technology readiness level
(TRL) to each. In this thesis, the TRLs are interpreted as in G: Technology readiness levels
(2014). However, TRLs originate from National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), as stated by Héder (2017). Table A.1 provides the definitions for TRLs.

Table A.1: Technology readiness levels according to G: Technology readiness levels (2014).

TRL 1 “Basic principles observed”
TRL 2 “Technology concept formulated”
TRL 3 “Experimental proof of concept”
TRL 4 “Technology validated in lab”
TRL 5 “Technology validated in relevant environment (industrially relevant

environment in the case of key enabling technologies)”
TRL 6 “Technology demonstrated in relevant environment (industrially relevant

environment in the case of key enabling technologies)”
TRL 7 “System prototype demonstration in operational environment”
TRL 8 “System complete and qualified”
TRL 9 “Actual system proven in operational environment (competitive manu-

facturing in the case of key enabling technologies; or in space)”

Publication I (Operator Performance) takes TRL 3. There are experiments about the
management of computer-interpretable knowledge as well the conversion of the knowledge
into a format that the application for operator performance assessment can interpret.
These software applications have not yet been installed to actual machinery.

Publication II (Machine Parameters) belongs to TRL 4. There is an initial prototype to
assess the parameter of machines. This prototype has been executed in a machine simulator
that operates a computer similar to those of physical machines. Based on parameters and
the performance reached in the simulator, the prototype provided suggestions to change
parameter values as needed.

The TRL of publication III (Data Preprocessing) is 3. An experiment has been imple-
mented, and this experiment has processed actual measurement data retrieved from actual
machinery. From this data, the prototype generated meaningful results. The results have
been utilised in a prototype similar to publication II (Machine Parameters) but only in a
desktop computer.

Publication IV (Process Coordination) presents a system in an early phase of development,
therefore taking TRL 3. The prototype includes a message bus similar to what is intended
for the final system as well as suitable formats for computer-interpretable information.
However, the publication does not utilise any measurement data from physical production
processes, and no actual optimisation logic has yet been deployed.

Publication V (Collaborative Ecosystem) resides in TRL 3. The related prototype has
performed actual production-related information exchange in a real business environment.
However, the prototype itself implements a subset of the entire concept, because additional
work is required to implement the targeted ecosystem-wide concept.
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Abstract: The performance of mobile machine operators has a great impact on productivity that can be translated to, 
for example, wasted time or environmental concerns such as fuel consumption. In this paper, solutions for 
improving the assessment of mobile machine are studied. Usage data is gathered from machines and utilized 
to provide feedback for operators. The feedback is generated with rules that define in what way different 
measures indicate performance. The study contributes to developing an architecture to manage both data 
collection and inference rules. A prototype is created: rule knowledge is managed with decision tables from 
which machine-readable rules are generated. The rules are then distributed to application instances executed 
in various locations. The results of the prototype promote several benefits. Rules can be maintained 
independent of the actual assessment application, and they can also be distributed from a centrally managed 
source. In addition, no IT expertise is required for rule maintenance so the rule administrator can be a pure 
domain expert. The results bring the architecture towards a scalable cloud service that combines the benefits 
of both centralized knowledge and distributed data management.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Even though the degree of automation in industries 
is constantly rising, various mobile machines still 
require a human operator, no matter how modern 
their equipment is. The difficulty of automatization 
is due to the irregular manner of not only operating 
environment but also the nature of work tasks. 
Despite the intelligence of human operators, they are 
prone to non-optimal operating of equipment. 

Fortunately, as human beings have the ability to 
learn, systematic feedback may significantly 
improve production performance in the course of 
time. For instance, there could be potential to 
improve operating speed and reduce fuel 
consumption simultaneously. Considering that profit 
margins are narrow due to rising costs and a high 
degree of competition, even an improvement of a 
few percents could bring a substantial advantage. 

The information and control system of a modern 
mobile machine is readily advanced which provides 
a basis for feedback generation. As there are 
numerous sensors around the machine that measure 

various magnitudes, a lot of data is available for 
collection. 

The sensor data from the machine level can be 
automatically collected and stored by the 
manufacturer for example in the case a customer 
subscribes performance analysis and targeted 
maintenance and tuning for the machine fleet. From 
an enterprise wide storage, the data can be accessed 
for studying various indicators and comparing the 
values between machines of a similar type, age, 
working conditions, geographic area etc. Often, the 
information needs to be utilizable globally for 
analysis but also for generating performance reports 
based on e.g. individual machines, fleets, operators, 
or market areas. 

However, the path from raw sensor data to a 
human-readable and analytic feedback report is long. 
Several questions arise. Which data is really 
relevant? Should all the data be collected just in 
case? Where to store the data? What is the 
methodology utilized to analyze the data to generate 
observations that form the basis of the feedback? 
Besides, there may be considerable differencies in 
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machine utilization between the countries and 
market areas. Therefore, regional differentiation 
must be applied. 

Among the several interesting aspects of operator 
assessment, this paper concentrates on two of them. 
The first is the architecture of the information 
management and assessment system. The second 
aspect is how to formulate and implement the actual 
rules applied in the assessment process. The rules 
define what level of performance is required for 
each measurement. The baseline for the architecture 
is how rules are accessed from distributed devices 
and how they are managed. The rules should be 
separated from the actual application logic so that 
rule modifications do not require any part of the 
assessment system to be recompiled. Also, no IT 
expertise should be required from a person to be able 
to create or maintain the rules. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the methodology and background to this 
research as well as related work. In section 3 the 
problem is defined. The solution architecture and the 
knowledge management approach is explained in 
sections 4 and 5, respectively. Sections 6 and 7 
contain discussion of results and conclusions.  

2 RESEARCH CONTEXT 

2.1 Research Methodology 

The methodology applied in this work relies on 
constructive design science in which new artefacts, 
e.g. software, architectures, and algorithms, are 
developed to support projections of concepts. The 
developed solutions are then evaluated and 
compared to existing ones. Through a number of 
iterations, the new solutions finally provide new 
insights and better theories.  

In this case the methodology was applied to 
design the conceptual architecture and the rule based 
knowledge management. The architecture was 
designed based on user requirements and developed 
to support the needs of distributed data acquisition, 
service-based operation, and rule-based knowledge 
management. Concerning the management of rule 
based knowledge, experiments with various rule 
modeling approaches were performed. Exploiting 
the results, the most appropriate solution was chosen 
and proposed. The performed requirements analysis 
sets the restrictions for the architecture and the 
solution proposed in this paper. 

 
 

2.2 Rule-based Reasoning 

Even with simple rules, it might not be an easy task 
to implement a well-performing rule engine to apply 
reasoning rules to data. According to Schneier and 
Matignon, a challenge of applying rules is that even 
with a limited set of facts, the fact set will change 
once the rules are applied (Figure 1). An altered fact 
set means different circumstances so at least some of 
the rules must be executed again. The most 
straightforward way is to apply each rule after each 
fact insertion and start over whenever a rule is fired. 
However, the performance of this algorithm is slow 
with large data sets. (Schneier 2002; Matignon 
2011). 

 

Figure 1: Facts are not only the input but also the output of 
rules. Based on (Schneier 2002; Matignon 2011). 

The Rete algorithm developed by C.L. Forgy 
(1982) is a response to the performance challenge 
related to rule-based applications. It has two basic 
principles. First, a rule typically affects only a few 
facts, and second, rules may be structurally similar 
in that some conditions exist in more than one rule. 
Using these principles, a graph is built from the 
rules. A disadvantage of Rete is that it consumes 
relatively lot of memory. (Ingargiola) However, 
inference actions are fast because the graph enables 
targeting computation to where it is appropriate. 
(Schneier 2002; Ingargiola) 

While Rete was obviously a significant step 
forward it has also received criticism, and several 
improvements have been developed. Miranker 
(1987) has proposed the TREAT algorithm which has 
been inspired by the shortcomings of Rete such as its 
memory consumption and some unnecessary 
computation it performs. After performing a 
comparison of Rete and TREAT, Wang & Hanson 
(1992) have stated that TREAT is typically faster 
but not always. Charles J. Forgy, the designer of 
Rete, has developed Rete II (RETE II) which 
showed a significant speed improvement in an 
experiment (Benchmarking CLIPS/R2). Further, the 
algorithm has been evolved into Rete-NT (Owen 
2010). While the principles of the original Rete have 
been published, it seems that its successors Rete II 
and Rete-NT have been developed specifically for 
commercial systems so there is little information 
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available about them. That is, while several articles 
discuss improving the original Rete, there is no 
information available how the suggestions align to 
the newest Rete versions. Articles suggesting 
extensions and improvements are, for instance, 
(Berstel 2002), (Ren & Wang 2008), (Xiao et al. 
2009), (Liu et al. 2010) and (Yang et al. 2011). The 
Drools rule engine, for example, uses an optimized 
Rete version (Drools Expert User Guide 2012).  

2.3 Related Work 

While there are no publications with a topic similar 
to this, several studies have common aspects such as 
rules, distribution or knowledge management. 

Chen & Wu (2003) introduce OKSA (Open 
Knowledge Server Architecture), a framework for 
managing knowledge in a network server. The 
framework contains service interfaces for retrieving 
semantic data as well as for rule-based reasoning. 

Jung et al. (2006) take an information 
management approach. They propose an architecture 
combining knowledge management and business 
process management systems. Three types of 
information are stored: process template, process 
instance and process related. Knowledge storing and 
the business process point of view are relevant also 
in this study. 

Rajasekar et al. (2006) have researched the 
application of rules for the management of data 
grids. While data grids are distributed by nature, it is 
challenging to make sure that the overall state of the 
data remains consistent. In that context, a rule-based 
approach is advantageous as it raises the flexibility 
of maintaining consistency constraints. 

Marin-Perianu and Havinga (2007) have 
researched fuzzy logic based reasoning applied to 
wireless sensor networks. They have developed D-
FLER, a rule-based fuzzy logic engine. Fuzzy output 
is generated from sensor readings which are then fed 
into an inference engine. The uncertainty of sensors 
is taken into account by processing the output of 
multiple neighbor sensors simultaneously. 

Terfloth et al. (2007) have also performed rule-
related research for wireless sensor networks. They 
have developed an architecture called FACTS which 
introduces a middleware layer to facilitate sensor-
related programming by raising abstraction level. 
Rules are applied to events that arise from sensors. 

Grobelny (2008) suggests a rule-based expert 
system to assist the composition of service 
architectures. The aim is to raise the abstraction 
level to enable composition for domain experts that 
are not specialized in software engineering. 

Bontchev & Vassileva (2009) have studied the rule-
based approach to create an adaptable e-learning 
environment. They have used the Drools rule engine 
to enable adaptation based on rules. 

Dunkel et al. (2010) introduce an event-driven 
decision support system. In their paper, sensors 
provide data about the traffic situation in an area to 
facilitate traffic management. The data is refined to 
events that are processed by a rule engine. In the 
traffic management context, real-time constraints are 
present and data processing time is limited. 

Nalepa et al. (2013) propose an architecture for 
business rules modeling. In their approach, the rules 
are modeled using BPMN (Business Process Model 
and Notation) diagrams. The approach provides 
control over in which order rules are applied. In the 
flow of a BPMN diagram, each task contains a set of 
rules to be executed. The approach aims for easier 
ruleset management; the visual representation makes 
a complex set of conditions more understandable. 

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The development approach of this study follows 
agile principles. First, a use case analysis was 
performed; its results are described in this chapter. 
Second, the actual requirements of the architecture 
were formulated as given in chapter 4. Finally, a 
prototype was implemented as described in chapter 
5. The process is analogous to an agile development 
process as explained by Douglass (2009): after a set 
of requirements has been specified, a prototype is 
implemented. As the prototype might not meet all 
the known requirements, any shortcomings will be 
taken into account in future development. The key is 
to control the development process by enabling 
proofing and experimenting design choices through 
a tangible implementation. 

To begin the discovery of the problem, a use case 
analysis was performed with the objective to 
recognize actors that are involved in utilizing and 
maintaining the operator performance assessment 
system. This enabled defining requirements on the 
architecture and the information management. 

Actors are involved in the assessment process in 
multiple roles; the most essential actors discovered 
in the analysis are illustrated in Figure 2. 

Trainers generate feedback reports with the 
system. The feedback is then given to machine 
operators so that they can improve their way of 
working. A feedback report is simply a human-
readable document that shows a comparison of the 
operator’s performance to the average in the same 
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market area during a certain time period. Typically, 
an operator does not even recognize that there is 
room for improvement before they receive the 
feedback. Naturally, a skilled operator will receive 
positive feedback, which indicates that they should 
keep working in a similar manner as before. 

 

Figure 2: The most essential actors and the use cases 
performed by them that were identified. 

Mechanics generate machine reports that show 
equipment-related performance data. Modern mobile 
machines are often very complex with several 
subsystems so there may be multiple components 
that need maintenance, parameter tuning or 
calibration. These can be detected by investigating 
machine performance data. If a machine report 
indicates any need for service, the mechanic will 
inform the machine operator about it. 

While mechanics and trainers are end-users, the 
knowledge administrator has an essential role in the 
actual assessment process. Based on their domain 
knowledge, they will create and maintain the rules 
applied to performance data. The knowledge 
administrator has qualitative domain expertise to 
determine which measures are relevant in the 
performance assessment. Whatever methodology is 
applied to administer the rules, the ultimate output of 
the knowledge administrator is the resulting report. 
Otherwise, the knowledge administrator is invisible 
to the end-users. 

From the assessment system point of view, the 
machine itself is an actor as well. It gathers data 
from its sensors to be utilized for the assessment. In 
addition, the data should include machine type and 
the relevant setup that will have an effect in any 
forthcoming assessment. 

Based on the identified actors and the use case 
analysis, the requirements can be summarized as 
follows. Whoever modifies the rules, no IT expertise 
should be required. That is, preferably no textual 
syntax should be utilized for rule definition, or at 
least the rule code should be generated based on 
some graphical syntax. Also, the rules should be 
stored in a location where they can be maintained 
separately from the actual application instances. The 
interface provided for rule maintenance should be 

accessible over the web. Finally, there should be a 
method to distribute an updated rule set, i.e. for 
generating the assessment reports, to distributed 
instances without the need to recompile the rules. 

4 SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE 
REQUIREMENTS 

Due to the requirements of the rule assessment 
system, architectural aspects are paramount in the 
development. While scalability and any other future 
requirements must be addressed, the improved 
architecture should also consider the potential 
benefits of a previously implemented assessment 
system and support a stepwise transition. 

The concept of the assessment system is shown 
in Figure 3. Various machine types operate in 
different geographic areas, and data can be collected 
for individual machines as well as an entire machine 
fleet of a given entrepreneur. After each cycle of 
operation, the collected data is submitted to the 
assessment system. The collected data may be 
utilized for generating a reference dataset for the 
machine type. After the data submission, the 
reference dataset is compared to the data collected 
from operation and the results are shown to the 
operator. The salient aspects of the architecture are 
explained in the following sections. 

 

Figure 3: The architecture needs to support data collection 
from machines all over the world, provide means for 
customization of the assessments based on different 
criteria, and deliver the assessments reports based on 
centrally managed knowledge. 

4.1 Data Acquisition and Storage 

Modern mobile machines have sophisticated sensors 
that enable versatile application development. 
Originally, the sensors have been introduced to serve 
the needs of constantly developing machine 
automation. Today, they provide new value by 
providing the basis of the data collection driven by 
assessment needs. 
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Despite the possibilities of modern wireless 
networking, an off-highway machine cannot be 
assumed to have a persistent and stable Internet 
connection. Mobile Internet is not available 
everywhere and no network is fully reliable. Also, 
whichever is the technology utilized to receive and 
store the data, occasional downtime is probably 
inevitable. Thus, it is required that a machine can 
store measurement data locally – if not for long 
periods then at least for temporary caching. 

Finally, all the data gathered from machines 
should be stored remotely for future utilization. To 
enable consistent data management easily, a 
common storage must be used by all the machines. 

To reach the required flexibility, the architecture 
should be designed to function on a cloud platform. 
Obviously, it would enable both global knowledge 
management and storage as well as local 
customizations. Moreover, cloud services are 
scalable, and as there is no single point of failure, 
the availability of the service would be improved. 

4.2 Dispersed Information Processing 

The measured performance data is processed on the 
machine level as well as for groups of machines at 
the central data storage. The processing and analysis 
of the data differs depending on the purpose for 
which the information is produced. The process is 
explained in more detail by Palmroth (2011).   

On the machine level, the distributed control 
system of the machine and sensors produce large 
amounts of data. This data must be pre-processed 
such that it contains the relevant information needed 
for the performance monitoring and assessment 
purposes. The data must also be compressed in order 
to transfer it from the machine. Naturally, data 
compression is always a tradeoff between fidelity 
and the amount of data to be transferred.   

Quantitative knowledge of the rule based system 
is based on statistics of performance data measured 
from large machine fleets on separate geographic 
and market areas. This data is stored in the central 
data storage. It is a very important concept in the 
knowledge management architecture that only 
qualitative domain knowledge is required from the 
knowledge administrator. It is not necessary to 
master all the numerical values of performance 
measurements from different types of machines etc., 
because the quantitative information is produced by 
the statistics of measured performance data. 

 
 

4.3 Decentralized Knowledge 
Management 

Domain knowledge has multiple dimensions. Some 
qualitative knowledge may be relevant only for a 
specific machine type or a set of machine types with 
a specific equipment setup. In addition, there could 
be considerable differences in machine utilization 
between different geographical areas, work methods, 
operating temperatures and terrain types. On the 
other hand, some knowledge may also be considered 
general regardless of areas and machine types. When 
there are relevant differences, they should be 
incorporated in the domain knowledge. 

There is also a lot of variation between operating 
locations. The terrain may vary from flat to hilly or 
even mountainous. The flatter the land the easier and 
less resource-consumptive operation should be 
expected. Also, the surface of the land has an effect 
as well: it is easier for any machine to move on hard 
land. Any obstacles such as plants or stones will also 
make operating more challenging. Finally, there may 
be variation between the load or material types 
processed by the machine: some of them may 
require more work for processing than the others. 

One of the most essential questions of 
knowledge management is the global and distributed 
nature of the knowledge and the need to be able to 
access it from various locations. With increasing 
amounts of data constantly accumulating from 
machines all over the world, typical big data 
challenges are expected to become important. The 
central storage will make it straightforward to access 
the data; however, as the knowledge actually 
originates from several locations, it will be 
challenging to store it in a single-format storage. 
That is, to reach an architecture that is both easy to 
manage and also adaptable to meet the requirements 
of different areas, careful design is required. 

In this work, a high level of centralization is 
required to make it possible to manage the rule 
knowledge. Due to the level of domain expertise 
required to manage the rules, there will only be a 
few professionals that have the appropriate skills. 
That is, by utilizing a centralized architecture, it is 
possible for the professionals to have a control of the 
rule knowledge as a whole. 

4.4 Assessment as a Service 

Operator assessment can be seen as a service 
provided by the machine manufacturer. In general, 
the data is owned by the machine owner but 
delivered to the service provider per service 
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agreement. The customers will order reports to 
improve their efficiency and effectiveness; however, 
extra revenue will also be generated for the 
manufacturer. To ensure that the operator 
assessment system reflects the business 
requirements, the system should be implemented 
utilizing service thinking. 

Compared to a monolithic software application, 
service-based design performs better in distributed 
business. Maintaining and updating a software 
application is easier if instances are not run at 
customers’ locations but rather in an environment 
controlled by the service provider. Also, principles 
such as loose coupling between applications, a high 
abstraction level of interfaces and aiming at 
reflecting business requirements in design are likely 
to ease both development and maintenance. 

On the customer side, it is clear that some client 
application is required. Due to the capabilities of the 
web browsers and the web developers of today, the 
client application could actually be a web browser 
that accesses a website for report generation. 

5 RULE-BASED PERFORMANCE 
ASSESSMENT PROTOTYPE 

5.1 Implementation 

To bring the current assessment system closer to the 
above concept, a prototype was implemented. Its 
general architecture is illustrated in Figure 4. The 
rule base has been implemented with the open 
source Drools framework which provides a browser 
interface for maintaining the rule knowledge. The 
analysis software accesses the rules and applies them 
to the machine data to make the assessments. The 
prototype has been developed for forestry domain 
but can be generalized to any mobile machine type. 

 
Figure 5 presents a more detailed description of 

the implementation elaborating the transformation of 
rule-based knowledge. For this, there are three major 
components: data processor, rule base and rule 
converter. 

The data processor application is the most 
important component. It generates performance 
reports according to the rules. The core of the 
application, the data processing logic, has been 
implemented in Matlab and compiled as a desktop 
application. The calculation functionality provided 
by Matlab is versatile compared to general-purpose 
programming languages. In the prototype, it is 

implemented as a desktop application that caches the 
rules from the rule base. 

 

Figure 4: The prototype implemented using the Drools 
framework includes an interface for the domain expert for 
managing the rule knowledge that is used by the analysis 
software making the assessments. 

 

Figure 5: Rule based domain knowledge is transformed for 
the Matlab based analysis software. 

The rule base has been built in a web server 
utilizing the Drools rule framework. Drools may be 
included as a library to any Java application, but the 
rules may also be managed and executed in a web 
server application called Guvnor. Guvnor has a 
graphical browser interface that is easily accessible 
over the Internet. The rule base provides also a rule 
engine applying the RETE algorithm for execution. 

Drools supports various means for defining rules 
such as direct input in a rule language and decision 
tables. The rule language, DRL (Drools Rule 
Language) (see Drools Expert User Guide 2012), 
covers rule needs rather widely. However, while it 
may be intuitive for a software engineer, it is 
certainly not understandable for a person unfamiliar 
with programming. Also, if the number of rules is 
large, it may be difficult to manage the rules as a 
whole if all of them are in textual form.  

To eliminate the burden of learning the DRL 
syntax, it is possible to develop domain specific 
languages (DSL) over DRL. However, as a DSL can 
still lack a graphical representation, decision tables 
may also be utilized to model the rules. In a decision 
table, each row defines a rule, and each column 
represents the value of a condition. The trade-off of 
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decision tables is their limited power of expression 
compared to DRL, and they also require that the 
rules within one table are structurally similar. 

In this study, decision tables are utilized due to 
their intuitive and easy-to-learn nature. Any 
limitations related to the power of expression are not 
important as the rules are rather similar by their 
structure. Once any decision tables have been 
created, the rules defined in them are downloadable 
as a DRL file. The rule engine component  included 
in Guvnor is not utilized as applying inference 
locally will raise the flexibility of the solution in 
terms of whether there is a persistent Internet 
connection or not. 

The third component in the architecture is a 
converter application that enables the integration of 
the rule base and the data processor. The data 
processor receives rules in a proprietary XML 
format while the output of the rule base is DRL so a 
conversion is required between them. The power of 
expression provided by DRL is rather extensive, but 
only a subset of it is required by the data processor. 
That is, only certain structures of DRL are 
recognized and converted to the XML format. As 
long as simple decision tables are used, no 
compatibility problems are expected as the DRL 
code generated from decision tables is uniform. The 
conversion of rule formats is illustrated in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: A simplified example of representing a decision 
table row as DRL and converting it to an XML node. 

5.2 Example of Use 

To clarify the proposal in this paper, this section 
provides an example of use of the prototype in 
mechanized forestry. The example is about 
forwarder operations in Brazil and in Denmark. 
Forwarder is a forest machine type that is used to 
collect felled trees from forest and to transport them 
to roadside for further transportation. 

The entire performance assessment process is 
based on the rules created by knowledge 
administrators. Rules are created separately for 
different machine types such as harvesters or 
forwarders, including the various models offered by 
the manufacturer. The knowledge administrators 
with global expertise create the global rules that 
form the basis of all the rules of a machine model. 
To maintain the rules, they log into Drools Guvnor 
using a web browser. The rules are defined as 
decision tables using a graphical user interface. 

Both Brazil and Denmark have their local 
characteristics that are considered by the regional 
knowledge administrators of the countries, e.g. an 
area sales support manager with the required domain 
knowledge. For example, Denmark is a relatively 
flat country which makes driving the forwarder fast 
and easy. In contrast, there are hilly forests in Brazil 
which makes driving more demanding, raising fuel 
consumption and lengthening driving times. On the 
other hand, the trees in Brazil are almost entirely 
eucalyptus that is easy to collect, whereas Denmark 
has a variety of different tree species which need to 
be sorted separately. Therefore, longer loading times 
are expected in Denmark. Both Danish and Brazilian 
knowledge administrators make local customizations 
to the global rules. Like global knowledge 
administrators, the local ones maintain rules as 
decision tables with Drools Guvnor. 

After local customizations, the assessment rules 
are ready for distribution. In the prototype, each 
local knowledge administrator downloads a DRL 
representation of the decision tables manually from 
Drools Guvnor. Then, with the converter 
application, the DRL representation is converted to 
XML so it can be utilized by the analysis software. 
Finally, the XML rule sets are distributed to trainers. 

Once customized, transformed and distributed, 
the rules can be utilized in assessment. The Brazilian 
and Danish operators use the forwarders in forests. 
After some time period, trainers retrieve raw usage 
data from each machine with their laptops and feed 
the data to the analysis software. Once the analysis 
software has generated performance data from the 
raw data, it applies the localized XML rule set to the 
performance values. As the result, a textual feedback 
document is generated for a specific operator and a 
specific time period. It is the final output of the 
process; the results are given to operators so they 
can improve their way of working. 

As the understanding of performance assessment 
improves over time, the assessment rules are likely 
to evolve. This will require modifications in not only 
global but also in local rule sets. Whenever the 
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global rule set is modified, it will be communicated 
to local admins that consider the modifications. 

To conclude, the assessment process is as 
follows: 
1. Global knowledge admin: create global rules 
2. Local knowledge admin: localize rules 
3. Local knowledge admin: convert and distribute 

rules 
4. Trainer: get raw data from machine and run 

assessment with the analysis software 
5. Operator: learn from assessment results 

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

During the evaluation of the prototype, it was found 
out that the chosen approach has several benefits. 
Whenever rules are applied in the data processor, no 
Internet connectivity is required which is often the 
case with off-highway vehicles. The rule-based 
knowledge can also be centrally managed by a 
domain expert without ICT skills. The architecture is 
also relatively straightforward to implement. 

In the prototype, however, manual work is still 
required to distribute rules – whenever the rules are 
changed, a new instance of them must be made 
available to the analysis application instances. In 
addition, having a separate conversion application 
adds an extra component and a new level of 
complexity – the entire distribution process should 
be made automatic to maximize the ease of use and 
management. However, even though complexity is 
not desirable, a multistep conversion process makes 
it possible to change one step independently as long 
as interfaces remain as they are. The ultimate goal is 
to cache the entire rule distribution service for the 
analysis software: if there is an Internet connection, 
check for recent changes, if not, utilize a cached 
version. 

From the point of view of this work, Drools has 
both advantages and disadvantages. Its capabilities 
for rule modeling are well beyond the complexity 
required for the current system. So, there is no 
shortcoming from this point of view, but Drools also 
makes it possible to model rules so complex that 
they cannot be converted for utilization in analysis. 
However, a support for rules more complex than the 
current ones might be required in the future. In 
addition, the current decision table format sets an 
effective restriction to rule complexity so there is 
little danger that “too complex” rules are modeled. 
On the other hand, a more flexible modeling method 
than decision tables might be needed in the future – 
any other methods provided by the current Drools 

require too much expertise for most non-ICT users. 
One advantage of Drools is its wide utilization in 
both research and practical applications so further 
development and support for the framework are 
expected. To conclude, while Drools is not a perfect 
solution, its features provide a solid foundation. 

A global service-oriented approach would, 
perhaps, suit better for the requirements than 
running multiple instances of the application in 
various locations. The approach of the prototype 
allows for realizing the concept to provide the 
operator assessment also as a centralized service 
over the Internet, as envisioned in section 4.4. The 
performance assessment system should, however, be 
later implemented as a cloud service to enable not 
only centralized management but also distributed 
one where it is necessary. As centralization and 
distribution can in general be considered conflicting 
goals, it is an important design question which 
functions should be centralized and which ones 
distributed or local. 

The current requirement to have a trainer on-site 
to get raw machine data and generate feedback for 
operators is a limitation. In the vision, raw machine 
data would be stored in the cloud. Then, operators 
could utilize the analysis service to get feedback 
whenever they want to. Of course, the expertise of a 
trainer could still be beneficial for an operator when 
interpreting feedback. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper introduces a concept of a distributed 
knowledge management solution. A prototype has 
been developed for maintaining rule-based domain 
knowledge that is used in operator performance 
assessment. The developed functionality allows 
domain experts to maintain the knowledge without 
ICT skills. A system architecture has also been 
developed that supports centralized management and 
customization of this knowledge and the globally 
distributed utilization when generating assessment 
reports. The solution has been applied in the 
assessment of forest machine operators’ work 
technique and performance.  

The implemented rule management system 
enables rule modeling and distribution for non-ICT 
users. However, there is room for improvement in 
ease of modelling as well as adaptability and 
flexibility – simply put, how to have control over the 
entire assessment process with less human effort. 

While rule-based architectures and distributed 
knowledge management systems have been 
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implemented before, this work is novel in the 
domain of mobile machines. In addition, the support 
for not only global distribution and management but 
also the consideration of local customizations is an 
advance in this field of science. Moreover, different 
usage roles are also considered in this paper. The 
approach can be adapted to other applications for 
mobile machines or settings where similar 
information management challenges are present. 

In the future, more development work is needed 
to improve flexibility, scalability and reachability of 
the system. Transition towards a cloud based 
approach could improve this by facilitating central 
management of shared resources as well as 
utilization and integration of data sources, i.e. global 
machine data and machine fleets. Another 
interesting goal is applying the approach towards 
condition monitoring and diagnostics for detecting 
events from sensor data for reactive or preventive 
maintenance. 
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System architecture for mastering machine parameter optimisation

Petri Kannisto *, David Hästbacka, Seppo Kuikka

Tampere University of Technology, Department of Automation Science and Engineering, P.O. Box 692, FI-33101 Tampere, Finland

1. Introduction

Even a minor productivity improvement may result in a
substantial advantage as well as reduced fuel consumption and
overall environmental impact. In material handling and proces-
sing, mobile machines are essential in the production chain. While
modern equipment has a high automation degree, there is still
room for significant improvement in its operation.

Mobile work machines are complex technical systems that
consist of a number of parametrisable components. Typically,
components are customisable rather than having a fixed operating
context. For example, while the typical excavator task is to dig,
different soil types may require different parameters for the optimal
performance. Further, even work types may vary (such as pile
driving instead of digging).

Mastering parameter knowledge to optimise performance is
not a trivial task in a large scale. The number of parameters may
reach hundreds in a modern machine. While a domain expert
might have a solid basic understanding of typically good parameter
values, an average operator certainly has not. Besides, even domain
experts do not know all parameter – performance dependencies so
advanced analysis methods are required to discover new
knowledge from measurement data. The ultimate goal is to raise

the automation degree of parameter optimisation: how to take
control over a large data set collected from a machine fleet, how to
manage parameter and performance value knowledge and how to
apply it in individual machines during operation. Presumably, such
optimisation is extensively performed autonomously by machines
in the future. In this paper, a distributed system architecture is
introduced for the task.

The research methodology followed by the work is to resolve
requirements, to create a concept based on them and to evaluate
the concept by implementing a prototype. The methodology can be
seen to follow both design science and constructive research
approach as presented by Piirainen and Gonzalez [1]. Section 2
summarises related work. The various aspects and requirements of
the system are covered in Section 3. The design of the system is
introduced in Section 4 and a prototype is presented in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 contains results and discussion
followed by conclusions in Section 7.

2. Related work

This section covers previous studies related to industrial service
architectures. Also, vehicle data collection and refinement as well
as rule based systems are considered.

Bringing service-oriented design to the industrial context has
been discussed in various studies. Jardim-Goncalves et al. propose
a platform to improve enterprise collaboration and system
interoperability in industry [2]. Colombo and Karnouskos argue
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that service design eases both device integration and reconfigura-
tion after constantly changing business requirements [3]. Cândido
et al. propose an infrastructure where services facilitate device
deployment during production system lifecycle [4]. The E-
maintenance concept in manufacturing includes not only equip-
ment data collection and utilisation but also knowledge manage-
ment for decision support. Bangemann et al. write about a
maintenance systems integration platform that enables geograph-
ical distribution and utilises web services [5]. Karim proposes a
framework for service-oriented E-maintenance applications as
well as a methodology for the identification of supportive services
[6]. A practical industrial service architecture for condition
monitoring has been introduced by Hästbacka et al. [7].

Vehicle and machinery data utilisation have been studied in
several articles. Lu et al. have researched fuzzy rules generation for
fault diagnostics [8]. Dingus et al. have documented the collection of
a large car data set in everyday conditions [9]. Wu et al. have utilised
mathematical methods to recognise engine faults from audio data
[10]. Palmroth has researched the analysis of mobile machine data
to assist operator learning [11]. Golparvar-Fard et al. have developed
an algorithm to recognise earthmoving equipment actions from
video [12]. He et al. demonstrate how a cloud application may assist
either in finding a parking place or in vehicle data mining [13].

Particularly in agriculture, machinery data acquisition is a
growing concern. Steinberger et al. as well as Peets et al. have
studied data collection from heterogeneous data sources [14,15]. Ifti-
khar and Petersen have researched bidirectional data transfer from
and to machinery [16]. Fountas et al. have designed a farm
machinery information system to facilitate data utilisation [17].

Rule based systems are useful tools in the energy management
of hybrid vehicles and machines. For example, Lin et al. have
utilised dynamic programming to generate rules for power
management [18]. Hybrid excavators have been included in power
management research by, for instance, Kim et al. [19].

Rules have also other applications in mobile machines. Rules
can assist in selecting the best machine or equipment for some
specific purpose as studied by, for example, Amirkhanian and
Baker [20]. Further, den Hartog et al. have utilised rule based
models to predict the performance of mobile machines [21]. Brad-
ley and Seward have utilised rules to raise the intelligence and the
automation degree of excavation [22].

Compared to previous research, the work to be presented is
unique as it combines the aspects of a service architecture, a
distributed machine fleet, machine data refinement and refined
data utilisation locally in machines as well as knowledge
management with rules. Two previous works have considered
system architecture, machine data processing and rules for
knowledge management. Kannisto et al. have developed an
architecture for operator feedback generation [23]. Kannisto
et al. introduce a system for mobile machine parameter
optimisation [24]. Compared to this work, it is on a more
conceptual level, and no experimental results are presented.

3. Machine information management requirements

Parameter optimisation is likely present wherever mobile
machines are utilised. While this section considers the problem
from a general viewpoint, forestry domain is also considered
particularly. This work is considered novel as equally comprehen-
sive publications about service architectures for managing
machine parameter optimisation are not known to exist.

3.1. Domain related challenges as motivator

An information system to aid parameter optimisation would be
beneficial in forestry machines. They have several instruments for

handling tree stems; for instance, the boom of a machine has
typically several actuators that operate boom joints or grab or
process stems. While operator skills are important, the overall
machine performance is largely affected by the precision and speed
the machine responds to operator actions which is effectively
determined by machine parameters. (The influence of machine
parameters has been suggested by Väyrynen et al. [25].)
Unfortunately, parameter optimisation requires knowledge that
is unavailable for typical machine operators, and even domain
experts do not have all the knowledge potentially available in
measured machine data. The global or even regional variety of
forests – and its effect on which parameter values perform best –
brings additional challenge so operating contexts should also be
considered. In the end, not only data analyses are required but their
results should also be available for operators to assist parameter
optimisation. Further, domain information and knowledge are
expected to evolve constantly as new data is collected and new
analyses are executed – that is, repeated updates are required. The
parameter optimisation process can be illustrated with a loop as in
Fig. 1.

The solution should enable the generation, distribution and
exploitation of domain information and knowledge discovered in
data analyses – even local utilisation in machines is desirable.
Depending on the industry, considerable requirements and
limitations may arise from machine distribution. In forestry,
machines may operate far from each other, the corporate office and
public infrastructure. Also, the machines may have no Internet
connectivity for days or even weeks. In a business ecosystem,
parameter optimisation may be managed by various actors (at
least operators, the machine manufacturer or a local dealer). Their
scope and access to physical machines varies, but distribution is
inevitable.

3.2. Required system features

The research questions are as follows:

What kind of conceptual information system architecture is
required to centrally manage the information and the
knowledge related to machine parameter optimisation? How
to enable the distribution of information and knowledge to
geographically dispersed machines so they can be utilised
locally during operation? How to implement such an informa-
tion system?

To concretise parameter optimisation, let us look at an example
about determining the amount of hydraulic flow directed to a
machine boom. The flow basically determines the power available
for boom operations: more flow results in faster responses.
However, at some point, the motion would become even too quick

[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]

Fig. 1. Parameter optimisation loop for improving the overall machine performance.
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causing inaccuracy and controlling difficulties. That is, the goal is to
balance power and accuracy (see Fig. 2).

The simplest form of parameter optimisation is performed
using two types of information: relative performance and relative
parameter values. First, the absolute performance of the machine is
determined from measurements. Then, by comparing to past
performance values, relative performance is determined. If
performance is low, relative parameter values are generated by
comparing absolute parameters to ones that have provided a good
performance in the past. A simple feedback is to suggest to use
historical well-performer parameters.

As the parameter optimisation performed locally in machines
utilises fleet-wide information, a significant interaction require-
ment appears. To have fleet scope results, large data analyses must
be performed in the corporate office. Then, to enable the utilisation
of the results in each machine, they must be delivered and cached
locally as no persistent Internet connectivity can be assumed.

The diversity in operating environments causes systematic
variation in performance and parameters so some context
classification method is required. Each domain has its own context
characteristics: forests and trees in forestry, soil types in
excavation, fields and plants in agriculture and so forth. Differences
in performance values are expected, and even parameter value
adaptation may be required. Whatever are the method and
resolution in context classification, consistency in data analyses is
guaranteed by using identical methods in the corporate office and
in each machine. Moreover, if the context classification method
evolves, an update mechanism is required.

Additional complexity is caused by domain knowledge utilisa-
tion. There are likely cases where domain experts know some
‘‘rules of thumb’’ that may consist of arbitrary condition structures
on performance and parameter values. The support for such
knowledge representation likely adds to adaptability and the
number of use cases in parameter optimisation. As domain experts
are rarely ICT experts, an easy-to-use interface should exist for

knowledge management. Another requirement is that whichever
implementation technology is chosen, it must be possible to
replace the domain knowledge modelling environment without
otherwise re-engineering the system (ease of deployment is
desirable in system evolution). Finally, even domain knowledge
must be delivered to machines for local utilisation.

To create a structure for information processing, the various
information types have been positioned in the data–information–
knowledge triangle (referred to, for instance, by Ackoff [26] as cited
by Rowley [27]). Fig. 3 illustrates this: data consists of raw values
while information is refined from it, and knowledge covers more
complex domain expertise. While the information level is most
essential in feedback generation, the knowledge level brings
additional adaptability.

The requirements are summarised in Fig. 4. The figure
emphasises distribution requirements: fleet data is collected for
centralised management and analysis, and its results are delivered
back to machines for local utilisation. The concept has an
asynchronous nature: although there are links to transfer
information between instances, machines operate independently
of each other and the office.

4. Parameter optimisation architecture

In conformance with the requirements, this section specifies a
conceptual system architecture. As the ultimate requirement is
feedback generation locally in machines, its functionality is
explained first. Then, the required supportive architectural
features are discussed.

4.1. Local feedback generation in machines

The feedback generation flow executed in machines is
illustrated in Fig. 5: it includes context recognition, the generation
of relative performance and parameter values and, finally, the
application of domain knowledge. First, machine data is retrieved
after which the prevailing context class is resolved. Then, relative
performance values are generated using fleet-wide aggregated
information. If machine performance is insufficient, a simple
parameter value comparison is executed. Finally, domain knowl-
edge is utilised for further parameter optimisation – this is always
performed as parameter tuning might be desirable even if overall
performance seemed fine. In the hydraulic boom power optimisa-
tion example, boom performance could be fine even if fuel
consumption were weak.

[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]

Fig. 2. Unsuitable parameter values may result in too slow or too inaccurate

responses to operator actions.
[(Fig._3)TD$FIG]

Fig. 3. Processing detailed data enables refinement to generate of information and

knowledge; more value is gained by raising the abstraction level.

[(Fig._4)TD$FIG]

Fig. 4. Machine data is collected for analysis. With the resulting information and

knowledge, parameter value feedback generation is enabled in machines.
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Context information is utilised in the generation of relative
parameter and performance values. Context classes have been
defined in data analysis – for each context class, there is a
dedicated set of aggregated performance and parameter values.
What is observed in context classification depends on the domain
where the machine operates (forestry, earthmoving, agriculture
and so forth) and the type of work being performed – anything that
affects performance values should be considered. Fig. 6 illustrates
relative value generation – on a high level, this applies to both
parameters and performance.

Relative parameter values are generated by comparing numeric
values to ranges associated to good performance in the identified
context in the past. In Fig. 7, the parameter value represents the
control current of a hydraulic actuator. In the related operating
context, the recommended range is from 500 mA to 800 mA.
Statistically, the best performance has been reached with 690 mA.
In the hydraulic boom example, such a parameter could determine
the positioning current of the valve that determines the flow (or
power) directed to the boom.

Relative performance values are generated from distributions.
For each performance measure, there will be a distribution in each
context class. Relative values are represented as percentiles: for
example, a value higher than 75% of past values has percentile
0.75. The value does not indicate if high is good or not – for
example, high productivity is desirable while high fuel consump-
tion is not.

4.2. Domain knowledge representation

Domain knowledge is represented as rules. Whichever the
chosen implementation framework or technology is, the previous-
ly given requirement of easy knowledge modelling sets some
restrictions to be considered.

To demonstrate a rule, let us again look at the hydraulic boom
example. The following pseudocode represents a rule about
lowering the parameter determining the amount of flow (or
power) the hydraulic boom receives. The rule is necessary if the
logic is not reached with the regular relative parameter value
comparison.

IF
Measure ‘‘Productivity’’ is ‘‘weaker than average’’

AND
Measure ‘‘Corrective manoeuvres’’ is ‘‘weaker than

average’’ AND
Parameter ‘‘Fluid to boom’’ is ‘‘above optimum’’

THEN
Lower parameter ‘‘Fluid to boom’’

In knowledge modelling, fuzzy values are utilised instead of
numbers to enable more power of expression. The high resolution
enabled by percentiles may bring only a little value as uncertainty
is always present in measurements. So, to put weight on

[(Fig._5)TD$FIG]

Fig. 5. The flow of generating parameter feedback within a single machine for the operator.

[(Fig._6)TD$FIG]

Fig. 6. How operating context is considered in the generation of relative values.

[(Fig._7)TD$FIG]

Fig. 7. An illustration of a parameter range.
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expression, elaborated fuzzy values are utilised. Here, a percentile
value falls to one of four slots: it can be weak, weaker than average,
better than average or good (complements of these being
considered as well); see Fig. 8. It must be noted that whether
high or low is good is also considered here – thus, it must be
defined for each measure (a high productivity is good while a high
fuel consumption is not). For instance, a configuration file or a rule
set may be utilised for the definition.

4.3. Conceptual architecture and design principles

Considering previously introduced aspects, a conceptual
architecture of data flows and refinement can be created (see
Fig. 9). The application logic in the machine may be run during
machine operation while office operations will be performed
periodically without direct connection to machines. The degree of
automation is lower in the office as both human effort and critical
human inspection are required in data analysis. Data is collected
from a large machine fleet to a central storage – a cache is utilised
in each machine as no persistent Internet connectivity can be
assumed. Data analyses reveal what kind of performance results
from various parameter value combinations in each context class
(as in the work of Väyrynen et al. [25]). The resulting information
about those associations is exploited locally in each machine; it is
utilised to determine the prevailing relative performance and
parameter values. Naturally, a context classification similar to the
one in the office must be utilised. Due to Internet connectivity
limitations, caching is applied to the office supplied information in
machines. For domain knowledge, a repository is held in the office,
and a cache exists in machines.

Open platform-independent technologies as well as loose
coupling are favoured in component interface implementation.
First, the goal is to minimise any dependencies to a specific
platform. As the system consists of multiple components, a need to
replace some of them may occur during its lifecycle. It is beneficial
that no platforms are excluded by design as machine control and
information system platforms vary and evolve. Second, loose
coupling will make component replacement easier. Replacing one
component should not require any changes in other components as
long as their interfaces remain the same. This was required
explicitly for knowledge modelling as rule frameworks often use
proprietary technologies.

5. Parameter feedback prototype

Considering the requirements and designed architecture, a
prototype has been implemented (see Fig. 10). There is a strict

division into office environment and machine environment
components. The office has a component for rule modelling, and
analysts perform data analyses to have aggregated fleet informa-
tion. As data collection is rather a straightforward function to
implement (though requiring additional effort), it has been left as a
future task. Parameter ranges and performance distributions are
currently stored in plain files. In machines, there are components
for feedback generation, machine data retrieval and rule execution.
Each software component is explained in detail in the following
paragraphs.

The prototype has been designed to run in a forestry machine
that provides a service interface for data retrieval. The interface
utilises XML (Extensible Markup Language) and HTTP (Hypertext
Transfer Protocol) so integration is easy per a wide support in
software libraries.

The actual feedback generation is performed by the feedback

engine component. It utilises local machine data, cached parameter
ranges and performance distributions, and the rule executor
component to generate parameter feedback.

For domain knowledge, there is local file caching. In ruleset
retrieval, the ruleset cache is the active component while the office
simply provides it for download. The ruleset cache has a service
interface so it is loosely coupled to its consumers.

Domain knowledge is represented as rules and modelled with
the Drools framework. While it provides several ways for rule
modelling, decision tables are utilised as they require only basic
ICT knowledge from the rule modeller. The rule executor service
performs domain knowledge based inference in machines. The
service has a loosely coupled platform independent interface so
even a complete substitution is possible – in that case, no
service consumer re-engineering is required. Below, there is an
example of representing a productivity value in the format of
the interface: object types and their properties are not
predefined. The format can be mapped for utilisation in any
object based interaction.

� Object type = ‘‘Measure’’
– Property name = ‘‘name’’ value = ‘‘Productivity’’
– Property name = ‘‘value’’ value = ‘‘Weaker than average’’

In the current prototype version, parameter range and
performance distribution delivery from office to machines has
not been implemented, but dedicated XML based formats have
been specified. The XML documents are currently delivered
manually. With modern technologies, document retrieval from a
web server is a straightforward task, but the required setup was
considered to bring only little additional value in the prototype. An

[(Fig._8)TD$FIG]

Fig. 8. The generation of fuzzy values from measurement data.
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implementation similar to domain knowledge caching would
presumably suit here as well.

Contexts are recognised by utilising a configurable tree stem
classification condition set in the prototype. Stems are classified
after their properties, and the predominant class is considered the
context – the objective is to restrict processing to stems that are
comparable to each other. While the context recognition logic is
simple, the prototype enables its configuration as the conditions
are parsed from a text file. Practically, any operating environment
properties available from the machine information system may be
utilised. To keep data utilisation consistent, the conditions should
be generated along with the data analysis that generates
performance distributions and parameter ranges. While delivered

manually, the context definition document could as well be
retrieved from a corporate web server.

5.1. Test setup 1: operator training simulator

The first practical experiments were run in a forestry machine
simulator utilised for operator training. The scenario was to optimise
the parameters that affect automatic tree stem positioning in a wood
processing implement. The function is completely automatic so
parameters have a high influence on performance. The simulator
had a machine data provider interface identical to a real machine.

The setup had a few limitations related to context recognition
and the utilisation of data and domain knowledge. First, for

[(Fig._9)TD$FIG]

Fig. 9. Data is collected from machine fleet after which analyses can be performed in the office. The resulting information and knowledge are delivered to machines. Finally,

using the information, the knowledge and local machine data, parameter value feedback is generated locally in machines. As more data is collected during the system

lifecycle, new analyses are performed periodically in the office.
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simplification, context recognition was not considered. Second,
performance distributions and parameter ranges from physical
machines could not be utilised as the simulator physics model was
not completely realistic. The initial task was to resolve appropriate
performance and parameter values for automatic stem positioning
and to create the corresponding distributions and ranges. Third,
any rules applied did not contain any complex domain knowledge
but they were redundant to other parameter estimation functions.

5.2. Test setup 2: real machine data

The prototype was also tested with real data captured from
forestry machines during operation. Earlier, data analyses had
been run on past data to generate appropriate performance
distributions, recommended parameter ranges and context recog-
nition conditions. The prototype was run in a plain PC as there was
no possibility to run in forestry machines – that way, it was also
easy to utilise data from multiple machines. However, data was
retrieved from an interface identical to a physical machine.

The experiment covered both simple parameter range checks as
well as domain knowledge utilisation. The first point was to
generate feedback about the parameters affecting automatic tree
stem positioning in a wood processing implement. The focus was
to test the assessment if parameters are inside the recommended
ranges – that is, utilising previously refined performance and
parameter information. The second point was to test how
knowledge (i.e. rules) utilisation works. Even if some performance

measures were good, a machine may still work non-optimally.
Here, we looked at the diesel engine RPM (running speed) setting
during boom operation as a high value may waste fuel. However, a
skilled operator may exploit the additional power of high RPM
(thus providing more effective operation) so a rule was created to
observe both fuel consumption and the RPM setting (see Fig. 11).

6. Results and discussion

A system architecture has been designed to master data,
information and knowledge from a mobile machine fleet so
machine parameters can be optimised locally in machines. The
system must be aware of various operating contexts, covering
environment and type of work. These requirements are met. The
system enables data collection and exploitation so information and
knowledge may be generated and made available for machines for
download. Also, provided that context classes have been consid-
ered in data analysis, the appropriate aggregated parameter and
performance information set is considered while generating
parameter feedback.

In conformance with the requirements of the system, a
prototype has been implemented. While the implementation of
some system parts remains a future task (raw machine data
collection as well as the distribution of parameter ranges,
performance distributions and the context classification defini-
tion), the business logic was already experimented successfully in
two environments. Easy knowledge modelling is enabled by
decision tables that operate on fuzzy values. The prototype utilises
a machine data retrieval interface identical to that on physical
machines so it could be used even during real machine operation.
Open platform independent interface technologies and formats
have been utilised to promote easy component deployment during
system evolution.

First, a short test in a realistic operator training simulator
demonstrated how non-optimal parameter values resulted in a
low performance and appropriate feedback. The application
utilised performance distributions to determine relative perfor-
mance and recommended parameter ranges to indicate how
parameter values should be changed. Parameters were also
estimated with rules. As simulator parameters had been set to

[(Fig._10)TD$FIG]

Fig. 10. The office and the machine environment components of the implemented prototype.

[(Fig._11)TD$FIG]

Fig. 11. Engine running speed during boom operation rule as a decision table row.
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non-optimal values, causing weak machine performance, the
feedback application suggested parameter tuning (see Table 1) as
expected. A clear shortcoming is that the utilised parameter ranges
and performance distributions were not from real operative data
but from the simulator; still, their utilisation was similar as if
retrieved from a fleet-wide data container server. Further, there
was no actual case for domain knowledge utilisation; instead, the
rules were redundant to other functionality. In addition, context
recognition was not utilised at all. Finally, although data coverage
was relatively low here, appropriate output was generated during
operation, and a system interface identical to a physical machine
was utilised.

Second, a more comprehensive test with real machine
operation data was performed. A total of 11 machines was
included. The data of each machine covered the processing of at
least 1000 tree stems. The results are shown in Table 2. Machines
4 and 5 had a good performance so no parameter feedback was
given. Machine 3 had a bad performance but it could not be
explained with parameters. All the other machines had at least
one bad positioning parameter value. A high RPM during
boom usage setting does not seem to explain high fuel
consumption in boom utilisation as the RPM lowering rule only
fired for machine 2 although 6, 8, 9 and 10 also have a high boom
fuel consumption.

The second test run complements the coverage of the first.
Operating data sets from multiple physical machines were utilised,
and performance distributions as well as parameter ranges had
also been generated from real operational data. Each data set is
relatively large, and the RPM rule demonstrated knowledge
modelling. However, the analyses were only run afterwards and
not during machine operation. Still, from the architectural point of
view, the setup was close to realistic as machine data was retrieved
from an interface identical to real machines.

The context recognition method utilised in the second test run
appeared ineffective. It classified stems only after their diameters,
and the class with most stems was declared the context.
Surprisingly, the same class was determined for each test run.
That is, method should be considered carefully as it seemed to
provide little practical value.

All in all, the prototype has concretised the functionality of the
concept in practical experiments. The first experiment in a
simulator demonstrated parameter feedback generation right
after operation while the second experiment demonstrated real
fleet-wide machine data utilisation. In both the experiments, the
prototype discovered non-optimal parameter values and gave
feedback to change them to improve machine performance.

The system has also room for more advanced design. Especially
in forestry, the possibilities of context recognition are wide as there
is a huge variation in forests even regionally. With contexts, if
comprehensive data sets are collected, a good accuracy may be
reached in parameter optimisation – still, the most significant
advantage would come as soon as the clearest errors were
eliminated. Further, in knowledge representation, the utilisation of
rules gives a huge potential. A graph based rule modelling tool
would make rule modelling even easier and give more freedom of
expression. From the practical point of view, effort should be put
on the actual delivery of data, information and knowledge between
data analysts and machines. Implementing caching, servers and all
the channels required for the traffic is not trivial.

As the potential of the concept has been shown, the various
actors in industry should exploit it. Considerable benefits are
expected: a better efficiency helps in raising productivity, gaining
competitive advantage as well as lowering resources consumption
and environmental impact. Software, information and knowledge
can be utilised to get more from physical equipment capabilities.
Although only experimented in forestry, the architecture and
methods are applicable to improve machine performance and
efficiency in any domain – such as agriculture or construction.
Combined with constantly advancing big data processing, there is
potential to develop even completely new optimisation methods
following the results of this work. It is expected that computer-
assisted or even automatic optimisation becomes a common
feature in future machines.

7. Conclusion

In this article, a system architecture for mastering the
information and the knowledge required for mobile machine

Table 1
The prototype was tested in a realistic forestry machine simulator to observe automatic stem positioning parameters and the resulting performance. In each test run,

automatic positioning was performed at least 20 times. The parameters had no effect on positioning error. However, positioning time deteriorated when parameter values were

non-optimal. As performance was weak (underlined), the system suggested to set the parameters (bold) to their statistically optimal values (by both plain parameter value

comparison and rule-based assessment).

Run Description Measure Parameter

Positioning error Positioning time Max speed Approach speed Approach distance

1 Optimal approach Good – Optimal Optimal Optimal

2 Quick and short approach Good – >Optimal >Optimal <Optimal

3 Optimal approach – Good Optimal Optimal Optimal

4 Quick and short approach – Weak >Optimal >Optimal <Optimal
5 Short approach – Weak >Optimal Optimal <Optimal

Table 2
Parameter optimisation results with real machine operation data.

Mach. ID Positioning performance Positioning parameters out of range Boom fuel consumption Lower boom RPM suggested

1 Weak Approach speed Better than avg No

2 Weaker than avg Approach speed Weaker than avg Yes
3 Weak (None) Better than avg No

4 Good (Not estimated) Better than avg No

5 Good (Not estimated) Better than avg No

6 Weaker than avg Approach speed, approach distance Weaker than avg No

7 Weak Approach speed Good No

8 Weaker than avg Approach speed Weaker than avg No

9 Weaker than avg Approach speed, max speed Weak No

10 Weak Approach speed, max speed Weaker than avg No

11 Weaker than avg Approach speed, max speed Good No
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parameter optimisation is presented. Data is gathered from a large
machine fleet for analysis so new cause-and-effect information
and knowledge about parameters and performance are generated.
Both information and knowledge are made available to machines
so they can be exploited during operation. As the information and
knowledge are under constant evolution, it must be possible to
retrieve an up-to-date version to machines when connectivity is
available.

In the office environment, there are storages for performance
and parameter information as well as domain knowledge.
Performance information is stored as distributions while parame-
ter information is represented as ranges of recommended values.
Domain knowledge is stored as rules – decision tables are utilised
as they require only basic ICT expertise from the rule modeller
enabling domain experts to edit them. Operating contexts are also
considered. As a machine may operate in various environments
and perform various types of work, variation in optimal parameter
values as well as performance measures is expected. This
requirement is considered by associating performance and
parameter information to context classes.

Caching must be utilised in machines so they can submit their
data to the central storage whenever Internet connectivity is
available. Similarly, each machine must have a cache for the most
recent information and knowledge sets retrieved from the
corporate office.

In each machine, there is an application to provide parameter
feedback to the operator. Utilising local parameter and performance
values and the information and the knowledge retrieved from the
office, the application assesses prevailing performance and
parameter values and suggest parameter adjustment if needed.

In conformance with the design, a prototype has been
implemented. Data analysis results and rules are delivered from
the office environment to machines. At runtime, parameter and
measurement values are retrieved from machine information
system to generate feedback. As machine parameters and perfor-
mance were considered in tests, the prototype proved to be
successful by providing appropriate parameter tuning suggestions.

Various future research tasks remain. Currently, the system
does not consider the individual characteristics of machines and
their components. The system should save state information to
detect if parameter value adjustment has actually decreased
performance. Further, parameter adjustment should be automa-
tised so the operator would not have to perform it manually[1_TD$DIFF].
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Abstract: In modern mobile machines, a lot of measurement data is available to generate information about machine
performance. Exploiting it locally in machines would enable optimising their operation and, thus, yield com-
petitive advantage and reduce environmental load due to reduced emissions. However, optimisation requires
extensive knowledge about machine performance and characteristics in various conditions. As physical ma-
chines may be located geographically far from each other, the management of ever evolving knowledge is
challenging. This study introduces a software concept to enable centralised management of data refinement
performed locally in the machines of a geographically distributed fleet. It facilitates data utilisation in end
user applications that provide useful information for operators in the field. Whatever the further data analysis
requirements are, multiple preprocessing tasks are performed: it enables outlier limit configuration, the calcu-
lation of derived variables, data set categorisation and context recognition. A functional prototype has been
implemented for the refinement of real operational data collected from forestry machines. The results show
that the concept has considerable potential to bring added value for enterprises due to improved possibilities
in managing data utilisation.

1 INTRODUCTION

The current era of industrial informatics has brought
ever developing intelligent devices, data processing
methods and sensor technology. Additional value can
be gained from existing devices by collecting data and
analysing it to have new information and knowledge.
The importance of data analysis has been emphasised
not only for business in general (LaValle et al., 2011)
but also in industrial context (Duan and Xu, 2012).
For production, this also applies to mobile machines
such as earthmoving, mining or forestry. Performance
improvements not only bring competitive advantage
but they also save resources and reduce emissions to
the environment.

In this paper, a software concept is introduced –
intended for service architectures – to enable cen-
tralised management of fleetwide sensor data refine-
ment which is performed locally in mobile machines.
The operation of modern machinery typically requires
a high level of expertise, and even a skilled opera-
tor rarely has the technological knowledge required
for optimal operation. That is, various feedback ap-
plications should be utilised to improve performance.

In the data measured during operation, a lot of im-
plicit information is available not only about the ma-
chine itself but also the material or the goods being
processed. In an ecosystem, the number of machines
and the amount of data can be arbitrarily large, and
the machines may be geographically distributed. A
centrally managed data refinement solution facilitates
using all the potential of data as it unifies the infor-
mation available for actual end user applications in
various machines. The applications may, for instance,
provide assistance in machine operation or adjust-
ment. As data processing expertise and requirements
are likely to evolve, frequent updates are expected.

The practical contribution of this work is the im-
plementation of an externally manageable interme-
diary component that refines local machine data. It
accomplishes essential first-hand tasks thus generat-
ing information and facilitating further analysis. The
component can be customised externally by deliver-
ing methods and configuration data that define the lo-
cal refinement process. As several machines can re-
ceive an identical refinement configuration set, cen-
tralised management is enabled.
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The structure of this paper is as follows. Related
work is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the
actual problem followed by a solution in Section 4. A
forestry machine related prototype implementation is
introduced in Section 5. Section 6 presents the results
while Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Among the publications in the industrial domain, no
corresponding points of view have been found so this
work is considered novel. None of the discovered pre-
vious studies address a similar data processing work-
flow with the configurability aspect and a similar level
of detail. That is, this section summarises the work
related to either machine data refinement, equipment
data exchange or context awareness as each aspect is
included in this paper.

Farming equipment related data collection or ex-
change has been researched in various papers. In
(Steinberger et al., 2009), farming equipment data is
exposed in a service architecture. In (Iftikhar and
Pedersen, 2011), device data is exchanged bidirec-
tionally between office computers and farming ma-
chines. In (Peets et al., 2012), there is a solution
for data collection from various types of sensors. In
(Fountas et al., 2015), an information system con-
cept is introduced for the management of farming ma-
chines.

There are also other publications related to mo-
bile machine data processing. In (Palmroth, 2011),
the analysis of mobile machine data to assist opera-
tor learning is covered. A knowledge management
solution for operator performance assessment in the
field is considered in (Kannisto et al., 2014). In (Kan-
nisto et al., 2015), a service architecture is introduced
to manage the information and knowledge required to
assist machine parameter optimisation locally in ma-
chines. All of these studies contain machine data re-
finement, and the latter two have an information sys-
tem architecture aspect. However, none of them has a
similar level of detail in configurability.

Fault diagnostics and condition monitoring are
also related as they consider generating information
by processing measured data. Various mathematical
methods can be utilised for diagnostics as presented in
(Yang and Kim, 2006; Basir and Yuan, 2007; Baner-
jee and Das, 2012). Condition-based maintenance
(CBM) is enabled by utilising collected condition data
(Jardine et al., 2006). Recently, even wireless sensor
networks (WSN) have been utilised in diagnostics (Lu
and Gungor, 2009; Hou and Bergmann, 2012). These

studies focus on data processing rather than knowl-
edge management essential in this work.

Context recognition has been researched for a
long time, and various methods as well as applications
have been suggested. In (Khot et al., 2006), there is a
mathematical approach to recognising the context and
the position of a tree planting robot; position infor-
mation from various sources is combined mathemat-
ically to reduce error. Machinery is the domain also
in (Golparvar-Fard et al., 2013) where earthmoving
equipment actions are recognised from video. Human
activities recognition has also been researched includ-
ing hospital work (Favela et al., 2007), car manufac-
turing (Stiefmeier et al., 2008) and general activities
(Choudhury et al., 2008). In this paper, relatively lit-
tle weight is put on context recognition so the method
should not be compared with the advanced context
recognition methods found in literature.

3 DATA PROCESSING NEEDS
FOR MACHINE FLEETS

This paper introduces a software concept to centrally
manage data refinement performed locally in the ma-
chines of a geographically distributed fleet. The idea
is to process machine data to facilitate further utili-
sation, especially for instant local use. A consider-
able challenge stems from the errors that real-life ma-
chine data typically contains: there is a need to apply
domain expertise by specifying conditions and lim-
its that determine which measurement values should
be considered valid. For instance, measurements are
never completely accurate, and for one reason or an-
other, a sensor may either systematically or randomly
give erroneous output. The physical world rarely
acts ideally. Another essential requirement is context
recognition and consideration – this need comes from
the argument that some domain knowledge is context
dependent. Obviously, the operating environment and
the type of work being performed largely affect what
kind of measures and performance are expected. Fur-
ther requirements are data set categorisation and the
calculation of derived indirect values as they may pro-
vide valuable information.

Scalable configurability is essential: it must be
possible to control data refinement even after it has
been taken into use in a large geographically dis-
tributed machine fleet. Figure 1 illustrates this. Ma-
chine data collection enables fleetwide knowledge
generation within the enterprise. The knowledge is
translated to a data refinement configuration to be de-
livered to machines. In each machine, the configu-
ration is utilised in data generation for analysis ap-
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plications that generate added value such as feedback
about machine operation.

Single machine

Data 
refinement

Measurement 
data provider

Added value 
(e.g. feedback)

Fleet data analysis

Enterprise

Central 
management of 
data refinement

Geographically 
distributed machine fleet

Data collection

Refinement config delivery

Refinement knowledge generation

Analysis applications

Figure 1: Data refinement configuration is delivered to ma-
chines so the refinement can be executed locally for analysis
applications.

In this work, data is structured as data item collec-
tions. A data item collection contains measurement
and parameter values saved at a certain point in time
thus providing a snapshot of machine state and per-
formance. Data items are stored as a set of key-value
pairs that enable access to data items using their iden-
tifiers. It is assumed that the machines of the same
type have an identical key set in their data item collec-
tions. Once a data item collection has been retrieved,
its items can be utilised for calculating or inferring
derived data and information or to resolve prevailing
context.

To clarify the concept, let us consider an example
in the forestry domain. As tree stems are processed
with modern equipment, a lot of measured stem data
is available such as the felling diameter, length or how
quickly the stem has been processed with the ma-
chine. For each processed stem, the related measure-
ments will be stored in a data item collection so the
stems can be processed one by one with all related
data available.

Machine type specific data item collection pro-
cessing is likely required. First, there is expected
to be variation in available measurements between
machine types. For instance, as the degree of au-
tomation in tree stem processing keeps improving,
a new machine model likely has more measurement
items available compared to old ones. Second, models
likely have variation in productivity, fuel consump-
tion and other performance values. Third, variation in
machine parametrisation is also expected due to dif-
ferences in components such as hydraulic valves that
control the machine boom. Parameter sets may vary
as well as how a certain parameter affects machine
operation.

Naturally, there are various reasons why a mea-
surement may fail. Even a modern sensor may lack
the ability to indicate if it has succeeded in measuring

a value or not. Even if a sensor were not malfunction-
ing, there is still a possibility that its reading is not
reliable – for instance, the sensor might have come
off its installation position thus measuring something
unexpected. In any case, it must be considered if each
measurement value is reasonable or not. The motiva-
tion of outlier consideration is discussed, for instance,
in (Osborne and Overbay, 2004).

As data item collections are persisted for later util-
isation, each measurement value should be stored as
such not to eliminate the possibility to recalculate val-
ues. This applies especially to cases where long-time
historical data is required in analysis. If a measure-
ment value is considered out of outlier limits and au-
tomatically declared a failure, it will be impossible to
reprocess it in case of a later change in outlier con-
ditions. Therefore, in many cases, it is a good prac-
tise not to store any values calculated from measure-
ments as calculation formulas might evolve. Natu-
rally, in some applications, if original values are not
needed for sure, it may also be appropriate to save
storage space by only saving the essential derived val-
ues rather than all raw values.

To run data analyses in a large scale, it is beneficial
if data item collections are categorised. There may be
considerable systematic variation in their values. Not
to treat them as a homogeneous mass (what they cer-
tainly are not), at least rough categorisation is benefi-
cial so each data item collection may be treated within
an appropriate group. In forestry, each stem may be
categorised after its size or tree species as it likely af-
fects productivity – if the processing of large trees is
being optimised, little trees should be ignored. As cat-
egorisation is performed based on measured values, it
is subject to failures; it cannot be performed if some
required value has been measured incorrectly.

Mobile machines may operate in varying environ-
ments so the power of context awareness should be
exploited as the context may significantly affect how
a machine can perform (Väyrynen et al., 2015). De-
pending on the context, an absolute numeric value
may be relatively high or low. It must be considered
if performance value comparison is appropriate if the
values have been measured in different contexts. For
instance, performance is likely low in unfavourable
conditions: the temperature may affect fuel consump-
tion, rough terrain makes machine movement slower
and so forth. In context classification, its subtleness
and other aspects must be considered depending on
the application area. Another important consideration
is knowledge evolution: it may also be required to up-
date the selected context classification method some-
times.
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Context recognition is essential also in forestry.
Even inside a relatively small geographical region,
there may be a lot of variation between forests: the
type of land may affect machine performance, and
tree species may also vary. Also, the type of work be-
ing performed (final felling, thinning or other) always
affects absolute productivity values.

4 EXTERNALLY MANAGEABLE
DATA REFINEMENT

4.1 Workflow

Considering given requirements, a solution can be de-
signed. The flow of the application run locally in
machines is illustrated in Figure 2. There are four
main phases complemented by context consideration.
To enable the utilisation of constantly evolving do-
main expertise, some phases utilise externally defined
methods or configuration files. Each phase is ex-
plained in the coming paragraphs.

Retrieve data
Perform outlier 

check

Resolve 
derived data 

items

Categorise data 
item 

collections

Consider context?

Data item collection 
categorisation 

conditions

Data item 
outlier 

method

Appearance 
item 

conditions

Data item 
outlier 

configuration

Figure 2: Data refinement flow.

First, measurement values are retrieved; they are
stored in data item collections realised as key-value
pairs. For a certain machine type, each collection is
expected to have the same key-value pairs. In forestry,
a reasonable data structure is to have a data item col-
lection for each processed tree stem.

Then, an outlier check is performed. Whatever the
utilised method is, it should be applied early as it may
affect forthcoming data processing.

In the next phase, any derived variables are re-
solved. Often, not all desired variables can be di-
rectly measured so calculation may be required. Nat-
urally, a derived variable cannot be calculated if any
required measurement has failed. In this work, de-
rived Boolean values associated to a data item col-
lection are called appearance items: whether some
condition set is fulfilled by the collection or not. For
instance, in forestry data, an appearance item may ex-
press whether a stem is a spruce. The information
may be utilised in further data analysis to determine
which stems are considered interesting – occasional
birches in a spruce forest may not be interesting.

Finally, each data item collection is categorised.
Whatever the categorisation criteria are, technically,
they consist of condition sets on measurement val-
ues. If a data item collection has a failed measurement
value that is required for categorisation, the collection
is ignored in tasks where categories are essential.

Depending on the application, context awareness
may be applied in several phases. Context informa-
tion may even affect the outlier check; for instance,
it may determine which numeric outlier limits are ap-
plied or it may determine what kind of outlier check
method is utilised. Later in the refinement flow, the
context may affect how derived data items are re-
solved. However, some context awareness methods
may require data item collection categorisation results
so they cannot be utilised earlier. In the end, even
though the workflow has a certain phase set, its de-
sign is adaptable in terms of context awareness.

Let us consider the forestry example again. First,
an outlier check is required. For instance, if a mea-
sured value is beyond its reasonable limits, it must
be declared a failure. Second, derived variables are
calculated. Typical effectiveness variables (such as
wood volume productivity while processing a single
stem) are such as they cannot be measured directly.
Also, some derived variables may require consider-
ing multiple data item collections (i.e. stems; such as
the mass of processed wood per working hour dur-
ing a day). Another derived variable could be the
Boolean value (i.e. appearance item) whether a stem
is “large” which involves the comparison of its felling
diameter to a specific limit. Third, data item collec-
tions are categorised according to predefined condi-
tions. Depending on the objective of the categorisa-
tion, stem categories could include tree species, tree
sizes or both. Besides the mentioned phases, context-
awareness may be applied in multiple parts in the
flow. One option is simply to let the predominant tree
stem category determine the prevailing context – this
depends on the implementation of the application.

4.2 Configuration Management

A software component has been designed to imple-
ment the application flow that utilises externally pro-
vided configuration documents (see Figure 3). In
each individual machine, the component retrieves
data from the machine information system and refines
it for further analyses. The number of machines exe-
cuting the flow is arbitrary as well as their geographic
locations compared with each other and the enterprise
office. Several new specification requirements arise
from configuration: the payload enclosed in each doc-
ument, their format, and the way the configuration is
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delivered to machines. Whichever is the way these
requirements are met, a local configuration cache is
likely required as a machine may operate long peri-
ods of time without a connection to any centralised
configuration storage.
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Figure 3: Configuration management illustrated.

The modern information technology portfolio pro-
vides several options to deliver configuration doc-
uments from the office environment to mobile ma-
chines. Even widely used standard Internet technolo-
gies can be utilised here: for instance, HTTP (Hyper-
text Transfer Protocol) is suitable for transfering text-
based documents to physical machines. In that case,
a network connection (such as the Internet) is natu-
rally required. Be there no network, the configura-
tion may be delivered using another technology (even
by copying files manually); for instance, regular ma-
chine maintenance could be an occasion suitable for
delivery. Finally, whatever the configuration delivery
method is, regular updates should be enabled so each
machine has as up-to-date a configuration as possible.

5 CONFIGURABLE DATA
REFINEMENT PROTOTYPE

5.1 Implementation

Following the specified concept, a prototype has been
implemented for tree stem data processing in the

forestry domain. Configuration delivery from the en-
terprise office to machines is left as a future task.
Yet the implemented component prototype is config-
urable, and its design allows configuration delivery in
whichever way suits best for the use case. The pro-
totype implementation is not supposed to be a fully
comprehensive solution – it rather illustrates that the
concept is functional in general.

The data item collection refinement flow in the
prototype is illustrated in Figure 4. There will be
a data item collection for each processed tree stem
and the logs made from it. First, measurement values
are retrieved and structured as data item collections.
Then, an outlier check is performed for each mea-
surement value in each data item collection; the data
items that do not match their conditions are marked as
failed. Next, appearance items are resolved by check-
ing whether each data item collection satisfies each
appearance condition set or not. Finally, stem data
item collections are categorised based on their val-
ues. Here, it must be noted that if some measurement
value required for categorisation has failed (per out-
lier check), the category cannot be resolved. Instead,
the stem data item collection (and the related log data
item collections) will not be further processed.
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Figure 4: Data refinement in the prototype implementation.

The method utilised for the outlier check is
straightforward. For each measurement, an arbitrary
number of conditions may be specified. In a typical
case, there will be a lower and an upper bound. While
the utilised outlier detection method is simple, various
more advanced methods exist as discussed in (Hodge
and Austin, 2004), for example. An XML format has
been designed to capture the outlier limits for each
data item. The documents specifying the limits may
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be managed anywhere; fresh versions will be deliv-
ered to machines for utilisation. That is, even though a
machine fleet may be geographically distributed, cen-
tralised outlier limit management is enabled.

To enable configurability, conditions for appear-
ance items are defined with the same XML format as
the outlier limits. For each appearance item, an ar-
bitrary set of data items may be inspected. For each
data item, there can be an arbitrary number of condi-
tions (similar to each data item that may have multiple
outlier conditions).

While various context recognition methods exist,
the prototype utilises a simple though configurable
way. The prevailing context is determined by find-
ing the most typical stem data item collection cate-
gory. That category is considered the context; any
other data item collections are excluded from further
processing as they are considered exceptions in the
current environment. Categories are defined using a
tree-like condition set (see Figure 5): the categorisa-
tion tree may inspect any data items to resolve the
category of a data item collection. The categorisation
tree is stored in a structured text document; it has been
generated by a data analysis software in the enterprise
office. The prototype parses the categorisation tree so
it is available in the application during machine op-
eration. Similar to outlier and appearance condition
definitions, even the categorisation tree is delivered
as a configuration file to each machine.
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Figure 5: An example of categorising a tree stem after its
volume in m3 (though there could be multiple variables ob-
served in the conditions). Here, the categories have indices
from 1 to 8, a high index indicating a large stem. For in-
stance, category 4 has the stems with a volume within range
[0.34-0.50[.

The classes of the prototype are illustrated in Fig-
ure 6. In the prototype, an abstraction called item con-
dition is essential: it defines a condition for a data
item (such as a measurement). Item conditions are
utilised for both outlier checking and specifying ap-
pearance items. Each item condition is a part of an
item condition definition (as a value may have mul-
tiple boundaries), and each item condition definition
is a part of an item condition definition set (such as

the conditions of an appearance item). Item condi-
tions are stored in an XML configuration file parsed
by the item condition XML reader class. Appearance
resolver class resolves which appearances are true for
each data item collection. The conditions for data
item collection categorisation are parsed by the cat-
egorisation tree parser class.

The prototype has been implemented with Java
though any other platform could be used as well. As
long as component interfaces (such as configuration
formats) are as specified, even heterogeneous plat-
forms are possible within an enterprise.

5.2 Practical Experiment

The prototype has been utilised in the refinement of
real operational forestry data. It has been included in
a workflow that estimates machine performance and
suggests machine parameter tuning in case the pa-
rameters seem non-optimal; the same scenario has al-
ready been considered in (Kannisto et al., 2015). As
the number of machine parameters may reach hun-
dreds in a modern machine, their optimisation is too
difficult for a typical operator. That is, such informa-
tion refinement has considerable added value to the
operating enterprise. The actual parameter optimisa-
tion application utilises the outcome of the data pre-
processing introduced in this paper. The software has
been executed on a desktop computer with a data re-
trieval interface identical to a physical forestry ma-
chine. As real operating data is utilised, the setup is
almost identical as if the application were run in the
field.

Parameter optimisation is not a simple task as it
requires multiple factors to be considered. The oper-
ating context and the type of work being performed
may affect both which parameter values result in a
good performance and the actual performance values.
Large amounts of historical data should be analysed to
generate reference sets of performance values and op-
timal parameter values. As machines keep operating,
data should be continuously collected to refresh pa-
rameter related knowledge; as knowledge updates are
delivered to multiple machines, ease in management
becomes beneficial. Knowledge generation actions
require both extensive domain expertise and advanced
data refinement methods so they should be performed
by a dedicated group of skilled personnel. The knowl-
edge may be managed by, for instance, machine man-
ufacturer or fleet operator.

Here, the function under parameter optimisation
is automatic tree stem positioning in a wood process-
ing implement. Stems are positioned to be cut into
logs. Such a case suits well for parameter optimisa-
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Figure 6: The classes of the prototype implementation.

tion as automatic positioning is controlled entirely by
machine parameters rather than by the operator – the
most of other machine functions are largely affected
by operator skills.

The outliers of two measurements are observed
in the experiment. Positioning error describes how
close to its optimal cutting position a stem has been
stopped. In contrast, feed speed does not determine
positioning performance but it is an important mea-
sure as the overall machine performance is estimated
in further data processing (more speed results in a
higher productivity value). The outlier conditions are
as follows: feed speed cannot be negative, and the ab-
solute value of positioning error must be within 30 cm
of the desired position.

Stem categorisation is important in the experi-
ment. According to stem volume, each stem is put
into one of eight categories. As little trees are not of
interest in this felling scenario, there is an additional
condition that each stem with a felling diameter of
less than 15 cm is excluded. The context recognition
method also uses the outcome of the categorisation.
It is simplistic: for each category, there is a directly
mapped context class. The stems in any other cate-
gory are considered irrelevant and excluded from fur-
ther processing.

In the experiment, appearance items have an infor-
mative function. They are generated using conditions
that specify if a stem represents a long spruce or a
long pine (that is, both tree species and stem length
are observed). For the resulting Boolean true val-
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ues, percentages are calculated how large their sec-
tion is within the relevant stem category (or context;
e.g. ”64% of stems are long spruces”). While the
parameter analysis application does not utilise these
percentage values, the machine operator might want
to observe himself if tree species or lengths actually
affect optimal parameter values. If there are such fac-
tors, they should actually be discovered in fleet level
data analyses. Then, they could be utilised by the pa-
rameter optimisation application in the field.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The objective of this work was to design a software
concept to enable centralised management of data re-
finement in an arbitrarily large geographically dis-
tributed machine fleet. Outlier inspection for mea-
surements was required as well as data set categori-
sation and the possibility to specify variables derived
from original data. Context recognition and consider-
ation were also required.

The concept meets its requirements well. The ease
of management of the application workflow was con-
sidered paramount: it is possible to configure not only
outlier limits but also data set categorisation and the
context determination method. As an enterprise may
have machines in arbitrary geographic locations, the
delivery of configuration data has also been consid-
ered. In addition, it is possible to specify variables
for information that has been inferred from explicit
measurement data. Such data may be numeric (calcu-
lated) or Boolean values resulting from the assertion
of multiple conditions.

A functional data refinement component proto-
type has been implemented. It implements the spec-
ified data refinement flow. First, an outlier check is
performed on measurement values followed by the
calculation of derived variables. Then, each data
item collection (a data set of key-value pairs) is cate-
gorised according to specified conditions, and finally,
the prevailing context is determined using categori-
sation information. The configurability requirement
is fulfilled by getting outlier conditions, derived vari-
able calculation conditions and categorisation defini-
tion from externally defined configuration files.

The concept was experimented with real operative
data from 11 forestry machines. For each machine,
the data of thousands of stems was processed so it can
be said there has been a lot of repetition in application
cycles. The outcome of the software component (i.e.
refined data) was utilised to optimise the parameters
of automatic tree stem positioning in a wood process-
ing implement. The data refinement results are in Ta-

ble 1. In each data set, the number of stems in the
context was relatively low. The context recognition
method returned the same operating context for each
data set (stems with volume within 0.19-0.34 m3) so
it is not included in the table.

The outlier results provided by the component
seem useful. For positioning error values, the exclu-
sion percentage is relatively low – mostly less than
1%, at most 1.4%. However, the highest exclusion
percentage due to feed speed value is 9.7%. If these
values were not excluded from further processing,
they could cause significant errors in further calcula-
tions performed by other applications. Still, depend-
ing on error magnitudes, even a 1% section of erro-
neous values may cause misleading results.

18-54% of all stems were excluded from further
processing as their felling diameter was less than 15
cm. The percentages are relatively high. As the
parameter optimisation goal was concerned with the
processing of large stems, such large amounts of rel-
atively little stems might distort further calculations.
However, it may also be asked if the processing of lit-
tle stems should also be considered in optimisation.
In that case, their data should be passed through dis-
tinguished from large stems.

The percentages of long spruces and pines are also
included in the results table. In most cases, spruce ap-
pears the dominant species. The parameter analysis
application did not utilise this information for any-
thing so it is purely informative.

The context recognition method appeared to be in-
effective as its result was the same context class for
each test run. More context recognition and classifi-
cation related research should be performed. The goal
of context recognition should be reconsidered; that
would specify which variables and what kind of meth-
ods should actually be included as the context is deter-
mined. However, the task is more related to domain
expertise and data analysis rather than the knowledge
management concept relevant in this study. In the end,
it might be beneficial if the entire context recognition
method could be updated along with the configura-
tion.

The experiments made with the prototype indicate
that the data refinement concept is functional. It has
potential business value in real-life data processing: it
would be easier to manage the refinement of the data
consumed by various end user applications. Such ap-
plications may, for instance, assist in more effective
machine operation. However, the prototype also has
room for further development. It does not address the
delivery of configuration documents – at least a loose
framework might be beneficial. Still, the prototype
provides a baseline for the delivery by having a spe-
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Table 1: Data refinement results with real forestry machine operation data.

Stems excluded
Mach Feed speed Pos. error (felling diam Stems in Long spruces Long pines
ID Stems Logs outlier (logs) outlier (logs) <15 cm) context (in context) (in context)

1 11,000 27,000 4.0% 0.33% 54% 1,400 40% 52%
2 6,300 19,000 1.8% 1.1% 23% 1,200 60% 26%
3 14,000 39,000 4.1% 0.93% 36% 2,500 61% 22%
4 6,600 18,000 3.9% 0.56% 48% 1,100 61% 5.6%
5 5,900 18,000 2.9% 0.27% 31% 1,000 60% 8.7%
6 7,800 26,000 5.1% 0.36% 30% 1,100 75% 9.1%
7 8,000 27,000 1.6% 0.39% 26% 1,400 72% 7.9%
8 10,000 28,000 4.9% 0.76% 32% 2,000 33% 33%
9 12,000 38,000 4.9% 1.4% 34% 1,600 64% 20%

10 6,800 25,000 9.7% 0.93% 18% 1,100 55% 4.2%
11 6,500 20,000 4.9% 1.0% 29% 1,400 62% 13%

cific XML format for some configuration items. Also,
derived variables can only be Boolean values – nu-
meric values are not currently supported though they
would offer significantly more potential for various
uses cases.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a software concept for centrally
manageable data refinement run locally in the ma-
chines of an arbitrarily large fleet. As machine data is
utilised locally in end-user applications (such as feed-
back generation to improve machine operation and
productivity), it is beneficial if the required data pre-
processing is configurable and managed on the fleet
level. Configurability covers multiple actions: outlier
checks detect erroneous sensor output, derived vari-
ables can be calculated from original data, and data
sets are categorised according to predefined condi-
tions. Further, determining the operating context is
also configurable. Context awareness is utilised as the
context may affect how data should be interpreted.

A functional prototype has been implemented.
Utilising externally defined configurations, it pro-
cesses operational data retrieved from an interface
similar to a physical production machine. The solu-
tion showed its potential as a part of an added-value
data refinement concept by enabling centralised man-
agement.

As the current prototype does not cover all con-
cept aspects, a few future tasks remain. A concrete
solution for the delivery of configuration data from
office to machines should be designed. Also, the cur-
rent context recognition method appeared to be too
simple.
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Abstract: To save the environment and costs, there is a clear need to optimise and coordinate
large-scale industrial processes, but the task is challenging. Complex plants may run multiple
unit processes that are operated with separate control systems, although the processes are
interdependent. Often, optimisation requires appropriate scheduling for both continuous pro-
cesses and batch processes. These requirements of coordination, asynchronism and distributed
operation are difficult to conform to with the current tools or systems. Therefore, to ease
optimisation, this study suggests a communication platform concept. The platform enables the
use of mathematical models to manage and utilise knowledge about production processes. To
promote adaptation to actual business cases and their future evolution, the platform design em-
phasises asynchronism, loose coupling of optimisation modules and systems as well as distributed
operation. This work has received particular motivation from copper and steel production, as
they both require materials refinement in multiple separate but mutually dependent steps.
Several contributions are presented for the platform: requirements, architecture design and two
proofs of concept. The results suggest that the concept would bring considerable business value
in industrial production.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Improving the efficiency of industrial production promotes
various benefits, including reduced emissions and higher
profit margins. While emissions originate from various
sources, energy production is one of the major pollutants.
Industries consume a large share of the produced energy.
Among the member countries of the International Energy
Agency, manufacturing and other industries covered 30%
of the total energy consumption in 2013 (Quadrelli et al.,
2016, p. 6). On the other hand, there is also considerable
energy saving potential in various industries at least in
the European Union (Chan et al., 2015, p. 188). From
the financial point of view, global competition drives
enterprises towards constant improvement. Efficiency is
often a precondition for survival.

Efficiency may be improved with appropriate communica-
tion systems, such as the platform architecture introduced
in this paper. Information systems show their power, for
instance, when complex computation or the utilisation of
large information masses is required. These needs often
apply to production plants that run multiple unit processes
concurrently. There may be a demand to process large
information volumes online, but optimal operation may
also require a considerable amount of domain knowledge,
which tends to evolve over time. This complexity increases
the difficulty of system design, which, consequently, em-
phasises the importance of an appropriate architecture
(Clements et al., 2003, p. 1).

The motivation of this work stems from large-scale process
plants that run several unit processes, particularly copper
production (from sulphide ores) and steel production. The
unit processes are run concurrently and operated with ded-
icated control systems. Their optimisation may even cover
supply chains or other activities beyond the production
premises. According to Schlesinger et al., each unit process
of copper production requires control over chemical reac-
tions between various substances. The unit processes have
mutual dependencies but are still separate. (Schlesinger
et al., 2011, pp. 1-12) Due to asynchronism, distribution
and process complexity, copper production optimisation
as a whole is difficult. On the other hand, while steel
refinement is a different process, it also consists of separate
production phases. Numerous chemical reactions are con-
trolled and multiple process parameters affect the output
quality (Elkader et al., 2015). Therefore, both these cases
require extensive knowledge as well as timely, distributed
operation. The knowledge also improves constantly, and,
on the other hand, any changes in production conditions
may make some knowledge obsolete.

Concerning the platform concept, this article presents
multiple contributions. First, system architecture require-
ments are introduced. Second, the related design aspects
are considered. Finally, two proofs of concept are demon-
strated. The utilised research method is design science
research: Artefacts are created to solve a problem, after
which they are evaluated against the original requirements.
The focus of this article is not on the actual optimisation
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quality (Elkader et al., 2015). Therefore, both these cases
require extensive knowledge as well as timely, distributed
operation. The knowledge also improves constantly, and,
on the other hand, any changes in production conditions
may make some knowledge obsolete.

Concerning the platform concept, this article presents
multiple contributions. First, system architecture require-
ments are introduced. Second, the related design aspects
are considered. Finally, two proofs of concept are demon-
strated. The utilised research method is design science
research: Artefacts are created to solve a problem, after
which they are evaluated against the original requirements.
The focus of this article is not on the actual optimisation
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but on enabling the efficient utilisation of optimisation
tools. The results are qualitative, because there is no way
to measure the contribution of an ICT concept during
development. Obviously, if any approach enables global
optimisation instead of local optimisation, better global
results are expected.

This article has the following structure. A review to previ-
ous research is provided in Section 2, system requirements
in Section 3, design in Section 4, proofs of concept in
Section 5 and, finally, discussion in Section 6 followed by
a conclusion in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

Operator assistance systems are a tool to help employ-
ees perform better by utilising existing production-related
knowledge. To manage such knowledge, some authors
have researched information system architectures: Kan-
nisto et al. (2014) and Kannisto et al. (2017) have con-
sidered machinery operation, whereas Ullrich et al. (2015)
had manufacturing as the domain. Assistance systems
may also utilise algorithms to learn from actual employee
workflows, as researched by Bleser et al. (2015).

Various authors have researched system architecture as-
pects in production planning or scheduling. Shen et al.
(2007) have suggested a cross-enterprise manufacturing
scheduling architecture where agents and web services
would be utilised for communication. Leitão and Restivo
have considered the distributed application of scheduling
knowledge. In their approach, coordinating scheduling is
normally used; local scheduling is only a resort when
centralised scheduling fails. (Leitão and Restivo, 2008)
Li (2010) has considered production scheduling and its
implementation with service components. Scheduling re-
quires production tracking, which can be implemented
with RFID tags in piece goods manufacturing (Zhong
et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2015).

As far as is known, the previous research does not ad-
dress the combination of system architectures, large-scale
industrial plants and knowledge application in production
coordination. According to Engell and Harjunkoski (2012),
there have been no proper means to integrate at least ad-
vanced control and production scheduling. To integrate op-
timisation systems with production systems, ISO 15746-2
(2017) specifies information exchange requirements, work-
flows and service definitions. However, although the stan-
dard saves some design effort, it still does not provide an
actual solution. Therefore, this work aims at filling a clear
research gap.

3. EFFICIENCY CHALLENGES IN LARGE-SCALE
PROCESSES

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the complexity of copper
refinement (from sulphide ores) and steel refinement. Both
the refinement processes cover multiple phases. Some of
the phases are continuous processes while the others are
batch processes. Either way, each phase must be controlled
so that the entire chain may work appropriately, and it is
clear that the output and performance of one phase may
largely reflect to the others. Various refinement phases also
produce impurities that have to be collected and possibly
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Anode refining and 
casting

Electrorefining

Converting

Steelmaking

Shaping, finishing

Continuous casting

Copper refinement
(from sulphide ores) Steel refinement

Melting, casting

Fig. 1. Copper and steel refinement processes simplified.
Adapted from (Schlesinger et al., 2011, pp. 1-12) and
(Overview of the steelmaking process, 2013).

further processed (e.g., the capture of sulphur oxide as
documented by Schlesinger et al. (2011)). Overall, the
two refinement processes consist of concurrently operated
unit processes with mutual dependencies, and the related
optimisation is difficult, requiring a considerable amount
of knowledge to be managed.

During the work, multiple requirements have appeared
from copper refinement. A major problem is that it is
difficult to coordinate unit process operation; however, due
to unit process dependencies, it is clear that coordination
would be beneficial. To coordinate operator work, there
must be an appropriate mechanism, such as an advisory
system. An advisory system should also assist unit process
operation in detailed process-specific matters, as each sin-
gle unit process is complex as such. Effective advisory also
requires application of mathematical models; only then, it
is possible to consider process dynamics properly. Further-
more, unit process scheduling is essential due to various
timing requirements. Finally, there is also a requirement
of reacting to various events in an asynchronous manner;
for instance, finishing a particular batch process may be a
triggering precondition for other operations.

Respectively, steel refinement has its specific requirements.
Various parameters affect the output and its quality. Qual-
ity control requires process-related knowledge, and math-
ematical models should be applied to imitate process dy-
namics. Coordination is also required to operate the over-
all refinement efficiently. Finally, quality control requires
production monitoring which enables the observation of
process outputs, thus providing essential data.

There are also general ICT requirements that apply to
both cases. First, production plants are often distributed,
and some facilities may even be physically located in
another plant; thus, connectivity over the Internet is re-
quired. Second, there is considerable variety among indus-
trial back-end systems and information sources, such as
measurement data providers. Thus, connectivity mecha-
nisms must be adaptable to arbitrary information inter-
faces. Third, to facilitate system maintenance and up-
dates and to improve scalability, the integration techniques
should enable loose coupling between system components
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(as designed strict dependencies increase the related dif-
ficulty). Any updates in one module – such as applying
fresh process knowledge – should not needlessly require
updates in other modules. Fourth, generic or standard
data structures should be favoured for three main reasons:
some specification effort is saved if previous work is reused;
generic structures contribute to interoperability between
system components; and the solution becomes more appli-
cable in various industrial domains.

The list below summarises the requirements arisen from
the cases.

• Enable both unit process optimisation and plant-wide
coordinating optimisation

• Utilise knowledge both at the unit process level and
coordinating level

• Utilise mathematical models to capture knowledge
and imitate process dynamics

• Enable optimisation in a reactive, asynchronous way
• Enable connectivity over the Internet
• Enable integration with any information system
• Favour standard information structures in communi-

cation
• Utilise technologies that enable loose coupling (to

facilitate updates and to improve scalability)

The requirements are applicable to the various domains of
industrial production. Due to the heterogeneity of produc-
tion facilities, the resulting design should be generic and
conceptual, as a high degree of adaptability is necessary.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN TO ENABLE COORDINATING
OPTIMISATION

4.1 Interoperability Layer Concept

Due to concurrent operation and distribution of ICT units,
interoperability matters are in the core of the design. Back-
end information systems provide the data necessary for
operation and optimisation. Due to coordination, even
optimisation modules may have to communicate mutually.
There must also be functionality to utilise mathematical
models in optimisation tasks. User interfaces show infor-
mation to process operators.

The layout of ICT systems varies between production
facilities. To keep the concept consistent, a high ab-
straction level is necessary. Fig. 2 illustrates the concept
of an interoperability layer that enables communication
between arbitrarily organised systems and modules. Al-
though the concept is simple, the interoperability layer
requires careful design; heterogeneity is inevitable, and so
are the communication needs of each module. However,
as communication-related complexity is kept – as much as
possible – at a dedicated level in the architecture design,
further module development becomes easier. This choice
follows the separation of concerns principle of software
design.

4.2 Communication Stack and Technologies

Fig. 3 illustrates the required details as the interoperability
layer concept is developed to a platform design. The
platform requirements are numerous and so are platform
components.
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User interfaces 
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Back-end systems 
(e.g., MES, DCS)
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Interop. layer Interop. layer

Interop. layer Interop. layer

Fig. 2. An interoperability layer enables the interaction of
each system module. (MES = Manufacturing Execu-
tion System, DCS = Distributed Control System)
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Fig. 3. The technologies of the communication platform
and its position related to other systems.

A message bus enables loosely coupled, asynchronous com-
munication as well as event-based functionality. Instead of
connecting modules point-to-point, loose coupling is max-
imised as the message bus may deliver data between peers
in an arbitrary manner. This enables easy reconfiguration
or rearrangements (as expected if a system instance has
a long lifespan). Asynchronism is enabled with message
queues managed by the message bus with two means. First,
after submitting a message, its sender does not have to
care about its further processing. Second, each recipient
is free to process incoming messages in any way or at any
time without delaying other nodes. For the message bus
protocol, a good candidate is AMQP (Advanced Message
Queueing Protocol). It provides a centralised approach;
with high loads, the bus may become a bottleneck, but
it can be scaled up as needed. A significant advantage of
centralised messaging is its easier management.
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but on enabling the efficient utilisation of optimisation
tools. The results are qualitative, because there is no way
to measure the contribution of an ICT concept during
development. Obviously, if any approach enables global
optimisation instead of local optimisation, better global
results are expected.

This article has the following structure. A review to previ-
ous research is provided in Section 2, system requirements
in Section 3, design in Section 4, proofs of concept in
Section 5 and, finally, discussion in Section 6 followed by
a conclusion in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

Operator assistance systems are a tool to help employ-
ees perform better by utilising existing production-related
knowledge. To manage such knowledge, some authors
have researched information system architectures: Kan-
nisto et al. (2014) and Kannisto et al. (2017) have con-
sidered machinery operation, whereas Ullrich et al. (2015)
had manufacturing as the domain. Assistance systems
may also utilise algorithms to learn from actual employee
workflows, as researched by Bleser et al. (2015).

Various authors have researched system architecture as-
pects in production planning or scheduling. Shen et al.
(2007) have suggested a cross-enterprise manufacturing
scheduling architecture where agents and web services
would be utilised for communication. Leitão and Restivo
have considered the distributed application of scheduling
knowledge. In their approach, coordinating scheduling is
normally used; local scheduling is only a resort when
centralised scheduling fails. (Leitão and Restivo, 2008)
Li (2010) has considered production scheduling and its
implementation with service components. Scheduling re-
quires production tracking, which can be implemented
with RFID tags in piece goods manufacturing (Zhong
et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2015).

As far as is known, the previous research does not ad-
dress the combination of system architectures, large-scale
industrial plants and knowledge application in production
coordination. According to Engell and Harjunkoski (2012),
there have been no proper means to integrate at least ad-
vanced control and production scheduling. To integrate op-
timisation systems with production systems, ISO 15746-2
(2017) specifies information exchange requirements, work-
flows and service definitions. However, although the stan-
dard saves some design effort, it still does not provide an
actual solution. Therefore, this work aims at filling a clear
research gap.

3. EFFICIENCY CHALLENGES IN LARGE-SCALE
PROCESSES

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the complexity of copper
refinement (from sulphide ores) and steel refinement. Both
the refinement processes cover multiple phases. Some of
the phases are continuous processes while the others are
batch processes. Either way, each phase must be controlled
so that the entire chain may work appropriately, and it is
clear that the output and performance of one phase may
largely reflect to the others. Various refinement phases also
produce impurities that have to be collected and possibly
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Fig. 1. Copper and steel refinement processes simplified.
Adapted from (Schlesinger et al., 2011, pp. 1-12) and
(Overview of the steelmaking process, 2013).

further processed (e.g., the capture of sulphur oxide as
documented by Schlesinger et al. (2011)). Overall, the
two refinement processes consist of concurrently operated
unit processes with mutual dependencies, and the related
optimisation is difficult, requiring a considerable amount
of knowledge to be managed.

During the work, multiple requirements have appeared
from copper refinement. A major problem is that it is
difficult to coordinate unit process operation; however, due
to unit process dependencies, it is clear that coordination
would be beneficial. To coordinate operator work, there
must be an appropriate mechanism, such as an advisory
system. An advisory system should also assist unit process
operation in detailed process-specific matters, as each sin-
gle unit process is complex as such. Effective advisory also
requires application of mathematical models; only then, it
is possible to consider process dynamics properly. Further-
more, unit process scheduling is essential due to various
timing requirements. Finally, there is also a requirement
of reacting to various events in an asynchronous manner;
for instance, finishing a particular batch process may be a
triggering precondition for other operations.

Respectively, steel refinement has its specific requirements.
Various parameters affect the output and its quality. Qual-
ity control requires process-related knowledge, and math-
ematical models should be applied to imitate process dy-
namics. Coordination is also required to operate the over-
all refinement efficiently. Finally, quality control requires
production monitoring which enables the observation of
process outputs, thus providing essential data.

There are also general ICT requirements that apply to
both cases. First, production plants are often distributed,
and some facilities may even be physically located in
another plant; thus, connectivity over the Internet is re-
quired. Second, there is considerable variety among indus-
trial back-end systems and information sources, such as
measurement data providers. Thus, connectivity mecha-
nisms must be adaptable to arbitrary information inter-
faces. Third, to facilitate system maintenance and up-
dates and to improve scalability, the integration techniques
should enable loose coupling between system components
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Synchronous communication is also required in some use
cases. A use case for it may be, for instance, a user
request for production performance reports or another
case requiring request-response messaging. HTTP REST
API provides a synchronous data access mode. REST
(Representative State Transfer) is an architectural style
that refers to modelling interfaces as resources rather than
operations. In some cases, the synchronous API may also
wrap asynchronous communication via the message bus
for more straightforward access.

OPC UA provides a means to expose industrial process
measurements or other equipment-related information in
a standard manner. Its standard information model, end-
to-end security as well as wide tool support facilitate
integration, and its client-server approach is a common
messaging pattern.

As data delivery formats are chosen, commonly agreed,
digitally structured, text-based formats should be favoured.
One candidate is B2MML (2013), which covers ISA-95
for manufacturing management (e.g., scheduling or re-
source allocation) and ISA-88 for batch process details
(e.g., recipes or batch process monitoring). As measure-
ment data is delivered, a format such as Observations
and Measurements (2013) is suitable. The related data
formats are generic enough to be suitable for arbitrary
cases, but additional specification is then required for
utilisation. Although multiple physical formats may be
used (including OPC UA, JSON or XML), a similar logical
structure should be utilised for each. Then, any mappings
between the formats become straightforward, and some
design effort is saved.

The concept enables arbitrary adapters to any back-end
system. The vendors of each physical system may favour
their proprietary data formats. The data access purposes
may cover, for instance, historical data, online process data
exposed by DCS systems or manufacturing operations
related information from MES systems. These issues are
to be covered in future research.

5. IMPLEMENTING ASYNCHRONOUS
COMMUNICATION

5.1 Coordinating Scheduling

The first demonstrated use case focuses on coordinating
production scheduling. In the case, a unit process receives
a schedule from a coordinating optimisation module. The
case emphasises events and asynchronism: when a unit
process finishes a batch, the coordinating optimiser re-
ceives a notification and reacts by sending a refreshed
schedule.

The related practical example is the coordination of
Peirce-Smith Converters (PSC) in a copper refinery (in
Fig. 1, they perform the “converting” phase). There are
multiple PSCs that are run concurrently, and the coor-
dinating optimiser module calculates approximate batch
schedules for them. No actual production systems are
included in this implementation. Instead, communication
is demonstrated with simple applications that imitate real
systems.

PSC 
optimisation 

module

PSC 
meas.

PSC user 
interface

Message 
bus

PSC batch finished

Coordinating 
optimisation

PSC batch
finished

PSC
schedule

Compute 
coordinating 
PSC schedule

PSC
schedulePSC

schedule

Fig. 4. Module interaction in the coordinating optimisation
demonstration.

Fig. 4 illustrates module interaction in the example. As the
coordinating optimisation logic receives the information
that a PSC batch has finished, it refreshes the schedule
that coordinates PSCs. It submits the schedule to both
a PSC optimiser (for more detailed scheduling) and a
PSC user interface (to be displayed to operators). All the
message traffic is transferred via an asynchronous message
bus; that is, there are no direct links between the modules.
In a more extensive case, the coordinating optimiser would
also compute the schedules of other unit processes, but this
example is limited to PSCs.

The indirect messaging mechanism has been implemented
with a topic-based approach. That is, at design time,
specific messaging topics are agreed on. For instance, the
topic for coordinating PSC schedules may be “coordina-
tion.schedules.psc”. The producer of those schedules (i.e.,
the coordinating optimiser) submits PSC schedules to
that topic, and any consumer modules sign up for the
topic. The topic-based message traffic is coordinated by
the centralised message bus; thus, there are no direct
dependencies between message producers and consumers.

The demonstration utilises open, platform-independent
technologies. The information about batch finishing is
structured utilising the Observations and Measurements
schemata. The coordinating PSC schedule is structured as
a B2MML production schedule. Finally, the message bus
is RabbitMQ, which utilises AMQP protocol. All AMQP
traffic is encrypted, and user access control is also applied
– thus, the modules may communicate securely over the
Internet.

5.2 Unit Process Scheduling with Calculation Module

In contrast to coordinating scheduling, the detailed schedul-
ing example has more focus on a single unit process. A
detailed schedule provides comprehensive instructions to
process operators. In the example, there is a Flash Smelt
Furnace (FSF) that performs the smelting unit process
of copper refinement (see Fig. 1), providing material in-
put for PSC batches. Fig. 5 illustrates the case. First, a
measurements module produces an FSF batch composition
estimate, which is then delivered to a PSC optimisation
module; PSC optimisation utilises the composition infor-
mation to estimate the PSC processing needs of the batch.
Using the composition estimate, the PSC optimiser mod-
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Fig. 5. Module interaction in the unit process scheduling
demonstration.

ule calculates a fresh PSC schedule. Finally, the message
bus delivers the schedule to the PSC operator interface.
Similar to the first scenario, this demonstration does not
integrate actual production systems either but runs simple
applications that imitate real systems.

The technology set of the previous demonstration is
extended with a calculation module. B2MML holds
scheduling information, Observations and Measurements
schemata provide the structures for measurements, Rab-
bitMQ delivers messages and messaging is based on topics.
However, an additional Matlab-based calculation module
has been integrated to generate the schedules. Although
Matlab may not be the best choice for production envi-
ronments, it demonstrates the integration of mathematical
models. Matlab also enables the utilisation of extensive
simulations.

6. DISCUSSION

The identified concept requirements stem from two prac-
tical cases in process industry. To truly evaluate if the
concept covers the varying needs of process industry, more
cases should be studied. Still, it is noteworthy that, due
to the heterogeneity of organisations and facilities, some
adaptation and customisation is required for each physical
plant anyway. In addition, especially the copper case has
a high degree of distribution, asynchronism and process
complexity. Consequently, its requirements likely provide
an extensive coverage in platform functionality and fea-
tures.

The concept meets its requirements well. The envi-
sioned platform enables production coordination, knowl-
edge modelling in optimisation modules, distribution, syn-
chronous and asynchronous communication as well as loose
coupling. The concept is also generally adaptable to other
production plants.

As optimisation modules are integrated, the utilisation of
the platform causes some overhead in the related design,
but the overhead is compensated by the various advantages
of the platform. It could be argued that a point-to-point
approach would be a faster, more straightforward way to
implement integration. However, the problem of point-
to-point is the lack of scalability and flexibility in terms
of changes; in complex point-to-point scenarios, modifi-

cations are expensive and difficult to perform. Industrial
information systems have traditionally been independent
and isolated from each other (ISO 15746-2, 2017). How-
ever, due to business evolution, adaptability is more impor-
tant in future enterprise information systems than today
(Weichhart et al., 2016). These adaptability aspects are
contributed to by the platform; as all the messaging is per-
formed in a loosely coupled manner, it is easy to manage
systems integration, module dependencies and information
routing. Although some production systems may remain
the same for a long time, optimisation knowledge will likely
evolve anyway.

The specification of information structures utilisation
likely requires additional work. A challenge of the plat-
form is that multiple information structure standards are
required. Although appropriate standards have been dis-
covered for the proofs of concept, they likely provide no all-
round coverage within industrial production. Furthermore,
while B2MML provides a good basis for numerous needs, it
is a system-level specification and, thus, ignorant of equip-
ment level information such as measurement values. In
addition, B2MML structures are somewhat loose. Instead
of only instructing practitioners to use a highly adaptable
standard, there should also be recommendations about its
detailed application. Similarly, although Observations and
Measurements seems well suitable for the system, there
should also be guidelines that determine which of its fields
are utilised and how.

The implemented demonstrations show how a part of
the concept may be implemented. However, while func-
tional and relevant, they also have a limited scope. First,
they only focus on one case (i.e., copper refinement),
and second, their coverage within that case is limited.
Still, there is focus on asynchronous communication, which
is typically more complex and more difficult to imple-
ment than synchronous functionality. Implementing syn-
chronous, high-level service interfaces (e.g., REST) and re-
lated clients is straightforward with modern development
tools. In addition, communication scenarios are expected
to repeat certain patterns, and an extensive number of
mutually resembling experiments would bring little con-
ceptual value.

Compared to the traditional monolithic control systems,
the proposed generic, asynchronous communication plat-
form would significantly increase the possibilities of pro-
duction optimisation. It would be possible to build sys-
tems that consider both global optimisation and the local
requirements or restrictions of unit processes. Large-scale
optimisation tasks would be taken to a new level due to
improved communication and easier information access.

7. CONCLUSION

This article has presented a platform concept to enable
coordinating production optimisation. Asynchronism, dis-
tribution and integration of various systems and modules
were emphasised in particular. First, the requirements of
the platform were considered, then, a platform design was
introduced and, finally, two proof-of-concept implementa-
tions were demonstrated. Although the results still have
a limited scope and coverage, the platform design seems
promising. The practical industrial cases (copper and steel
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Synchronous communication is also required in some use
cases. A use case for it may be, for instance, a user
request for production performance reports or another
case requiring request-response messaging. HTTP REST
API provides a synchronous data access mode. REST
(Representative State Transfer) is an architectural style
that refers to modelling interfaces as resources rather than
operations. In some cases, the synchronous API may also
wrap asynchronous communication via the message bus
for more straightforward access.

OPC UA provides a means to expose industrial process
measurements or other equipment-related information in
a standard manner. Its standard information model, end-
to-end security as well as wide tool support facilitate
integration, and its client-server approach is a common
messaging pattern.

As data delivery formats are chosen, commonly agreed,
digitally structured, text-based formats should be favoured.
One candidate is B2MML (2013), which covers ISA-95
for manufacturing management (e.g., scheduling or re-
source allocation) and ISA-88 for batch process details
(e.g., recipes or batch process monitoring). As measure-
ment data is delivered, a format such as Observations
and Measurements (2013) is suitable. The related data
formats are generic enough to be suitable for arbitrary
cases, but additional specification is then required for
utilisation. Although multiple physical formats may be
used (including OPC UA, JSON or XML), a similar logical
structure should be utilised for each. Then, any mappings
between the formats become straightforward, and some
design effort is saved.

The concept enables arbitrary adapters to any back-end
system. The vendors of each physical system may favour
their proprietary data formats. The data access purposes
may cover, for instance, historical data, online process data
exposed by DCS systems or manufacturing operations
related information from MES systems. These issues are
to be covered in future research.

5. IMPLEMENTING ASYNCHRONOUS
COMMUNICATION

5.1 Coordinating Scheduling

The first demonstrated use case focuses on coordinating
production scheduling. In the case, a unit process receives
a schedule from a coordinating optimisation module. The
case emphasises events and asynchronism: when a unit
process finishes a batch, the coordinating optimiser re-
ceives a notification and reacts by sending a refreshed
schedule.

The related practical example is the coordination of
Peirce-Smith Converters (PSC) in a copper refinery (in
Fig. 1, they perform the “converting” phase). There are
multiple PSCs that are run concurrently, and the coor-
dinating optimiser module calculates approximate batch
schedules for them. No actual production systems are
included in this implementation. Instead, communication
is demonstrated with simple applications that imitate real
systems.
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Fig. 4. Module interaction in the coordinating optimisation
demonstration.

Fig. 4 illustrates module interaction in the example. As the
coordinating optimisation logic receives the information
that a PSC batch has finished, it refreshes the schedule
that coordinates PSCs. It submits the schedule to both
a PSC optimiser (for more detailed scheduling) and a
PSC user interface (to be displayed to operators). All the
message traffic is transferred via an asynchronous message
bus; that is, there are no direct links between the modules.
In a more extensive case, the coordinating optimiser would
also compute the schedules of other unit processes, but this
example is limited to PSCs.

The indirect messaging mechanism has been implemented
with a topic-based approach. That is, at design time,
specific messaging topics are agreed on. For instance, the
topic for coordinating PSC schedules may be “coordina-
tion.schedules.psc”. The producer of those schedules (i.e.,
the coordinating optimiser) submits PSC schedules to
that topic, and any consumer modules sign up for the
topic. The topic-based message traffic is coordinated by
the centralised message bus; thus, there are no direct
dependencies between message producers and consumers.

The demonstration utilises open, platform-independent
technologies. The information about batch finishing is
structured utilising the Observations and Measurements
schemata. The coordinating PSC schedule is structured as
a B2MML production schedule. Finally, the message bus
is RabbitMQ, which utilises AMQP protocol. All AMQP
traffic is encrypted, and user access control is also applied
– thus, the modules may communicate securely over the
Internet.

5.2 Unit Process Scheduling with Calculation Module

In contrast to coordinating scheduling, the detailed schedul-
ing example has more focus on a single unit process. A
detailed schedule provides comprehensive instructions to
process operators. In the example, there is a Flash Smelt
Furnace (FSF) that performs the smelting unit process
of copper refinement (see Fig. 1), providing material in-
put for PSC batches. Fig. 5 illustrates the case. First, a
measurements module produces an FSF batch composition
estimate, which is then delivered to a PSC optimisation
module; PSC optimisation utilises the composition infor-
mation to estimate the PSC processing needs of the batch.
Using the composition estimate, the PSC optimiser mod-
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refinement) likely provide sufficient challenges to recognise
the required features of a generic communication platform
that suits for other industrial cases as well. With the pro-
posed platform, it would be possible to utilise production-
related knowledge in an unprecedented way, which has
notable potential to improve efficiency.

Various issues still require further research to improve
the coverage of the platform concept. The data formats
to deliver information between modules could be further
studied due to the limitations of the current scenarios.
The integration of actual production systems could also be
considered. Furthermore, related to the cases, the number
of the scenarios covered could be extended.
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